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Summary
This thesis concerns a direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a Blasius boundary layer
subjected to wall excitation with multiple frequencies to cause transition. This wall
excitation produces wavepackets, which are small localized disturbances in the flow
that possess a broad spectrum of Fourier modes which mimic natural transition. By
introducing a wide variety of modes, the flow has the freedom to amplify modes of
its choosing, and the dominant mechanism of wavepacket growth can emerge. A
fully crossed factorial simulation design is used to investigate the combined effects
of frequency, bandwidth and amplitude on the transition process. In this design,
we test all combinations of three different wavepacket frequencies at three different
bandwidths and two amplitudes for a total of 3× 3× 2 = 18 simulations. It is found
that wavepackets with broad frequency bandwidth predominantly undergo N-type
transition, while wavepackets with narrow frequency bandwidth tend to exhibit K-
type behavior. K-type transition is most likely for wavepackets that are initiated
with high amplitude and/or with the initial disturbance peak frequency close to the
neutral stability point at the source.
Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) are then performed to extract the one-dimensional
(1D), two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) spatio-temporal spectra of
the flow. In particular, the 3D spectrum yields new information about modes that
overlap ambiguously in lower dimensions. Inverse Fourier transforms of subsets of the
3D spectrum allow selective extraction of coherent structures. These are compared
with the results of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD). In general, the strength
viii
of the POD is its optimality in finding the basis that captures most of the kinetic
energy of the wavepacket, typically within a small number of modes. Its weakness
is the complexity of the resulting basis functions, which are not easily understood.
Conversely, Fourier transforms yield sinusoidal modes that are readily connected with
classical theories, such as Craik triad resonance and Herbert’s secondary instability,
but may require a large number of modes to accurately represent a wavepacket.
To synergize the strengths of both methods, a hybrid POD-FFT is pioneered, using
the FFT as a tool for interpreting the POD modes. The POD-FFT automatically
identifies well-known fundamental, subharmonic and Klebanoff modes in the flow,
even though it is blind to the underlying physics. However, the POD-FFT further
separates the subharmonic content of the broadband wavepacket into three fairly dis-
tinct parts: a positively detuned mode resembling a Λ-vortex, a Craik-type tuned
mode and a Herbert-type positive-negative detuned mode pair, in decreasing order of
energy. This distinction is less widely recognized, but it provides a possible explana-
tion for the slightly positively detuned subharmonic mode often observed in previous
experiments and simulations, interpreting it as a positively-skewed amalgamation of
multiple subharmonic modes at different detuned frequencies. Additionally, it is sug-
gested that the positively detuned subharmonic has the highest energy because of
its preferential amplification at a rate even greater than the tuned resonance, and
also because the broadband initial disturbance that generates the wavepacket im-
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c1, c2 Coefficients for changing governing equations
DNS Direct numerical simulation
e Base of the natural logarithm, e ≈ 2.71828
f Dimensional frequency (Hertz)
F Nondimensional frequency
i Imaginary number, i =
√−1
k Wavenumber vector
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Turbulence can be described as an apparently random and chaotic fluid motion over
a wide range of length and time scales. It is pervasive in the world, occurring in
atmospheric storms, fast-flowing rivers, oceanic currents and also in celestial bodies
like stars and accretion disks of black holes. It seems to have a negative connotation
in the public perception; atmospheric turbulence is frequently associated with violent
storms (Figure 1.1) and discomfort while flying aboard aircraft. However, turbulence
has many benefits that frequently go unnoticed, such as promoting mixing and rapid
equilibration of temperatures, and reducing drag by lowering form drag. A famous
demonstration of the latter property is that a dimpled golf ball will fly further than
a smooth one, because the dimples create turbulence that reduces pressure drag.
Turbulence has proven to be an extremely challenging subject, and the eminent No-
bel prize-winning physicist Richard Feynman called it “the most important unsolved
problem of classical physics”. One aspect of turbulence that is particularly fascinat-
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1.1. Background
Figure 1.1: Dark and ominous turbulent gust front clouds. Credit NOAA Photo
Library, NOAA Central Library; OAR/ERL/National Severe Storms Laboratory
(NSSL) (Image ID: nssl0111, public domain).
2
1.1. Background
Figure 1.2: “Rope” or decay stage of tornado. During “Sound Chase”, a joint project of
NSSL and Mississippi State University. Credit NOAA Photo Library, NOAA Central
Library; OAR/ERL/National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) (Image ID: nssl0056,
public domain).
ing is its large-scale structure and organization. In some sense, people have known
all along that there can be a form of order amidst the chaos, as seen in tornado
structures spawned by some weather systems (Figure 1.2). However, there are many
other systems with an ambiguous macro-scale organization, and even among scientists
there can be endless debate over what is the true “structure” of a flow. To reduce the
subjectivity that used to plague this field, many mathematical methods for coherent
structure extraction have been proposed, and one key topic of this thesis concerns
the development of a new tool for this purpose.
A natural follow-up question when one witnesses the phenomenon of turbulence is,
3
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how does it arise? And that is the other major emphasis of this thesis, which is
the study of how a smooth, quiescent flow becomes turbulent. The fluid dynamics
community has been studying laminar-turbulent transition since the 19th century,
with pioneers such as Osborne Reynolds leading the way with experiments on the
transition to turbulence of water flowing within a pipe (Reynolds, 1883). Reynolds
popularized the non-dimensional parameter that now bears his name - the Reynolds
number Re = ρU∞l/µ, where ρ represents density, U∞ is flow mean velocity, l is the
characteristic length of the system and µ is the dynamic viscosity. It was found that
the flow would transition to turbulence more easily at higher Reynolds number, and
today when we speak of transition prediction, we usually mean to find the Reynolds
number at which transition will occur.
Furthermore, Reynolds made an interesting observation that a diffuse mass of colored
water in turbulent pipe flow would resolve into fairly distinct curls and eddies when
viewed in the light of a momentary electric spark (see Figure 1.3), which hints at
another important feature of turbulence - it occurs across a wide range of time and
length scales simultaneously - a multi-scale phenomenon in contemporary terminol-
ogy.
Turbulence was found to originate with small disturbances in the flow that were able
to grow large, so it became closely related to the concept of flow stability. If a laminar
flow is stable with respect to a particular disturbance, transition to turbulence will
not occur due to that disturbance.
4
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(a) Low velocities - A beautiful streak of color:
(b) High velocities - Turbulence:
(c) Turbulence illuminated by the light of an electric spark:
Figure 1.3: Sketches of a streak of colored water drawn through a tube, from the
landmark paper of Reynolds (1883, fig. 3, 4, 5) (now in the public domain) on
transition to turbulence in a pipe. At low flow velocities, a beautiful streak of color
is observed, which suddenly mixes up with the surrounding water above a certain
velocity. If this high-velocity flow is flash-illuminated by the light of an electric spark,





The equation describing the motion of fluids is the Navier-Stokes equation. For
incompressible fluids, it may be written as
∂V
∂t
+ (V ∇)V = −∇Π + 1
Re
∇2V, (1.1)
∇  V = 0, (1.2)
where V is the velocity vector field, Π is the pressure scalar field, t is time and Re
is the Reynolds number. ∇ is the gradient operator, and ∇2 ≡ ∇ ∇ is the Laplace
operator. In general, velocity and pressure are a function of both the spatial position
vector x and time t. A common approach is to separate the steady-state (time-
independent) basic flow solution (U(x), P (x)) from the time-dependent perturbation
solution (u(x, t), p(x, t)) as
(V(x, t),Π(x, t)) = (U(x) + u(x, t), P (x) + p(x, t)). (1.3)
From this point onwards, for notational simplicity, we no longer write the dependence
on x and t explicitly, and so (1.3) becomes
(V,Π) = (U + u, P + p). (1.4)
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Thus we can substitute V = U + u into the continuity equation (1.2),
∇  (U + u) = 0
∇  U +∇  u = 0
Since the basic flow U without the perturbation also satisfies continuity, we have
∇  U = 0, and consequently
∇  u = 0. (1.5)
Likewise, we substitute (1.4) into the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation (1.1),
∂
∂t








+ (U ∇)U + (u ∇)U + (U ∇)u + (u ∇)u





The basic flow (U, P ) without the perturbation is itself a solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations, hence we also have
∂U
∂t
+ (U ∇)U = −∇P + 1
Re
∇2U. (1.7)
Subtracting (1.7) from (1.6), we obtain the general flow stability equation that governs
the evolution of a velocity perturbation vector u to a basic flow vector U,
∂u
∂t





For very small perturbations, the nonlinear term (u ∇)u can be ignored, giving rise
to the linear stability equation,
∂u
∂t
+ (U ∇)u + (u ∇)U = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2u, (1.9)
which forms the core of linear stability theory (LST). LST is a popular tool of stability
analysis because it is easily amenable to theoretical analysis and provides a sufficient,
though not necessary condition for instability. Hence, if LST concludes that a flow is
unstable, the flow is truly unstable. But if LST concludes that a flow is stable, it is
not necessarily stable.
If we model the perturbation as a traveling wave, we have
(u, p) = (u˜, p˜) exp [i (k  x− ωt)] , (1.10)
where k is the wavenumber vector, ω is the angular frequency and u˜, p˜ are functions
describing the amplitude of the traveling wave. By the famous Squire transformation
(Squire, 1933), any three-dimensional (3D) linear flow stability problem for parallel
flow can be converted into an equivalent two-dimensional (2D) case. Squire’s transfor-
mation thus provided justification for the focus on 2D traveling wave solutions. As a
result, to find the minimum critical Reynolds number (the lowest Reynolds number for
which the flow becomes unstable), it is sufficient to consider only 2D disturbances.
Applying the assumption of 2D traveling wave solutions leads to what is arguably
the most well-known equation of flow stability analysis - the Orr-Sommerfeld (OS)
equation (Schmid and Henningson, 2001).
The OS equation may be derived starting from the assumptions of a parallel basic flow
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in a Cartesian reference frame (x, t) = (x, y, z, t), with the perturbation velocity vector
u = (u, v, w), basic flow vector U = (U, V,W ) = (U(y), 0, 0) and ∂U/∂x = ∂U/∂z =
0. In this parallel basic flow, the linear stability equation (1.9) and continuity equation












































































This equation system (1.11) has a traveling wave solution in the form of (1.10),
(u, p) = (u, v, w, p) = [u˜(y), v˜(y), w˜(y), p˜(y)] exp [i (αx+ βz − ωt)] , (1.12)
where α and β are the wavenumbers in the x and z-directions respectively, and ω is
the angular frequency. Substituting (1.12) into (1.11a), (1.11b), (1.11c) and (1.11d),
we will obtain the system of equations,
[
D2 − (α2 + β2)− iα(U − c)Re] u˜ = (iαp˜+ U ′v˜)Re, (1.13a)[
D2 − (α2 + β2)− iα(U − c)Re] v˜ = Dp˜Re, (1.13b)[
D2 − (α2 + β2)− iα(U − c)Re] w˜ = iβp˜Re, (1.13c)
i(αu˜+ βw˜) +Dv˜ = 0. (1.13d)
c = ω/α is the phase speed of the perturbation in the x-direction, U is a function of
9
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y describing the mean velocity profile of the flow, U ′ denotes dU/dy, while D ≡ d/dy,
D2 ≡ d2/dy2 and so on.

























i(αu˜+ βw˜) +Dv˜ = 0,
where D ≡ d/dy.
For a 2D wave with is no spanwise perturbation, w˜ = 0 and β = 0, so (1.13) becomes
[
D2 − α2 − iα(U − c)Re] u˜ = (iαp˜+ U ′v˜)Re, (1.14a)[
D2 − α2 − iα(U − c)Re] v˜ = Dp˜Re, (1.14b)
iαu˜+Dv˜ = 0. (1.14c)
Eliminating u˜ and p˜ from the equation system (1.14) leads to the OS equation. We
proceed from (1.14c), where we have u˜ = −Dv˜/(iα), which we substitute into (1.14a)
as [
D2 − α2 − iα(U − c)Re](−Dv˜
iα
)
= (iαp˜+ U ′v˜)Re. (1.15)







+ (U − c)D2v˜Re = iαDp˜Re + U ′′v˜Re. (1.16)
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+(U−c)D2v˜Re = iα [D2 − α2 − iα(U − c)Re] v˜+U ′′v˜Re. (1.17)
Rearranging (1.17) gives us the OS equation,
(U − c)(D2 − α2)v˜ − U ′′v˜ = 1
iαRe
(D2 − α2)2v˜. (1.18)
The values of phase speed c for which non-trivial solutions of the OS equation exist are
known as the eigenvalues of the OS equation. For any given Reynolds number, Re and
wavenumber α, there may be many eigenvalues c that satisfy the OS equation. The
name comes about because the linear stability problem (1.18) may be cast in the form
of a generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem, which is an alternative formulation of
the OS equation,
cLψ =Mψ (1.19)
where ψ is an eigenfunction, L andM are linear operators given by
L = (D2 − α2), (1.20a)
M = [U − (iαRe)−1(D2 − α2)](D2 − α2)− U ′′. (1.20b)
In the inviscid limit of Re → ∞, the Orr-Sommerfeld equation approaches the
Rayleigh equation, which has a singularity at U − c = 0. Points in the flow where
the mean flow velocity is equal to the perturbation’s phase speed U = c are known
as critical points. Although the singularities will not be present if there is viscosity,
it is still found that the flow exhibits special behavior at critical points. In a bound-
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ary layer, the collection of points where U = c form a critical layer in which strong
nonlinear interactions occur.
The eigenvalues of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation have different forms depending on
the nature of the flow domain. For bounded shear flows, the eigenvalue spectrum
is countably infinite and discrete (Hooper and Grimshaw, 1996). For an unbounded
shear flow with finite energy under some Galilean transformation, the OS equation
has both a discrete and continuous eigenvalue spectrum (Grosch and Salwen, 1978).
The Blasius boundary layer comes under this unbounded shear flow category, and
the diversity of possible eigenvalues leads to a wide variety of ways for perturbations
to be introduced into the boundary layer as well. This is part of an active field of
research known as boundary layer receptivity.
Receptivity is a fascinating process which is far from straightforward, and one impor-
tant aspect is the unique phenomenon of shear sheltering (Hunt et al., 1996; Hunt
and Durbin, 1999). It can be demonstrated that the continuous modes of the OS
equation do not penetrate deeply into a region of large shear in the boundary layer
(Grosch and Salwen, 1978), and rapid distortion theory (Hunt and Carruthers, 1990)
leads to the further finding that a shear layer adjacent to a wall will be sheltered from
free-stream turbulence. Jacobs and Durbin (1998) showed that a simplified model of
the boundary layer has an Airy function as its solution. An Airy function has a
turning point- a point where the character of the solution switches from oscillatory to
exponential decay. This point is found to occur in the upper region of the boundary
layer, and explains the sudden decay of the incoming waves. This shear sheltering
effect is frequency and Reynolds number dependent. Waves are able to penetrate




Once disturbances are successfully introduced into the boundary layer, either from
internal sources such as surface roughness and vibrations, or external sources like
freestream turbulence (Saric et al., 2002), the perturbations can grow through linear
mechanisms. Transition may also occur through a process not described by the pri-
mary modes of the OS equation. This is known as bypass transition and will not be
discussed here.
1.2.2 Nonlinear analysis: wave amplification
If a flow perturbation grows to a stage where the small-amplitude assumption of linear
theory is no longer valid, the analysis must be extended to include the nonlinear terms
in the general flow stability equation (1.8). Moreover, under some circumstances,
several discrete and continuous Orr-Sommerfeld modes can interact nonlinearly to
trigger transition to turbulence, even though any single mode, if left by itself, is
unable to cause transition (Liu et al., 2008).
An important nonlinear mechanism in the development of a Blasius boundary layer
perturbation is the Craik triad (Craik, 1971). If we use the symbols ω, β and α to
represent the angular frequency, spanwise and streamwise wavenumber respectively,
the Craik triad comprises a 2D fundamental wave mode denoted by subscript f ,
and a symmetric pair of 3D oblique subharmonic waves propagating at equal and
opposite angles from the streamwise direction, which we shall denote with the + and
− subscripts.
















These three modes satisfy the wave resonance condition
vf = v+ + v−. (1.22)
All three waves have the same phase speed in the streamwise direction, c = ω/α, so
the height in the boundary layer at which their phase speed matches the mean flow
velocity is the same. As mentioned in the previous section §1.2.1, such a location is
known as the critical layer. At this location, an extremely strong nonlinear energy
transfer mechanism operates to drive the growth of the subharmonic waves. If the
fundamental and subharmonic waves are of the same amplitude, the subharmonics
may experience growth an order of magnitude larger than the fundamental.
Further analysis of the subharmonic route to transition was carried out by Herbert
(1984, 1988). This approach considers the subharmonic as a secondary instability in
the boundary layer; it is secondary in the sense that it is a small 3D perturbation
riding on a large 2D primary disturbance. It differs from Craik’s theory because here
the 3D perturbation is assumed small relative to the 2D perturbation, whereas in
a Craik triad all three modes are of similar size. Furthermore, all three waves in a
Craik triad interact with each other, but in Herbert’s secondary instability, the 3D
perturbations do not interact with each other, and the 2D wave (part of a periodic
mean flow) plays a catalytic role, because its presence influences the growth rates of
the 3D modes, but the 2D fundamental itself is not affected by the 3D modes.
While these assumptions theoretically restrict Herbert’s theory to lower amplitudes of
the subharmonic and hence to earlier stages in the development of a flow disturbance,
it is found to be better able to explain two key experimental observations: detuned
modes and staggered Λ-vortices. Firstly, detuned modes become apparent when the
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solution for the 3D perturbation is converted from the reference frame moving with
the 2D perturbation back to the laboratory (fixed) frame. These detuned modes
possess frequencies and wavenumbers that do not precisely meet the Craik resonance
conditions. Instead, they occur in pairs which are symmetric with respect to the Craik
subharmonic mode frequency. If (ω, β) is the frequency and spanwise wavenumber





∆β). The phenomena of conjugate detuning in the subharmonic frequency has been
observed in the experiments of Kachanov and Levchenko (1984).
Secondly, the spatially periodic part of the solution proposed by Herbert could help ex-
plain the staggered vortex configurations observed in smoke visualization experiments
by Saric (1984). These were linked to the subharmonic modes having a component
that was invariant to the spatial translations u(x, z) = u(x+2λx, z+λz), where x and
z are the streamwise and spanwise locations respectively, while λx and λz are their
spatial periods. Interestingly, the theory also predicts that the fundamental modes
are invariant to the translation u(x, z) = u(x + λx, z + λz), which is observed for
another type of transition process where the subharmonic does not play a major role.
This transition regime is characterized by aligned vortices in the streamwise direc-
tion. In general, the arrangement of the so-called Λ-structures in the flow can form
a basis for characterization of the transition route in a boundary layer (Boiko et al.,
2012). The regime with the subharmonic mode and staggered Λ-structures is known
as the N-type (Novosibirsk) or H-type (Herbert) regime (Herbert, 1984), while the
transition with Λ-structures lining up and following each other is termed the K-type
(Klebanoff) regime (Kachanov, 1994), in recognition of the pioneering experiments of
Klebanoff et al. (1962).
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Further work showed the detuned resonance to be very wide in the frequency spectrum
(Kachanov, 1994), with the range ∆ω over which resonant amplification could occur
being very large and reaching up to half the subharmonic frequency (Borodulin et al.,
2002c). And in a recent paper by Würz et al. (2012), the amplification factors across a
wide range of frequency and wavenumber detunings were systematically investigated,
yielding information on optimal detunings with maximum amplification. For positive
frequency detunings in an adverse pressure gradient boundary layer, the amplification
factor of the detuned mode could be even greater than the case of tuned resonances!
(Würz et al., 2012). These experiments are supported by the theoretical work of Wu
et al. (2007) on phase-locked interaction, which is a much less restrictive condition
than classical triad resonance. In this phase-locked approach, all 3D disturbances
sharing approximately the same phase speed as the 2D mode can be amplified, and a
precise subharmonic relation between modes is not required. Wu et al. (2007) believe
this mechanism to be applicable to both a Blasius boundary layer and a decelerating
boundary layer. Such findings suggest that the rather rigid framework of the original
resonant triad should be extended into a more flexible mechanism that accommodated
large spectral bands interacting with each other. A schematic of the tuned, detuned
and broadband resonance mechanisms in the frequency-spanwise wavenumber ω-β
plane is provided in Figure 1.4.
In fact, many disturbances that trigger transition to turbulence in nature possess
large spectral widths or bands in space and time - more aptly described as a packet of
waves, or a wavepacket. Its route or development to turbulence represents in essence
a competition for dominance among the many waves present; growing linearly or













Figure 1.4: Schematic of classical resonance mechanisms: the tuned resonant triad of
Craik (1971) and the detuned resonances of Herbert (1988). Taken together, we have
a broad frequency band in which rapid resonant amplification of the subharmonic,
catalyzed by the fundamental, may occur (Borodulin et al., 2002b).
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once they attain sufficiently large amplitude in an ever-growing avalanche of nonlinear
interactions, which cannot be adequately described by classical models. This has led
researchers to give more attention directly to the study of wavepackets in more recent
times, where the dominant processes of growth or transition may be studied as they
emerge from the complex sum and difference interactions among the numerous modes
in the wavepacket. The works of Breuer et al. (1997), Medeiros and Gaster (1999a,b),
Yeo et al. (2010) and others suggest that there is a strong sense of universality in the
transition process to turbulence for broadband disturbances that were initiated by
pulse-type excitation.
1.2.3 Nonlinear analysis: wave production
It is common to find new waves emerging in a wavepacket as it propagates downstream
in a boundary layer, which raises questions about their origin. The concepts discussed
up to this point largely concern wave amplification mechanisms, but do not explain
how a wave was produced in the first place. This point was highlighted by the experi-
ments of Medeiros and Gaster (1999b). In these wavepacket experiments, the Fourier
modes of the subharmonic waves were removed from the input excitation signal. This
will be referred to as the truncated wavepacket, and its downstream evolution, due to
convection by the mean flow, was compared with a complete wavepacket containing
subharmonic modes. The influence of random background noise was also convinc-
ingly excluded. Since resonance is a mechanism of wave amplification and not wave
production, the removal of the “seeds” of a wave should have prevented resonance
from occurring. Nonetheless, both the complete and truncated wavepackets evolved














Figure 1.5: Schematic of subharmonic mode seeded by the fundamental as proposed
by Craik (2001). The minimum fundamental frequency bandwidth is [ω0 + (ω0/4)]−
[ω0− (ω0/4)] = (ω0/2), which is equal to the subharmonic frequency ω0/2 in order to
be able to seed the subharmonic via difference interactions within the fundamental
band. The exact portions of the fundamental that are interacting to produce the
subharmonic are checkerboarded.
(subharmonic) mode “must have come from some as yet unidentified mechanism of
wave production” Medeiros and Gaster (1999b, p. 316).
A plausible explanation was subsequently put forward by Craik (2001), illustrated
in Figure 1.5. It was proposed that the fundamental mode should not be considered
as a single point in the spectrum, but as a whole continuum of modes occupying a
finite band in the spectrum. Components within this band could undergo nonlinear
interactions with each other that could give rise to higher harmonics or the subhar-
monic mode. Once the mode is seeded, the familiar wave resonance mechanisms could
come in and strongly amplify the subharmonic. Additionally, the amplitude of the
modes exhibited a phase dependence that is consistent with experiments (Medeiros
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and Gaster, 1999a). The gist of his explanation is that: (a) the frequency band-
width of the initial wavepacket needs to be sufficiently broad for its frequency range
ω0,max−ω0,min to be at least as great as the frequency of the subharmonic, and likewise
(b) its range of streamwise wavenumbers α0,max−α0,min must be greater than or equal
to the streamwise wavenumber of the resonant subharmonic. This may be expressed
as
ω0,max − ω0,min ≥ ωsubharmonic, α0,max − α0,min ≥ αsubharmonic. (1.23)
Clear experimental evidence of this difference interaction mechanism may be seen in
the recent work of Paula et al. (2010), where they introduced two fundamental waves,
F1 and F2 into the boundary layer flow. As this modulated Tollmien-Schlichting (TS)
wave propagated downstream, another mode was seen to develop at the modulation
frequency ∆F = F1 − F2. Such difference interactions are also observed in other
works including Kachanov and Levchenko (1984).
Checks with the published results showed that the wavepackets of Medeiros and
Gaster (1999b) indeed satisfied the bandwidth criteria of Craik (2001), and so the
“seeds” of the subharmonic could be explained by that theory. In follow-up work,
Medeiros (2006) created wavepackets of different frequency bandwidth by introduc-
ing a controlled streamwise modulation of a wavetrain emanating from a point source
in a boundary layer. The term “wavetrain” is used for narrow bandwidth disturbances
because of the inverse relationship between size in spectral space and physical space,
linked by the Abel and Tauber theorems (Sengupta, 2012). Intuitively, it can be said
that the more concentrated a function is in Fourier space, the more spread out it will
be in physical space. This concept lies at the heart of a formal mathematical theorem
(see, for example, Stein and Shakarchi (2003)). Let f(x) be a function in the Schwartz
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space S(R) which consists of the set of all indefinitely differentiable functions f so
that f and all its derivatives f ′, f ′′, f ′′′, . . . are rapidly decreasing according to
sup
x∈R
|x|k|f (l)(x)| <∞ for every k, l ≥ 0. (1.24)
Let f(x) be normalized, ∫ ∞
−∞
|f(x)|2dx = 1. (1.25)









This mathematical property is widely applied in the field of quantum mechanics as
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, where position and momentum are a Fourier
transform pair to within a factor of Planck’s constant.
Consequentially, a reduction in the frequency bandwidth of a wavepacket will require
an increase in physical size, and vice versa. Once again in accordance with Craik
(2001), it was found that broad bandwidth wavepackets developed a subharmonic
mode, but narrow bandwidth wavetrains did not. Instead, the narrow bandwidth
disturbances formed Klebanoff modes (low frequency modes which are physically
longitudinal vortical and streaky structures) (Wu and Choudhari, 2001; Goldstein
and Sescu, 2008). Interestingly, a mean flow distortion was also observed in the
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wavepackets, even though it was not introduced at the source, and it was suggested
to be the “source” of the subharmonic band’s energy (Medeiros, 2006). One more
publication of importance is that of Healey (1995), which considers the localized
nonlinear breakdown of a wavepacket.
More recently, Paula et al. (2013a) performed experiments on an airfoil boundary
layer showing that the steepness of the modulation of the TS wave does not play
any significant role in the transition process. Instead, basic nonlinear interactions
between modes of a modulated TS wave generate quasi-subharmonic mode seeds that
significantly affect the transition scenario. Paula et al. (2013b) showed experimentally
that low-frequency waves are produced in the frequency range corresponding to the
width of the frequency band of the fundamental modes, supporting the hypothesis of
Craik (2001).
Another group pursuing related work is that of Sengupta and Bhaumik (2011) and
Bhaumik and Sengupta (2014), who study a spatio-temporal wave front (STWF)
that has similarities with the wavepacket. The wavepackets of Cohen et al. (1991);
Medeiros and Gaster (1999a,b) qualitatively resemble a STWF, and both the STWF
and wavepacket develop through interactions between multiple modes. For exam-
ple, a STWF may grow through the constructive interference of two damped modes
(Sengupta and Bhaumik, 2011). Similarly, the wavepacket subharmonic mode arises
through nonlinear interaction between two or more modes in the fundamental band.
However, there are some differences between the wavepacket and STWF. In Sengupta
and Bhaumik (2011) and Bhaumik and Sengupta (2014), the flow is continually ex-
cited by the disturbance source. This drives a regeneration mechanism of the distur-
bance whereby “The initial spatiotemporal wavefront induces additional downstream
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convecting and growing wave fronts at upstream locations.” (Sengupta and Bhaumik,
2011, p. 154501-4). These intermittent convecting flow structures regenerate because
“Continual pumping of energy by the exciter into the TS wave packet and induced
upwelling of the downstream separation bubbles are responsible for the appearance of
newer wave fronts.” (Sengupta and Bhaumik, 2011, p. 154501-2). Futhermore, it
is stated on page 2 of Bhaumik and Sengupta (2014) that “Self-regeneration is an
essential property of the STWF.” This is unlike the Gaster wavepackets, in which the
disturbance source is only active for one short duration to generate an initial pulse.
Within the resultant wavepacket, the flow may break down to turbulence, but the
lack of continual pumping of energy by the exciter prevents the growth of new wave
fronts, and the boundary layer returns to a typical Blasius profile after the wavepacket
has passed by. Therefore, the Gaster wavepackets have been studied in a different
environment compared to Sengupta et al., without continual source excitation, and
so it may be hard to make direct comparison with the work of Sengupta et al.
A somewhat different scenario occurs in wavetrains, which are driven by a contin-
ually excited source disturbance. In this regard, it may be a better candidate for
comparison with the papers of Sengupta et al. In Sengupta et al. (2006a), it is found
that a frontrunner or STWF only clearly emerges in cases with more than one stable
mode, and no unstable modes. If there is an unstable mode, the disturbance growth
becomes well-described by spatial analysis without the need for invoking any special
STWF considerations (Sengupta et al., 2006b). On the other hand, a single damped
mode alone decays without forming any STWF. Such observations lead to the con-
clusion that “a growing frontrunner is created as spatiotemporal perturbations in a
spatially stable fluid dynamical system with multiple modes. For unstable systems,
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no such frontrunner is seen.” (Sengupta et al., 2006a, p. 224504-4). As a result,
the observability of a STWF in a wavetrain would seem to depend primarily on the
presence or absence of unstable modes in that wavetrain.
1.2.4 Boundary layer transition types
A Blasius boundary layer is known to transition to turbulence through several mech-
anisms, known as the K (Klebanoff), N (Novosibirsk) and oblique transition regimes,
as classified by Boiko et al. (2012) and partially mentioned in section 1.2.2. For indi-
vidual waves of well-defined frequency, wavenumber and amplitude, much is already
known about its transition route. For example, it is known that higher-amplitude
waves are more likely to transition via the K-type (aligned Λ-structures/vortices)
(Boiko et al., 2012). Systems of three waves interacting with each other are also well-
researched (Craik, 1971; Sayadi et al., 2013) and are associated with N-type transition
(staggered Λ-structures). The challenge now is perhaps to integrate these results into
a more robust framework that is better able to predict transition under the vagaries
and complexities of real-world conditions. More complex systems such as wavepack-
ets still hold many unanswered questions. For example, the limited spatial extent of
wavepackets means that they are unable to support truly 2D waves, and any aligned
or staggered Λ-structure patterns may be distorted, or perhaps truncated due to the
limited spatial extent of the wavepacket.
1.2.5 Coherent structures
Over many years of detailed study of transitional flows, it has been found that certain
patterns consistently recur in flow visualizations or in the output of analysis tools like
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frequency spectra. The persistence and ubiquity of these patterns under a variety
of different flow conditions indicates that they are of fundamental importance to the
transition process. However, the process of pattern recognition has been plagued
by subjectivity, so the scientific community has done much work on mathematical
algorithms to rigorously define and identify such recurrences. Within the field of
fluids, such patterns in the flow are often known as coherent structures (Holmes
et al., 2012).
Many flows have been examined for coherent structures, including transitional incom-
pressible boundary layers (Rempfer, 1994; Rempfer and Fasel, 1994a; Rempfer, 1996),
supersonic (compressible) boundary layers (Rempfer, 2003), polymer drag-reducing
flow (Wang et al., 2012), atmospheric boundary layers (Huang et al., 2009), open
cavity flow (Guéniat et al., 2014), meandering jets in shallow reservoirs (Peltier et al.,
2014), and chemical process equipment (Tabib and Joshi, 2008). The techniques
used include global eigenmodes (fully 3D global stability analysis) (Bagheri et al.,
2009; Gómez et al., 2012), proper orthogonal decomposition (POD, also known as
principal component analysis, Karhunen-Loève decomposition or singular value de-
composition) (Holmes et al., 2012), balanced POD (Rowley, 2005), Koopman modes
(Rowley et al., 2009), dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) (Sayadi et al., 2014),
sparsity-promoting DMD (Jovanović et al., 2014), and optimal disturbances (Ander-
sson et al., 1999; Cherubini et al., 2011).
The aforementioned techniques often generate results that are complicated and dif-
ficult to interpret because they might not have been seen before. Thus, another
important subject is the linkage of these coherent structures back to classical theo-
ries. For connecting POD modes to instability modes, research has been done on a
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circular cylinder (Sengupta et al., 2010), lid-driven cavity (Sengupta et al., 2011b),
flat plate boundary layer and aerofoil (Sengupta et al., 2011a). These works pursue
a dynamical systems approach that expresses the stability mode amplitude in terms
of the POD mode amplitude with a weighting factor based on its contribution to
the total enstrophy, leading to the identification of new types of anomalous modes
that are atypical of that given by the Stuart-Landau model (Sengupta et al., 2010).
Subsequently, fast Fourier transforms (FFT) were used by Sengupta et al. (2011a) to
shed further light on the spectral characteristics of the POD modes.
The FFT is a powerful tool for transitional flow analysis because it rests on a firm
mathematical foundation that arbitrary functions can be represented by trigonomet-
ric series, and a function with compact support by a Fourier integral. In fact, the
conditions for the convergence of Fourier series representations of functions are very
general and practical (Newland, 1993), so discrete Fourier transforms may be used to
project a signal onto a basis set that spans the observation window (Harris, 1978).
Additionally, the FFT is computationally efficient (Kay and Marple, 1981), and graph-
ics processing unit (GPU) acceleration is possible using highly optimized and tested
programming libraries (NVIDIA, 2014).
Even more importantly, established theories (Craik, 1971; Herbert, 1988) have been
founded on the basis of Fourier modes, so that the use of Fourier-based analysis allows
results to be readily linked back to established physics, which is not the case with
most of the other 3D structural decomposition techniques. To date, Fourier-based
analysis of boundary layer transition has been largely restricted to 1D analysis in
Sengupta et al. (2011a) or 2D cases, such as in the frequency-wavenumber spectra
presented by Medeiros (2006); Yeo et al. (2010). Some work remains to be done to
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extend the approach to 3D space for structural analysis.
1.3 Motivation and strategy
This thesis sets out to improve understanding of the stability and laminar turbulent
transition of wavepackets in a Blasius boundary layer. A three-pronged strategy is
used to advance knowledge in this field, involving a synergy of physical understanding,
direct numerical simulation (DNS) and innovative data analysis techniques. These
advances are complementary, for new data processing tools yield new results which
can translate into enhanced physical understanding of the flow. In turn, physical
understanding guides the data processing to focus on areas with the most outstanding
questions and unexplained phenomena. All our results leverage the extensive flow
data available to us from a DNS, and the DNS code itself is modified for better
performance and fault tolerance.
1.3.1 Physical understanding of wavepacket transition
The present work was first motivated by the intriguing experiments of Medeiros
and Gaster (1999a,b) in which the subharmonic mode was found to reappear in the
wavepacket even though it had been carefully removed from the source disturbance.
They concluded that it had originated from an unidentified mechanism of wave gen-
eration. Craik (2001) subsequently proposed a theory in which the subharmonic wave
could be produced provided that the bandwidth of the wavepacket was sufficiently
broad. The hypothesis of Craik (2001) could be tested by simulating wavepackets of
different bandwidth and observing their transition behavior. At this juncture, it may
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be of interest to note that the crucial role of bandwidth in the transition process was
actually realized way back in the early days of transition studies of TS waves, with an
early pioneer stating, “The frequency distribution of the initial disturbance is of great
importance, since amplification finally selects only a very narrow band of frequencies
from all those initially present to bring about transition. The presence or absence of
frequencies near this amplified band is obviously more important than the total energy
of the disturbance,” (Schubauer and Skramstad, 1947, p. 290).
In more recent times, Medeiros (2006), Paula et al. (2013a) and Paula et al. (2013b)
had performed investigations on this topic. The experimental work of Medeiros (2006)
may be complemented by performing a numerical DNS that reaches similar conclu-
sions as their experimental investigations. Furthermore, Medeiros (2006) did not
follow their wavepacket evolution all the way until breakdown to incipient turbu-
lence, leaving room for further study to understand changes in the transition process
due to the effects of frequency bandwidth.
Special mention is also made of the advice of Kachanov (1994, p. 470), “We have to
distinguish clearly the types of transition from the types of resonances or theoretical
models. Unfortunately many investigators (mainly theoreticians) often do not make
this distinction. As a result the K-type of transition, found by Klebanoff and oth-
ers, is often called, for example, the K-mode or the fundamental type (meaning the
fundamental resonance which can, probably, describe only one of the possible inter-
action mechanisms at the initial stage of the K-regime of transition).” In line with
this recommendation, in this thesis we use the term “K-type” to refer exclusively to
the transition regime described by Kachanov (1994) and Boiko et al. (2012), while
“Klebanoff mode” refers to modes with low frequency and low streamwise wavenum-
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ber that appear as elongated streamwise streaks (Wu and Choudhari, 2001; Goldstein
and Sescu, 2008) in the flow as the wavepackets evolve downstream.
Paula et al. (2013a) investigated modulated Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves, which
constitute a continual excitation of varying amplitude that fills most of the boundary
layer. In contrast, our work uses localized wavepackets propagating in an otherwise
laminar Blasius boundary layer. In other words, different (but related) physical sys-
tems are being investigated. The idea of using pulsed disturbances with wide spectral
characteristics is to explore situations more akin to naturally occurring disturbances
where we allow competing processes to determine the most likely dominant modes
under such circumstances. Moreover, their work is mostly experimental, and ours is
computational, and their study is not continued until breakdown/strong nonlinearity.
Additionally, the regimes of disturbance excitation of Paula et al. (2013a) all involve
the input of discrete modes of distinct frequency, whereas our wavepacket introduces
a continuous distribution of modes. This arises from the uncertainty principle - our
wavepacket is a spatio-temporal localized disturbance that will occupy a frequency
band in spectral space. On the other hand, the modulated TS waves of Paula et al.
(2013a) are continually excited and hence have well-defined frequency points in spec-
tral space.
1.3.2 Innovative data processing techniques to obtain the 3D
spectrum and extract coherent structures
The full three-dimensional spatio-temporal spectrum of a flow has been identified as
an elusive and rarely-seen result (McKeon et al., 2013). Some possible reasons for
this include difficulties in capturing the required 3D velocity field data in experi-
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ments, and computational resource limitations in simulations. A survey of past liter-
ature indicates that previously published wavepacket Fourier spectra were mostly 2D.
The 3D S(ω, β, α) spectrum would have the advantage of enabling the simultaneous
identification of the angular frequency, ω, spanwise wavenumber, β and streamwise
wavenumber α of modes in the flow. Previously, the 2D S(ω, β) and S(β, α) spectra
were obtained separately. Details provided by 3D spectra open the door to the in-
vestigation of other important theories. For example, the mode phase speed c = ω/α
can be used to identify phase-locked modes that undergo strong resonant interac-
tions (Wu et al., 2007). Furthermore, the spectral density of wavepacket modes can
be quantified, which is in turn linked to the physical energy of the system via the
famous Plancherel theorem (Titchmarsh, 1925).
The modes in the frequency-wavenumber domain may be converted back to the space-
time domain with an inverse Fourier transform, producing what are commonly known
as coherent structures. Alternatively, proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is a
powerful mathematical technique that may be used to find the principal components
present in the flow data, although it sometimes produces results that are difficult
to understand within the framework of classical theories. In our work, we follow
and extend the approach of Sengupta et al. (2011a) by finding the spectrum of the
POD modes, which effectively combines the strengths of both POD and FFT tech-
niques. Coherent structures are first extracted by POD, and then the FFT lends
deeper insight by producing a spectrum for each POD structure. In Sengupta et al.
(2011a), a one-dimensional (1D) FFT was used to find the frequency spectrum of
the POD modes. This is augmented in our thesis to become a 2D FFT, giving the
frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the POD modes. Additionally, Sengupta et al.
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(2010, 2011a,b) pursue a dynamical systems approach to instability, concentrating
their discussion on how modes follow or deviate from the Stuart-Landau equation.
Our thesis pursues the resonance approach instead, drawing connections between the
POD modes and the classical theories of Craik and Herbert. While the papers of
Sengupta et al. use a boundary layer disturbance source that is continually driven,
our work focuses on wavepackets which result from a single pulse excitation by the
source. The convective nature of the resultant wavepacket disturbance necessitates
an extra step to translate the position of the wavepacket before projection onto the
POD modes, as will be seen later in Section 3.5.4.
The coherent structures of wavepackets do not seem to have been investigated in this
manner before, and the wavepacket is a useful model for studying natural transition
because it introduces a wide spread of frequencies and wavenumbers into the flow,
enabling the flow to select and amplify whichever modes it prefers. Our definition of
a coherent structure is a connected set of points in which some property exceeds a
given threshold, with connectivity defined in terms of the six orthogonal neighbors
in the Cartesian mesh of the DNS, which is similar to the definition adopted by
Lozano-Durán and Jiménez (2014, p. 438).
It is hoped that these views of the coherent structures in the wavepacket will enhance
physical understanding of the flow by giving physical form to otherwise abstract spec-
tral modes in Fourier space, and also by identifying the spectral content of a dominant
physical structure, hence contributing to the active field of coherent structures, re-
cently reviewed by Haller (2015). Perhaps most importantly, large-scale structures are
dynamically significant to turbulent flows because they determine the rate of energy
transfer throughout all smaller scales of the velocity field. While energy dissipation is
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caused by viscosity and occurs predominantly at the small Kolmogorov scales of the
flow, its magnitude is determined at the other end of the spectrum, by the large scales
of the flow (Holmes et al., 2012). Experimentally, this means that if the viscosity of
the fluid is changed, the value of dissipation does not change - only the length scale
at which it takes place changes. Put differently but equivalently by another author,
“energy dissipation is controlled by the large-scale energy supply, while the dissipation
rate and viscosity in turn determine the velocity gradients and size of the dissipa-
tive scales,” Mathieu and Scott (2000, p. 89). If large-scale structures play such a
pivotal role in turbulent flows, it is worth investigating their etiology in transitional
wavepacket flows as well.
In addition, coherent structures offer a connection with the rich and deep subject of
dynamical systems theory, by highlighting long-lasting and characteristically recur-
rent patterns in the flow that are not sensitive to small perturbations. These could
be linked to the inertial manifolds of the Navier-Stokes equations, whose existence
remains an open question for general three-dimensional flows (Holmes et al., 2012).
Another possible use of the Fourier or POD modes are as a basis for a sequence of sub-
spaces onto which the Navier-Stokes equations can be projected. This set of ordinary
differential equations may then be used as a low-dimensional model that captures
the key dynamics of the overall system (Rempfer and Fasel, 1994b; Artana et al.,
2012; Sengupta et al., 2015). Such a systems-level approach to the understanding of
turbulence has been shown to be very rewarding, not just because of its conceptual
elegance, but because it translates into effective experimental manipulation of wall
turbulence (McKeon, 2010; McKeon et al., 2013).
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1.3.3 DNS code improvements
Meaningful and reliable physical insight into laminar turbulent transition hinges upon
reliable flow data, which in our case needs to come from a good DNS implementa-
tion. The code used in the present work was first developed by Wang (2003); Wang
et al. (2005), and it has been validated in various configurations against published
experimental and numerical results (Zhao, 2007; Yeo et al., 2010). The main chal-
lenge faced during the course of this PhD was the long simulation run times, each
consuming several weeks. Beyond ensuring that the basic computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) requirements of convergence, consistency and stability are met, one of
the objectives of the PhD was to find a way to speed up the simulations. One key
step forward in this direction was linking several programs that were previously run
separately, leading to a reduction in total simulation time of several days.
Another important enhancement was to the fault tolerance of the code by implemen-
tation of a robust checkpoint and restart facility to cope with unexpected computer
system failures — a serious issue for simulations that run over a long duration. Ro-
bust and efficient checkpointing of parallel applications is not trivial and remains an
active field of research in computer science, as can be seen from ongoing projects
such as Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (Hargrove and Duell, 2006). One of the
difficulties in this area is that there is no fault-tolerant behavior specified in the MPI
standard itself, and most popular implementations of MPI are not designed to be
fault tolerant (Sankaran et al., 2005). Nevertheless, fault-tolerant MPI programs can




Motivated by our literature review and the gaps identified therein, the following points
summarize the scope of the research performed for this PhD:
1. Study of the effects of bandwidth on the laminar-turbulent transition process of
a wavepacket. The subharmonic mode plays a major role in N-type transition,
and suppression of this key mode may force the wavepacket to take another
transition pathway.
2. Study of the joint effects of bandwidth, frequency and amplitude of a wavepacket
on its transition mechanism. This investigation adopted a full factorial (fully
crossed) design, enabling us to study the effect of each factor on the response
variable, and also to study the effect of interactions between factors on the
response variable.
3. Study of the three-dimensional spectrum of wavepackets evolving in a bound-
ary layer, enabling modes that overlap in lower-dimensional space to be dis-
tinguished from each other in a higher-dimensional flow representation. The
modes in the spectrum are readily linked back to theoretical analysis results.
4. Study of coherent structures extracted through inverse fast Fourier transforms
(FFT) of subsets of the spectrum. These structures provide a physical inter-
pretation of the more abstract spectral modes. They are compared with proper
orthogonal decompositions (POD) of the same flow, and a hybrid POD-FFT




The main body of this thesis is laid out as follows:
Chapter 2: Computational methodology, discussing the synthesis of wavepackets of
specific frequency and bandwidth and their direct numerical simulation.
Chapter 3: Spectral analysis methodology, explaining how the three-dimensional
spectrum and coherent structures are extracted using forward and inverse dis-
crete Fourier transforms, and proper orthogonal decomposition.
Chapter 4: 1D/2D spectral analysis of wavepackets, focusing on the effects of band-
width on the laminar-turbulent transition process of wavepackets.
Chapter 5: 2D spectral analysis of wavepackets, broadening our study to encompass
the joint effects of bandwidth, frequency and amplitude on the transition route.
Chapter 6: 3D spectral analysis of wavepackets, incorporating new findings regard-
ing the streamwise wavenumber distribution of modes in the wavepacket.
Chapter 7: Coherent structures of wavepackets, with a hybrid POD-FFT identify-
ing multiple transition mechanisms operating concurrently, and ranking them
according to their kinetic energy contribution to the wavepacket.
The research methodology is first described, with the spectral analysis procedure
given a distinct chapter in accordance with its major role in advancing understanding
of wavepacket transition in the subsequent chapters. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 then
correspond respectively to points 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the research scope outlined in







This chapter describes the methodology used to generate data regarding wavepackets
in laminar-turbulent transition. Section 2.1 explains the direct numerical simulation
code, and then Section 2.2 describes how the frequency and bandwidth of the initial
disturbance at the source is controlled. Before the chapter closes, there is a brief
section (Section 2.3) on our linear stability analysis, against which DNS results will
be compared in subsequent chapters.
2.1 Direct numerical simulation (DNS)
The Navier-Stokes equations are foundational to the field of fluid mechanics. There
remain some deep, unsolved questions regarding the existence and smoothness of
solutions to these equations, that have been recognized as among the most important
mathematical problems of our time (Fefferman, 2000). However, this backdrop of
uncertainty has not stopped the scientific and engineering community from using the
equations in a wide variety of practical applications, with satisfactory results. In
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particular, direct numerical simulations (DNS) (Orszag, 1970) of the Navier-Stokes
equations have gradually been developed into the useful tools they are today (Moin
and Mahesh, 1998). Numerical simulations, when carried out correctly, can be a
form of virtual “experiment” (Kleiser and Zang, 1991) to produce data that cannot
be easily obtained experimentally, opening the door to new insights into the flow
physics. Early boundary layer DNS simulations were two-dimensional (Fasel, 1976),
and were later extended into three-dimensions (Fasel et al., 1987) and from the early
nonlinear stages all the way to fully turbulent flows (Rai and Moin, 1993; Sayadi
et al., 2013).
In this section, we describe the key aspects of the DNS used in the thesis. The first
subsection concerns the key features of the DNS code, such as the numerical scheme
employed and solution acceleration techniques. The second subsection explains the
domain size, boundary conditions, flow parameters and meshing. Thereafter, a grid
convergence test is performed, and the fault tolerance of the DNS program is discussed
in a parallel computer cluster context. Some qualifying remarks about our numerical
results are then made from a dynamical systems viewpoint, addressing the inherent
trickiness of attempting to simulate a chaotic system, where tiny numerical errors
could potentially be amplified and lead to vastly different results (at least in their
details) from those that would be achieved by a theoretical infinite precision machine.
Lastly, the final subsection details the wavepacket source characteristics.
2.1.1 DNS code
The full details of the DNS code used in this work have been published in (Wang,
2003; Wang et al., 2005). Here, we give an outline of the code for application to our
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specific needs.
Our DNS code is configured such that it can be run in three different ways. The
Navier-Stokes equation that was introduced in Chapter 1 as equation (1.8) is imple-
mented in the code as the momentum equation
∂u
∂t
+ c2(U ∇)u + c2(u ∇)U + c1(u ∇)u = −∇p+ 1Re∇
2u, (2.1)
where we may set:
c1 = 0 and c2 = 1 for linear perturbation of the Navier-Stokes equations,
c1 = 1 and c2 = 1 for nonlinear perturbation of the Navier-Stokes equations, or
c1 = 1 and c2 = 0 for the full Navier-Stokes equations.
Unless otherwise stated in this thesis, the nonlinear perturbation form is used with
c1 = 1 and c2 = 1. The linear perturbation form is used sparingly, primarily for
comparison with the nonlinear results in order to clearly distinguish between the
linear and nonlinear phenomena in the flow. Notably, this linear code takes into
account the non-parallelism of the boundary layer.
Second-order finite volume spatial discretization and second-order backward Euler
temporal discretization of equation (2.1) is then applied. Our time splitting strategy
is a fractional step. This highly efficient technique was developed by Chorin (1969),
Temam (1984) and Kim and Moin (1985), and it has emerged as one of the most
popular DNS algorithms in use today. For numerical stability, we use a fully implicit
iterative variant of the fractional step method with a pressure correction scheme. In
this approach, the Navier-Stokes equations are being viewed as differential-algebraic
equations for the velocity and pressure fields, with the continuity equation ∇  u =
0 (equation (1.5) on page 7) as an algebraic constraint. From this point of view,
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the pressure acts like a Lagrange multiplier enabling the momentum equation to be
satisfied (Wesseling and Oosterlee, 2001) (Holmes et al., 2012, p. 118). At each time
step, outer iterations yield an intermediate velocity vector field that is updated by a
corrective pressure scalar field from inner iterations.
Spatially, the DNS code adopts finite volume discretization on a collocated grid sys-
tem formulated in general curvilinear nonorthogonal coordinates. Collocation of the
velocity and pressure data at the same grid points triggers numerical perturbation
pressure oscillations that are stabilized by the momentum interpolation method of
Rhie and Chow (1983).
A geometric multigrid procedure (Wesseling and Oosterlee, 2001) is employed to solve
the pressure-Poisson problem, with an alternating direction implicit (ADI) solver
(Birkhoff et al., 1962) in 3D as the smoother and the full approximation storage
(FAS) algorithm of Brandt (1977) used. By creating a hierarchy of discretizations,
the fine solver’s local solutions throughout the simulation domain are updated with
corrections from a coarse solver with more global insight, thereby reducing both short
and long-wavelength errors and greatly accelerating the overall convergence of the
solution. Physically speaking, the multigrid method is naturally suited to modeling
the multiscale nature of turbulence occurring across a range of different length/time
scales, which may explain the success of the method in this area.
2.1.2 Computational domain and parameters
The following computational domain and parameters are modeled after the exper-
imental setup of Cohen et al. (1991). While the DNS code itself is formulated in
general curvilinear coordinates, this thesis will use Cartesian coordinates, which are
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sufficient to investigate our simple domain geometry of a flat plate boundary layer.
The streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise Cartesian coordinates are denoted by x,
y and z respectively. They are non-dimensionalized based on the reference length
δ0 = 2.3182× 10−3 m, which is the boundary layer displacement thickness at the dis-
turbance source. If x∗, y∗ and z∗ are dimensional lengths, then x = x∗/δ0, y = y∗/δ0
and z = z∗/δ0. The computational domain is a box with 310 ≤ x ≤ 1510, 0 ≤ y ≤ 54,
−173 ≤ z ≤ 173, and it is meshed with 1186 × 85 × 195 grid points, with uniform
meshing in the x and z direction, and a stretched grid in the y direction to increase
grid resolution close to the wall, according to the formula
y =
ymaxγξ
γξmax + ymax (ξmax − ξ) , (2.2)
where ξ is the index number of the grid point. Thus, ξ is an integer satisfying
0 < ξ ≤ ξmax = 85. Similarly, y will be a real number such that 0 ≤ y ≤ ymax = 54.
γ is a stretching parameter that is set to 1.6.
Freestream velocity is U∞ = 6.65 m/s and kinematic viscosity is ν = 1.49×10−5 m2/s.
The disturbance source is located at x = 349.4, giving rise to a displacement thickness
Reynolds number Re = δU∞/ν = 1035, or in terms of momentum thickness Reynolds
number Reθ = θU∞/ν = 399. The Reynolds numbers at the inflow and outflow of
the DNS domain are Re = 975 (Reθ = 376) and Re = 2151 (Reθ = 830) respectively.
Time is non-dimensionalized as t = t∗U∞/δ0, with t∗ measured in seconds. The
non-dimensional angular frequency is ω = 2pifδ0/U∞, where f is the frequency in
Hertz. The symbols u, v and w represent the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise
perturbation velocities respectively, on a Blasius mean flow profile. These velocities
are also non-dimensional; for example, u ≡ ∆x∗/∆t∗ = (∆x∗/δ0)/(∆t∗U∞/δ0) =
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(∆x∗/∆t∗)/U∞.
The inflow boundary condition is zero perturbation velocity, which is equivalent to
a laminar boundary layer inflow. At the outflow boundary, the streamwise second
derivative of all velocity components is set to zero; ∂2u/∂x2 = ∂2v/∂x2 = ∂2w/∂x2 =
0. A buffer domain region (Liu and Liu, 1994) is also implemented just before the out-
flow boundary, to prevent wave reflections upstream. Periodic boundary conditions
are used in the spanwise direction. At the wall, the no slip condition is imposed, while
far from the wall, the perturbation velocity is assumed to be zero, corresponding to
freestream conditions.
2.1.3 DNS grid convergence
To check the adequacy of the grid resolution, the broadband wavepacket case was also
run at a higher resolution. This was done by first determining the spacing between
points of the original 1186×85×195 grid: ∆x+ = 24.554, ∆y+min = 0.4595 and ∆z+ =
43.128. These spacings are given in terms of non-dimensional wall units using the
standard formulae ∆x+ = ∆x∗uτ/ν and uτ =
√
τw/ρ where ∆x∗ is the dimensional
grid spacing, uτ is the friction velocity, τw is the wall shear stress at the source and ρ is
the fluid density. Note that ∆y+min is the grid spacing in the wall-normal direction just
above the wall. The largest grid spacing is in the spanwise z-direction, hence this was
the target of the most aggressive grid refinement. The refined grid has 1586×101×391
points, or ∆x+ = 18.39375, ∆y+min = 0.3851 and ∆z+ = 21.564. In terms of temporal
resolution, the original grid has non-dimensional time step ∆t = 0.25 giving rise to
a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number u∆t/∆x = 0.2472, while the new grid has
∆t = 0.2 to yield CFL u∆t/∆x = 0.2645. The results with this refined grid show no
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significant difference with the lower-resolution results. A sample of high-resolution
results are compared in Figure 6.7 of Chapter 6.
This grid convergence test supplements previous grid convergence or validation studies
done with the same DNS code over a very similar flow configuration (Zhao, 2007; Yeo
et al., 2010). Numerical validation of the code had also been performed in Wang et al.
(2005).
2.1.4 Fault tolerance of DNS program
Our computer program is written in Fortran with the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) to enable parallel computation across multiple processor cores using the do-
main decomposition approach. The computationally-intensive nature of spatial DNS
means that each simulation requires a long time to run, taking close to two weeks on
48 processors in the NUS High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters, which run
Intel hexa-core X5650 2.67GHz processors with 48 GB of memory per node. Long
simulation times also increase the likelihood that a system error not due to the code
will occur while the simulation is ongoing.
Substantial progress to overcome this difficulty has been made on two fronts during
the course of this PhD. Firstly, the time required to complete a DNS simulation was
shortened by one to three days (up to 20% of the total time required). This was done
by discovering a way to link three programs together that used to be run separately
(grid, base flow and DNS). Previously this was thought to be very difficult because
of the complexity of the individual programs, but this link procedure was simplified
by issuing commands at the operating system level (instead of within the program).
Secondly, the DNS program was modified to give it enhanced fault tolerance. Specifi-
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cally, the program does not have to restart from the beginning if it terminates prema-
turely in a long simulation. Instead, it can restart the simulation from a previously-
saved checkpoint (Gropp and Lusk, 2004). Correspondence with the High Perfor-
mance Computing Centre in NUS confirmed that they do not have any facility for
checkpoint/restart of parallel MPI jobs at the moment, and there is no fault-tolerant
behavior directly specified by the MPI standard (Sankaran et al., 2005). Since a
system-level facility was not available, an application-level solution was implemented.
Previously, the DNS code would periodically save all the simulation variables to a set
of backup files that could be used to restart the simulation. Each time the system
state was saved, these backup files were overwritten with the latest data. However, if
the simulation terminated while these backup files were being written, the files would
become corrupted and unusable. This problem was overcome by reprogramming the
code to write data alternately to two sets of backup files. That way, even if the sys-
tem crashed while writing to one set of files, it would be possible to fall back on the
previous set of files and the simulation need not be restarted from the beginning.
2.1.5 Inertial manifolds of the Navier-Stokes equations
Regarding the methodology used for the DNS, we wish to include some general re-
marks from dynamical systems theory about the global topology of our solution space.
The robustness of our results against small variations in the disturbance source char-
acteristics or numerical grid can be appreciated from the viewpoint of dynamical sys-
tems theory (“deterministic chaos”). The flow system is a potentially chaotic system
once it passes beyond the linear stage. What this means is that small perturbations,
real or numerical, may be amplified rapidly by the dynamics so that the trajectory
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of a perturbed system may deviate substantially from the orbit of the original un-
perturbed system. Nevertheless, its trajectory might still evolve around the same
attractor set embedded in the inertial manifold, and the perturbed system would
exhibit the same essential dynamical behavior that is encapsulated on the inertial
manifold. Such generic dynamical behavior could place the study of turbulent flows
(or indeed many other high dimensional nonlinear physical problems) experimentally
and computationally on a firmer footing. Currently, inertial manifolds are an active
field of research, with proofs of its existence available for the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in certain 2D geometries, while the existence of an inertial manifold remains an
unsolved problem for the Navier-Stokes equations in arbitrary 3D domains (Temam,
1995; Holmes et al., 2012). Recent advances in the application of periodic orbit theory
to fluids have been reported by Cvitanović (2013) and Chandler and Kerswell (2013).
2.1.6 Wavepacket source: point source vs. Gaussian envelope
Broadband, wavepacket-like disturbances occur frequently and in a myriad variety of
ways in a natural environment. For instance, wavepackets could be generated through
the interaction of freestream turbulence with a blunt leading edge, as seen in the stud-
ies of Nagarajan et al. (2007). Wavepackets also form as a spatio-temporal growing
wave front (the “frontrunner”) in spatially stable boundary layers (Sengupta et al.,
2006a), or through the interaction of a Klebanoff mode with a Tollmien-Schlichting
wave (Fasel, 2002).
The disturbance source used to generate the wavepacket in our first simulations was
a single grid point on the wall with a sinusoidal disturbance input. However, there
were concerns that a point source could lead to numerical artefacts, such as wiggles,
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in the vicinity of the grid points. To overcome this possible issue, we show that
consistent results are obtained if a disturbance is imposed in a spatially smooth
manner, distributed over a few grid points with a Gaussian envelope along the wall.
Our new disturbance source is a wall-normal perturbation velocity specified within
a circle on the wall. In particular, the initial disturbance is applied to grid points
(x, z) on the wall satisfying
√
(x− x0)2 + (z − z0)2 < R where R =
√
8 is the radius
of a circular disk centered at (x0, z0) = (349.4, 0). To impose the disturbance in
a spatially smooth manner, the input disturbance function v(t) is multiplied by a
two-dimensional Gaussian function such that within the disk:










It is found that the results obtained with a single grid point source (theoretically
a three-point excitation in the form of a hat function) and the spatially smoothed
Gaussian source are not exactly identical, but are consistent with each other in key
physical aspects, pointing to a certain robustness in the phenomena we observe and
the conclusions we make that are not sensitive to small variations in the type of source
used. A comparison between the DNS results with the two different sources is given


























































Figure 2.1: Comparison of the u-velocity contours of a wavepacket generated by
a point source (left column) and Gaussian smoothed disk source (right column) for
t = 1137.5 (top row) and 1736 (bottom row). Note that the axes are x (streamwise)
horizontal and z (spanwise) vertical.
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(b.i) t = 2201.5 (point source)
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the u-velocity contours of a wavepacket generated by
a point source (left column) and Gaussian smoothed disk source (right column) for
t = 1918 (top row) and 2201.5 (bottom row). Note that the axes are x (streamwise)
horizontal and z (spanwise) vertical.
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2.2 Synthesis of wave packets of specific spectral
distribution
The wavepacket model is chosen for study because it introduces a wide spread of
frequencies and wavenumbers into the flow. This enables the flow to select and amplify
whichever modes it prefers, and hence it may better represent the natural transition
process. This increased generality comes at the expense of decreased specificity. The
complex mix of modes present in a wavepacket means that it may be harder to identify
the interaction of individual modes compared to studies with a small number of 2D
plane waves. Therefore, we will often use the concept of interacting bands (regions
in spectral space) as opposed to individual modes (points in spectral space).
The perspective of a wavepacket as a continuous distribution in spectral space, as
opposed to a small collection of discrete points, leads to an increased number of pa-
rameters needed to properly characterize the wavepacket produced by the source.
Three parameters that we have selected for control are the frequency, bandwidth and
amplitude of the wavepacket. Amplitude is relatively easy to control, because it can
be directly set as a velocity boundary condition at the disturbance source. We will
focus on control of frequency and bandwidth, and subdivide this section into two
parts. The first part considers control of the frequency composition present in the
wavepacket, and it is grouped into the additive and subtractive synthesis approaches.
Subsequently, we choose the additive synthesis approach, and include control of band-
width in the following section. Our chosen method of bandwidth control involves
varying the excitation duration of the disturbance, and it inadvertently causes the
dominant frequency of the wavepacket to shift as well. Hence, an iterative algorithm
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is needed to set both the frequency and bandwidth of the wavepacket at its desired
value.
2.2.1 Controlling the wavepacket frequency composition
We wish to study the influence of various frequency components of a small-amplitude
input wave packet on its downstream evolution and subsequent possible breakdown
into turbulence. To do so, it is necessary to be able to accurately control the frequency
composition of this wave packet.
One way to do this is by taking the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of a standard
input signal, such as a square pulse, in order to find the frequency spectrum of that
signal. Next, we remove the unwanted frequency components from the spectrum
and perform an inverse FFT to obtain a new signal that has our desired frequency
composition. This can be termed as a “subtractive” approach. Its logical counterpart
is an “additive” approach, in which we sum a number of Fourier modes with our
desired frequencies to obtain an output signal that contains all the required spectral
content. Borrowing terminology from the field of sound synthesis, these techniques
will be termed as subtractive synthesis and additive synthesis in the rest of this work.








where ur represents terms of a discrete series of samples {ur} and N is the number
of terms in the series.
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(b) Square pulse spectrum
Figure 2.3: (a) Rectangular unit pulse of 20 millisecond (ms) duration. The input
signal on which the FFT is performed is zero padded such that it extends from 0 to
1000 ms, with the pulse at 490 to 510 ms. (b) FFT of the rectangular unit pulse of 20
ms (0.02 sec) duration, plotted as a single-sided amplitude spectrum. Note that the
first root is as expected, at 50 Hz, corresponding to the inverse of the pulse duration,
1/0.02 = 50 Hz.
2.2.1.1 Subtractive synthesis
A rectangular unit pulse of 20 millisecond (ms) duration is shown in Figure 2.3a. The
input sequence ur covers a much longer time span of 1000 ms in order to improve
accuracy by applying zero padding. Performing a discrete Fourier transform of this
rectangular pulse yields a series of complex number coefficients uˆk. We can plot
the magnitudes |uˆk| along a frequency axis fk = k/(N∆), where ∆ is the sampling
interval. Using a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz means that the sampling interval is




= 500 Hz. Therefore, the spectrum
is plotted from 0 to 500 Hz only. Furthermore, in order to avoid considering negative
frequencies, we plot the spectrum in single-sided form, which is in effect plotting 2|uˆk|
against positive frequency fk, as shown in Figure 2.3b.
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(a) Square pulse modified spectrum






(b) Square pulse modified signal
Figure 2.4: (a) Amplitude spectrum of a 20 ms rectangular unit pulse with the
frequency components in the 100-200Hz range set to zero. (b) Inverse FFT of the 20
ms rectangular unit pulse, with the frequency components in the 100-200 Hz range
removed.
If we wish to remove the components in the 100-200 Hz range, the modified spectrum is
shown in Figure 2.4a, along with its inverse discrete Fourier transform in Figure 2.4b.
Here, we also see Gibbs’ phenomenon appearing as oscillatory under- and over-shoots
in the graph, which introduce high frequency components into the flow. While it is not
possible to eliminate Gibbs’ phenomenon entirely, we find that these high frequencies
will likely be damped by the flow, and hence no longer affect the wavepacket a short
distance downstream of the source.
2.2.1.2 Additive synthesis
In the subtractive approach, we started with a certain standard input pulse and
removed unwanted frequency components from them. We can also synthesize our
desired wave packet in a more direct manner, namely generating an input pulse by the
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summation of sinusoids of the desired frequencies. The time series used by Medeiros
and Gaster (1999a) to drive the speaker in their experiments is a sum of discrete










where “Re” denotes the real part of the quantity in the brackets, t∗ is dimensional















From this equation, it can be seen that the desired frequency components in the
wavepacket u(t∗) can be adjusted by varying the summation over m. For example,
using the quantities a = 1, f0 = 5 Hz, −12f0 < t
∗ ≤ 1
2f0
we can produce a wavepacket
with frequencies from 5 Hz to 400 Hz by summing from m = 1 to m = 80. The
resulting signal u(t∗) is shown in Figure 2.5a, along with its amplitude spectrum in
Figure 2.5b, obtained from sampling u(t∗) at 5000 Hz.
This summation procedure is very flexible, and can be used to produce a frequency










which is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Arising from the observation that the difference in the sign of the input pulse can pro-
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Figure 2.5: (a) Input signal used by Medeiros and Gaster (1999a), which is a sum of
discrete Fourier modes with frequencies from 5 to 400 Hz. (b) Amplitude spectrum
of the input signal used by Medeiros and Gaster (1999a), which shows a sharp and
clear cut-off at 400 Hz.














(b) Additive gap spectrum
Figure 2.6: (a) Gaster wave packet signal with frequency components from 5-200
Hz and 400-600 Hz. (b) Amplitude spectrum of the Gaster wave packet signal with
frequency components from 5-200 Hz and 400-600 Hz.
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duce differences in the wave packet evolution behavior, Medeiros and Gaster (1999a)










In (2.9), we have the amplitude aeiθ as a complex quantity, with a as real.
u(t∗) = Re
{










[a cos θ cos (2pimf0t
∗)− a sin θ sin (2pimf0t∗)] . (2.10b)
By varying the parameter θ, we can obtain different wavepackets, which are shown
in Figure 2.7 for θ = pi/4 and 3pi/4. These wavepackets have the same values for f0,
n and a as in Figure 2.5a, thus the differences in shape are attributed solely to the
effect of the factor eiθ.
As expected, however, the changes in the wave packet due to the complex amplitude
aeiθ do not affect the frequency composition of the wave packet, and so the amplitude
spectrum of all the signals with varying θ as shown in Figure 2.8 are identical to the
spectrum in Figure 2.5b.
It appears that the additive approach of synthesizing a wave packet from the sum
of a series of discrete Fourier modes offers more accurate control over the frequency
composition (and amplitude) of the wave packet, compared to the procedure of sub-
tracting unwanted frequency components from a square pulse signal, which is prone
to aliasing and Fourier series truncation errors (due to the sharp step change in am-
plitude in a square pulse). As a result, our next step is to use the signal generated
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(a) Complex wavepacket θ = pi/4





(b) Complex wavepacket θ = 3pi/4
Figure 2.7: Gaster complex wave packet with frequencies from 5 to 400 Hz and (a)









(a) Spectrum of complex









(b) Spectrum of complex
wavepacket with θ = 3pi/4
Figure 2.8: Amplitude spectrum of the Gaster complex wave packet with frequencies
from 5 to 400 Hz and (a) θ = pi/4, (b) θ = 3pi/4. The amplitude spectrum is identical
to Figure 2.5b because the wavepackets all have the same values for f0, n and a, and
the amplitude spectrum is unaffected by changes in phase. Of course, however, the
full Fourier transform of wavepackets of different phase will still be different.
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by additive synthesis as the input forcing function to initiate the wavepacket at the
start of the flow.
2.2.2 Controlling both the frequency and bandwidth of the
wavepacket
Having chosen additive synthesis over subtractive synthesis as our method for creating
wavepackets of a particular frequency composition, we now turn our attention to
the control of the frequency bandwidth of the disturbance. In other words, given a
specific frequency (or frequencies) in a wavepacket, we would like to control how fast
the spectrum falls towards zero on either side of the peak frequency.
In preliminary work, the frequency of the disturbance source was kept constant at
the non-dimensional angular frequency ω = 0.0528, while the excitation duration
and intensity was varied to control the bandwidth. However, this indirect form of
bandwidth control has its weaknesses. As is shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.9, the
frequency component with the most energy in each initial wavepacket (single cycle
pulse, four cycle pulse or wavetrain) is slightly different, even though the disturbance
source is always being driven at the same frequency. Such an observation may appear
counter-intuitive, but we should bear in mind that wavepackets are small localized
disturbances of finite duration, whereas a “pure” frequency mode is of infinite duration.
Truncation of an infinite-length sinusoid into a finite length wavepacket is responsible
for a shift in the dominant frequency of the disturbance, implying that this method of
controlling the bandwidth inadvertently modifies the wavepacket frequency as well.
In other words, the three cases investigated not only have different bandwidth, but
also have different frequency. In the worst case, the single cycle and continually-
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1 0.0528 0.0498 0.0443
4 0.0528 0.0116 0.0523
12 0.0528 0.0039 0.0527
∞ 0.0528 0 0.0528
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the input disturbance with fixed driving frequency of the
source ω0, highlighting the discrepancy between ω0 and the spectral content of the
initial wavepacket, represented by the frequency component with maximum spectral
density ωmax.
excited initial disturbances produce wavepackets whose dominant frequencies differ
by almost 20%.
Somewhat paradoxically, this leads to the finding that in order to keep the initial
wavepacket frequency constant at different excitation durations, the source must be
driven at different frequencies. In general, we know that the shorter the pulse is,
the larger is its bandwidth and the greater the difference between the highest-energy
frequency component and the source frequency; but it would be very helpful if this
statement could be made mathematically precise. Ideally, given a specific initial
wavepacket frequency and bandwidth, we would like to know the source frequency
and pulsing duration required to produce that wavepacket. Such capability would
enable us to rigorously exclude the influence of varying frequency on our study of how
bandwidth affects laminar-turbulent transition. A solution that has been developed
is proposed below.
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1 cycle pulse input































4 cycle pulse input









12 cycle pulse input
Figure 2.9: Plots of the input disturbances described in Table 2.1, and their spectral
density. Constant source driving frequency ω0 does not result in constant dominant
frequency ωmax in a finite-length wavepacket. Note that the spectral density has been
normalized by dividing each entire range by its maximum value.
If the initial disturbance is
v(t) =

A sin(ω0t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Td,
0, otherwise,
(2.11)
where A is the amplitude, ω0 is the driving frequency and Td is the excitation duration,
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After performing the integration, we can write





1− cos [(ω0 − ω)Td]
(ω0 − ω) +








sin [(ω0 − ω)Td]
(ω0 − ω) −




Using this analytical expression for the spectral density vˆ(ω)vˆ(ω) = a2 + b2 given by
(2.13), the peak spectral density (vˆvˆ)max can be found (with the overline denoting the
complex conjugate), along with the corresponding angular frequency with maximum
spectral density ωmax and bandwidth. Here, bandwidth ∆ω is defined as the 3dB
bandwidth, which is the frequency range within which the spectral density is greater
than half its maximum value. Using an iterative solution method, we can work
backwards to find the disturbance driving frequency ω0 and excitation time Td given
ωmax and ∆ω. These initial wavepackets, with variable ω0 and fixed ωmax, are used in
the rest of this thesis. A plot of the function given by vˆvˆ is shown in Figure 2.10. This
figure illustrates the time and frequency domain representation of the disturbances
in Table 2.2. Note that Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, and Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 are
obtained with a normalized spectral density (vˆvˆ)/(vˆvˆ)max. This normalization can
be performed for ease of comparison, because ωmax and ∆ω do not change when the
entire (vˆvˆ) curve is multiplied by a constant.
To our knowledge, this point has not been highlighted in prior publications related
to laminar-turbulent transition of wavepackets, hence we wish to emphasize that
care must be taken in making conclusions about the dominant frequency of an initial
disturbance based upon the driving frequency of the source. The finite length of the
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wavepacket introduces additional frequency components besides the driving frequency
of the source. These additional frequency components alter the energy distribution
and thus shift the dominant frequency of the wavepacket.
At the same time, it should be mentioned that a more comprehensive treatment of
this matter also needs to take into account the receptivity of the boundary layer to a
given disturbance (Saric et al., 2002), which was not done here. It is possible that the
frequency composition of the wavepacket changes as a result of the local dynamics of
the pulse location.
We have also avoided elaborate modulations of the source signal and kept to simple
well-defined sinusoidal waves to avoid introducing additional parameters that might
be needed to characterize the source. Concerns about the effects of signal modulation
on localized nonlinear transition processes have been highlighted by Healey (1995).
To overcome these uncertainties, we will base the conclusions of our thesis not upon
the input signals at the source, but upon the measured properties of the wavepacket
a short distance downstream of the physical source. The frequency and bandwidth
control method described in this section is only used as a means to an end, and the
frequency bandwidth of this early wavepacket is used to characterize the wavepacket.
Attenuation of source transients is very rapid, so that the relative bandwidth of the
early wavepackets reflect well the defined/specified bandwidth of the source. Differ-
ences between the spectral contents of the early wavepacket and the source reside
mainly in the high-frequency components, which do not play a significant role in the
transition process.
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1 0.0630 0.0594 0.0528
4 0.0533 0.0117 0.0528
12 0.0529 0.0039 0.0528
∞ 0.0528 0 0.0528
Table 2.2: Characteristics of the input disturbance with variable driving frequency
ω0, in order to achieve a constant frequency with maximum spectral density ωmax for
wavepackets of different bandwidth.








1 cycle pulse input































4 cycle pulse input









12 cycle pulse input
Figure 2.10: Plots of the input disturbances described in Table 2.2. Variable source
driving frequency ω0 is used to achieve a constant ωmax at different ∆ω.
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2.3 Linear stability analysis
A comparison was made in the results and discussion section between the spatial
amplification of modes in the DNS simulation and the predictions of linear stability
theory (LST). The method used to obtain the LST total growth curves is similar to
that of Jordinson (1970). It first involves numerical integration of the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation (1.19) to solve for the real and imaginary parts of the streamwise wavenum-
ber α = αr+iαi, given a fixed real angular frequency ω and real spanwise wavenumber
β. The spatial traveling wave solution has the form
u(x) = u˜(y) exp (−αix) exp [i(αrx− ωt)] exp (iβz) (2.14)
Note that αr and αi are themselves a function of x. Then the growth or amplification










This ratio gives the size of a disturbance at a downstream location relative to its size at
the initial location x0. If αi = 0, then the wave propagates downstream unchanged in
size, and the flow parameters that give rise to this condition form the “neutral curve”
in the Re-ω plane. It also indicates that spatial amplification (|u(x)|/|u(x0)|) > 1
occurs when αi is negative. The wavepacket can be expected to develop according
to linear theory when its amplitude is very small. Therefore, a comparison between
LST and DNS results at early stages of wavepacket evolution can function as a form
of additional verification of the accuracy of the DNS, and some of these results will




We began this chapter with some background of the Navier-Stokes equations, and our
attempts to produce a numerical solution to this equation for a wavepacket evolving
in a Blasius boundary layer, through what is commonly known as a direct numerical
simulation (DNS). Our simulation is designed to match the experimental configuration
of Cohen et al. (1991) as closely as possible. We also addressed matters of grid
convergence, fault tolerance of the parallel program and the general topology of our
solution space. Thereafter, two wavepacket disturbance sources were tested, and it
was found that the laminar-turbulent transition processes are physically the same
in all aspects, and breakdown occurs at about the same spatial location. Additive
and subtractive approaches to the synthesis of initial wavepackets with the desired
frequency composition are discussed, along with our technique for controlling both the
dominant frequency and bandwidth of our initial disturbance. Lastly, we outlined the
linear stability analysis that will be performed in the coming chapters for comparison
with the DNS results.
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Chapter 3
3D spectral analysis and coherent
structure methodology
Research needs to be supported by good analytical tools. Oftentimes great discoveries
were facilitated by mastery of one or more analytical techniques (Ramon Cajal, 1999).
In this spirit, efforts have been made to apply new analysis methods to the simulation
data. Recent advances in computational capabilities have opened up the possibility
of novel 3D Fourier transforms of the entire flow field. The beginning Section 3.1 of
this chapter communicates the forward discrete Fourier transform procedure, and the
following Section 3.2 focuses on the inverse discrete Fourier transform. Determining
the path of the wavepacket in space-time is the subject of Section 3.3, because it will
affect the location of the center of the sliding data window. Fourthly, we have Sec-
tion 3.4 that tests the accuracy of the Fourier transform procedure just described by
comparing it with an analytical result. Finally, the proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) method is explained in Section 3.5. Throughout this chapter, the focus will
be on accurate description of the methodology to enable independent reproduction
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or verification of the results in the subsequent chapters. Because the results of these
methods will already be presented in later chapters, the examples and figures in this
chapter will be kept to a minimum. For a fuller explanation of these techniques, the
interested reader is referred to the cited references. In particular, Newland (1993)
provides an excellent and very readable introduction to spectral analysis, and Chap-
ter 3 of Holmes et al. (2012) is a fascinating treatment of the POD from some of the
pioneers in its application to fluid systems.
3.1 Obtaining the 3D spectrum via forward discrete
Fourier transforms
A variety of definitions of Fourier transforms are found in practice, that produce
similar results, yet differ numerically primarily because of the use of different normal-
ization factor 1/(2pi) or 1/(
√
2pi). Furthermore, while the transform is often expressed
in terms of the angular frequency ω in the physics and engineering community, math-
ematicians tend to favor writing in terms of the oscillatory frequency f to avoid
breaking the symmetry of the forward-inverse transform pair (Weisstein, 2015). In
the interest of an accurate description of our work, we set down the definitions of
the terms used in our spectral analysis before we present the results in subsequent
chapters.
Wavepacket velocity data are collected in a streamwise-spanwise (x-z) plane at a
height of y∗ = 0.6δ in the boundary layer at fixed time intervals. By stacking planes
collected at different times on top of each other in sequence, a three dimensional
perturbation velocity matrix can be obtained, whose elements uqrs are a discrete
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sampling of the continuous function u(t, z, x) on a grid with local origin at (tl, zl, xl),
spatial spacing ∆z and ∆x in the z and x directions respectively, and time step ∆t
such that
uqrs = u[t = tl + (q − 1)∆t, z = zl + (r − 1)∆z, x = xl + (s− 1)∆x]. (3.1)












k = 0, 1, . . . , Nt − 1. m = 0, 1, . . . , Nz − 1. n = 0, 1, . . . , Nx − 1.
Nt, Nz andNx are equal to the total number of data points in the t, z and x dimensions
respectively. The spectral coefficients are then found by multiplying each Fourier
coefficient uˆkmn with its complex conjugate uˆkmn,
Skmn = |uˆkmn|2 = uˆkmnuˆkmn. (3.3)
In order to use these spectral coefficients Skmn to approximate the spectral density
of the wavepacket, we compare equation (3.2) with the definition of spectral density
in equation (3.4), which is equivalent to equation (15.29) on page 234 of Newland
(1993),











dx R(t, z, x)e−i(ωt+βz+αx). (3.4)
where R(t, z, x) is the correlation function, ω = 2pif is the angular frequency, β is
the spanwise wavenumber and α is the streamwise wavenumber. It is then possible
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S˘(ωk, βm, αn), (3.5)











with E[·] denoting the ensemble average, Lt = (Nt − 1)∆t, Lz = (Nz − 1)∆z and
Lx = (Nx − 1)∆x being the record lengths. Additionally, we have real-numbered
ωk = 2pik/Lt, βm = 2pim/Lz and αn = 2pin/Lx. W1,W2 andW3 are window functions
in the respective dimensions. These windows exist for any finite-length data series
that we analyze, for they come from the underlying assumption of periodicity in
Fourier transforms (Newland, 1993).
It is a very challenging task to invert (3.6), hence we use the approximation
S(ω, β, α) ≈ S˘(ωk, βm, αn) = LtLzLx
8pi3
E [Skmn] (3.7)
In exchange for this convenience, our approximation limits our spectral resolution
in any dimension to 2pi/L, where L is the record length in that dimension. This
is because the width of the spectral window functions is of the order of 2pi/L (Kay
and Marple, 1981). For a data series that is artificially generated using numerical
simulations such as ours, we also find that the spectral density E [Skmn] = Skmn. In
other words, if the present numerical simulation is repeated under identical condi-
tions, where the fluctuations are caused only by random floating-point error, then the
ensemble averaged coefficients will indeed be the spectral density coefficients of one
realization/simulation.
Several different window functions were tested, guided by the review paper of Harris
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(1978). The four windows investigated were the box, Hann, Hamming and Blackman-
Harris windows. To represent window functions, the symbol “ζ” is used instead of
the more common “w”, in order to clearly distinguish the window from the spanwise
velocity w.
ζrect(n,N) = 1, (3.8a)





























These windows modify the data series on which the discrete Fourier transform is













Note an important but easily overlooked fact that an interval of length N∆t is not
the same as an interval of N points spaced ∆t units apart. To enable a signal to
have a periodic extension, it is necessary that the interval over which the samples are
taken is closed on the left and open on the right, of the form [−,−), such that they
can be concatenated correctly [−,−)[−,−)[−,−).... (Contrast this with an interval
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closed at both ends, whose concatenation [−,−][−,−][−,−]... would have erroneous
repeated elements.) This is the reason for using ζ(q,Nt) in (3.9) even though the
summation is over q = 0, 1, ..., Nt − 1.
The goal of our windowing scheme was to minimize spectral leakage to enable the
accurate detection of low-energy modes close to high energy modes in the spectrum.
This is achieved by using windows with low side-lobe levels. At the same time, it was
important to avoid excessive processing loss, which is the reduction of signal to noise
ratio when the actual frequency of a mode is mid-way between two bin frequencies of
the discrete Fourier transform. Nonetheless, windows with lower side-lobe levels tend
to have higher processing loss, and it was found that the Hamming window provided
the best trade-off between these conflicting parameters. Therefore, the Hamming
window was applied in the time t and streamwise x dimensions, while a rectangular
window was sufficient in the spanwise z direction because of the spanwise periodic
boundary conditions of the DNS computational domain. From this point onwards in
the paper, the notation ζ(n,N) is equivalent to ζHamming(n,N) in (3.8c). An isosurface
of the 3D wavepacket velocity data, and its spectral density, are shown in Figure 3.1.
3.2 Extracting coherent structures via inverse dis-
crete Fourier transforms
Initial attempts to determine the coherent structures in the flow involved taking in-
verse discrete Fourier transforms of subsets of the spectrum with the highest spectral
density, corresponding to the most energetic modes. Such attempts produced com-
plex numbers that clearly were not physical! More careful subsequent investigations
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Wavepacket streamwise perturbation velocity u(t, z, x) = 10−3 isosur-
face between x = 755 and 1057. (b) Wavepacket spectral density S(ω, β, α) = 2 ·10−7
isosurface, obtained from a discrete Fourier transform of (a) with Hamming window-
ing in the t and x dimensions ∆t = 1344 and ∆x = 302, and box windowing in the z
dimension ∆z = 347, centered at (t, z, x) = (1479, 0, 906).
showed that all conjugate pairs of modes needed to be included in order for the inverse
to be real numbered, which meant including all aliases of the spectrum, as indicated
by equations (15.125) to (15.127) of Newland (1993). In any one dimension,
SN−k = Sk. (3.10)
In three dimensions, this would mean that a single mode would be represented as
23 = 8 elements in the 3D spectral matrix to be inverted.
A Hamming window is applied in all three spectral dimensions on the chosen subset of
modes, S = {Skmn := a1 ≤ k ≤ a2, b1 ≤ m ≤ b2, c1 ≤ n ≤ c2}, while all modes outside
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it are set to zero. Hence the windows are of the form
ζa2a1 (k,N) =

ζ [(k − a1), (a2 − a1 + 1)] , a1 ≤ k ≤ a2
ζ [(k −N + a2), (a2 − a1 + 1)] , (N − a2) ≤ k ≤ (N − a1)
0, otherwise.
(3.11)
Note the symmetry of the windows ζ [(k − a1), (a2 − a1 + 1)] and
ζ [(k −N + a2), (a2 − a1 + 1)] needed to satisfy (3.10). The inverse discrete Fourier

















3.3 Determining the spectral window center loca-
tion
The three-dimensional Fourier transforms produce spectra that can be difficult to
understand from a physical viewpoint. The key step that improved our understanding
was the targeted windowing of the data: the path of the wavepacket in space-time
was first identified, and a sliding window that tracks this path is applied. This sliding
window enables the resultant 3D spectrum to be correlated with specific flow events
in space-time. If the window widths are ∆t, ∆z and ∆x in the t, z and x dimensions
respectively, the local origin (tl, zl, xl) of equation (3.1) is defined relative to the
window center (tc, zc, xc) as tl = tc −∆t/2 and xl = xc −∆x/2, while we always fix
zl = zc = 0.
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The window is centered on specific (t, x) values corresponding to the wavepacket path
in space-time, as defined by the average location of the four highest-magnitude peaks
in the wavepacket, and shown in Figure 3.2 for the LE-MF-HB, LE-MF-MB and LE-
MF-LB wavepackets. It can be seen that the paths of wavepackets in the t-x plot
is slightly jagged at places. This is because the set of the largest |u|-velocity peaks
in the wavepacket (the “peak set") is not constant, but its members change when a
non-member peak grows to overtake a member’s magnitude, thus causing a change
in the membership of the peak set. This discrete change in set membership causes
a small jump in the average location of the members of the peak set. Close to the
end of the simulation, the wavepacket path fluctuates rapidly due to rapid structural
changes within the wavepacket preceding its breakdown into incipient turbulence.
However, the size of the sampling window is large enough to safely accommodate
such fluctuations in the nominal position of the wavepacket. The average velocity of
the broadband and medium bandwidth wavepackets before breakdown is 0.4U∞.
3.4 Testing the accuracy of the discrete Fourier trans-
forms
We test the accuracy of the discrete Fourier transforms by using a velocity wave
function whose analytical Fourier transform can be found easily. We then compare
the DFT results against this known exact solution. We begin with a 3D function
describing the velocity u,
u(t, z, x) = A cos(αrx+ ω0t+ φ) cos(β0z). (3.13)
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Figure 3.2: Path of the wavepacket in (t, x) space, as given by the average location
of the four largest peaks in the wavepacket. For the narrowband wavetrain case, it is
a plot of the first time at which the streamwise |u| velocity exceeds 0.001 at a given
x location. The four sampling windows in the broadband case are centered on the
four locations investigated in Figure 6.3, namely x = 755, 906, 992, 1057. There is
a similar correspondence between the sampling windows of the medium bandwidth
case and Figure 6.9, and the narrowband case with Figure 6.12.
The analytical 3D Fourier transform of (3.13) is













[δ(β + β0) + δ(β − β0)][eiφδ(ω + ω0)δ(α + αr) + eiφδ(ω − ω0)δ(α− αr)]. (3.14)
In the above equation (3.14), δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. This means that
the spectrum has peaks at (ω, β, α) = (ω0, β0, αr), (ω0,−β0, αr), (−ω0, β0,−αr) and
(−ω0,−β0,−αr). If we perform the 3D DFT procedure on u(t, z, x) with A = 1,
φ = 0, αr = 0.3, ω0 = 0.0528 and β0 = 0.05, we will have a spectrum with a
single peak at (ω, β, α) = (ω0, β0, αr) = (0.0528, 0.05, 0.3). Additionally, because of
the linearity of the Fourier transform, the superposition of two waves shown in Fig-
ure 3.3, u(t, z, x) = A1 cos(αr1x+ω1t+φ) cos(β1z)+A2 cos(αr2x+ω2t+φ) cos(β2z) =
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Figure 3.3: Function u(t, z, x) = cos(0.3x + 0.0528t) cos(0.05z) + cos(0.15x +
0.0264t) cos(0.125z) in a x-z plane at t = 1479, viewed through a Hamming window
centered at x = 904. Solid contour lines denote positive velocity, and dashed lines
show negative velocity, with uniformly spaced contour levels ±{0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, . . . }.
cos(0.3x+0.0528t) cos(0.05z)+cos(0.15x+0.0264t) cos(0.125z) should give two peaks
at (0.0528, 0.05, 0.3) and (0.0264, 0.125, 0.15). The isosurface of the spectrum in Fig-
ure 3.4 consists of two “bubbles”. Each bubble wraps around a region of space centered
at a 3D mode present in the flow.
The precise value of the spectral peaks are shown in Table 3.1. It is found that
the 3D DFT easily recovers the correct spectral peak locations, with the accuracy
improving when the window is lengthened and the number of grid points is in-
creased correspondingly to maintain the same grid spacing. The rest of the paper
uses Nt×Nz×Nx = 385×196×71. It should also be noted that a proper orthogonal
decomposition of the same u(t, z, x) data would yield equivalent results to the discrete
Fourier transform. There will be two pairs of POD modes with much higher energy
than all the others. One pair of modes corresponds to the (0.0528, 0.05, 0.3) mode
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Figure 3.4: Isosurface of the 3D spectral density of the u-velocity data represented
by Figure 3.3, showing two spherical regions of peak spectral density centered at the
locations predicted by theory.
Table 3.1: Location of maximum spectral density in the 3D DFT spectrum of
u(t, z, x) = cos(0.3x + 0.0528t) cos(0.05z) + cos(0.15x + 0.0264t) cos(0.125z). The
values obtained by the DFT demonstrate numerical convergence.
Grid Window lengths Location of max spectral density
Nt ×Nz ×Nx Lt Lz Lx ω1 β1 αr1 ω2 β2 αr2
385× 196× 71 1344 346 300 0.0514 0.0545 0.3142 0.0280 0.1271 0.1466
1155× 588× 213 4032 1038 900 0.0530 0.0484 0.3002 0.0265 0.1271 0.1536
1925× 980× 355 6720 1730 1500 0.0533 0.0508 0.3016 0.0262 0.1235 0.1508
Theoretical ∞ ∞ ∞ 0.0528 0.0500 0.3000 0.0264 0.1250 0.1500
and another pair to the (0.0264, 0.125, 0.15) mode.
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3.5 Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method
3.5.1 Definition and key properties of the POD
Given a square-integrable, complex-valued function u(x) belonging to the linear,





the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) finds a basis {φj(x)}∞j=1 that is optimal
in the sense that the average squared error between u and its projection onto this
basis is minimized (Holmes et al., 2012). (Recall that the overline g(x) represents the
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Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, we formulate the functional for a con-
strained variational problem,
J [φ] = 〈|(u, φ)|2〉 − λ(‖φ‖2 − 1). (3.20)


















〈(u, ψ)(φ, u)〉 − λ(φ, ψ) = 0.
In the above steps, the inner product property (f, g) = (g, f) was applied. Next, we
use the property that the inner product is linear in the first component, (f + h, g) =
(f, g) + (h, g), and bring the averaging operation 〈·〉 inside the inner product,
〈
(u, ψ)(φ, u)





− λ(φ, ψ) = 0,(〈
(φ, u)u




By defining Rφ = 〈(φ, u)u〉, we may write,
Rφ = λφ. (3.21)
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Therefore, the optimal basis of a POD consists of eigenfunctions φ of the operator
R. In this basis, u(x) may be expressed as a linear combination of eigenfunctions φj










the POD becomes an optimal decomposition in the sense that these first N POD
basis functions capture more energy on average than the first N functions of any
other basis (Holmes et al., 2012).
Significantly, the converse decomposition is also possible — the eigenfunctions can be
represented as linear combinations of the individual observations un that contribute






This is an especially important property of the POD, for it means that the POD
basis functions inherit all the properties (such as boundary conditions) of the obser-
vations from which they are derived that are representable in linear and homogeneous
equations (Rempfer, 1994).
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3.5.2 Calculating the POD via SVD
In a finite-dimensional case, the POD can be obtained through a singular value de-
composition (SVD) as follows.
If the flow quantities are sampled on a uniformly spaced grid and the data is repre-
sented in the form of vectors, we can use the standard inner product (x,y) = yTx,
and the linear operator R in equation (3.21) becomes
Rx = 〈uTxu〉 = 〈uuTx〉 = 〈uuT〉x,
R = 〈uuT〉 . (3.25)




φ = λφ. (3.26)
The data set takes the form of a matrix X that can represent data in two ways, which
we shall call Case A and Case B. In Case A, we have the matrix XA, whose columns
are snapshots of the flow at successive times. Each column therefore represents the
data in a streamwise-spanwise plane u(z, x) at a specific time t and height in the
boundary layer y. Recalling that in performing the DFT in Section 3.1 equation (3.1)
we had used a 3D perturbation velocity matrix with elements uqrs, we convert this
3D matrix into a 2D matrix with elements uAkq with the relationship
uqrs = u[t = tl + (q − 1)∆t, z = zl + (r − 1)∆z, x = xl + (s− 1)∆x] = uAkq, (3.27a)
k = r + (s− 1)Nz. (3.27b)
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In this uAkq arrangement, the first Nz elements of a column correspond to the first
streamwise sampling location x = xl, the next Nz elements in the same column
correspond to the second streamwise sampling location x = xl + ∆x, and so on. Tests
indicate that the POD modes are insensitive to the arrangement of elements in the
columns, as long as the mapping used to inter-convert between the column vector
and matrix form is consistent. Therefore we have the N ×M data matrix XA with
N = (NzNx) rows and M = Nt columns,
XA =
[





Alternatively, we have Case B, with the data matrix XB, where each column rep-
resents the u(t, z) data sampled at one (x, y)-location. In this case, we convert the
3D perturbation velocity matrix with elements uqrs into the 2D matrix with elements
uBks,
uqrs = u[t = tl + (q − 1)∆t, z = zl + (r − 1)∆z, x = xl + (s− 1)∆x] = uBks, (3.29a)
k = q + (r − 1)Nt. (3.29b)
In the uBks arrangement, the first Nt elements in a column represent the first sampling
time t = tl, the next Nt elements (from row Nt + 1 until 2Nt) are at the second
sampling time t = tl + ∆t, and so on. This leads to a N × M data matrix XB
where N = (NtNz) is the number of rows and M = Nx is the number of columns.
Consequently, each column of XB is the wavepacket data sampled at one x-location,
XB =
[
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Once the data matrix XA or XB has been formed, the subsequent steps are identical in
either case, and X = [uk1 . . .ukM ] will be used from here onwards to represent either
case. Taking the arithmetic mean average of M vectors, 〈u〉 = (1/M)∑Mn=1 ukn, the
eigenvalue problem (3.26) with eigenvector φ is now
1
M
XXTφ = λφ. (3.31)
Note that XXT has dimension N ×N .
We then find the SVD of X,






where Q = [φ1 . . .φN ] and R = [v1 . . .vM ] are orthogonal matrices (QTQ = IN×N
and RTR = IM×M), r is the rank of X and Σ is a matrix that contains the singular
values σj along its main diagonal.
If N = M , Σ = Σ1; if N > M , Σ =
Σ1
0
 ; but if N < M , Σ = [Σ1 0] ,
(3.33)
where Σ1 is a square diagonal matrix with non-negative diagonal elements (singular
values σj) arranged in descending order. Substituting (3.32) into the left-hand side
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Comparing with (3.31), it can be seen that the POD modes are the columns φj of Q
and the empirical eigenvalues are λj = σ2j/M .
While we will not prove it here, Hilbert-Schmidt theory can be used to show that
these empirical eigenvalues λj are related to the coefficients aj of (3.23) by
〈ajak〉 = δjkλj, (3.34)
where the overline denotes complex conjugation, and δjk is the Kronecker delta (δjk =
1 if j = k and δjk = 0 otherwise). Recalling that kinetic energy = 12ρ‖u‖2, we find
that for velocity data, λj is proportional to the average kinetic energy in each mode
φj (Nobach et al., 2007). Since the singular values in the diagonal matrix Σ1 are
arranged in decreasing order, the POD modes are thus ordered in terms of energy,
with the first mode φ1 containing the largest proportion of the total kinetic energy.





jφj, the coefficients anj need to be found. This is achieved by
projecting the data snapshot ukn onto the POD mode φj using the inner product
anj = (ukn,φj)/‖φj‖2 = (ukn,φj). Note that ‖φj‖2 = (φj,φj) = 1 because the matrix
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and comparing it with ukn, we may check for the con-
vergence and accuracy of our numerical implementation of the POD. We find that
the infinity norm of the difference,
∥∥∥ukn − (∑Nj=1 anjφj)∥∥∥∞ is less than 10−14 in our
computational results, where the infinity norm of a vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN)
T is
defined as ‖x‖∞ = max{|x1|, |x2|, . . . , |xN |}.
The results of these POD via SVD calculations are illustrated for modal decomposition
of a wavepacket in Figure 7.3 and 7.4, and a wavetrain in Figure 7.17 of the thesis.
Figure 7.3 is the result of a POD on u(x, z) data given by matrix XA in equation
(3.28), while Figure 7.4 and 7.17 are the result of POD on u(t, z) data represented by
matrix XB in equation (3.30).
3.5.3 Averaging of observations for the POD
In (3.16), the angle brackets 〈·〉 denote averaging. In the context of our wavepacket
studies, this is an average in space and/or time. Because the wavepacket laminar
turbulent transition is essentially a non-stationary process, to obtain a meaningful
average, we view the data through a sliding window, within which the process can be
assumed to be quasi-stationary. For consistency and comparability with our spectral
analysis using Fourier transforms, the same window location and dimensions are used
for the POD.
Tests were conducted using both rectangular and Hamming windows, and it can be
seen from Figure 3.5 that the Hamming window produced a sharper and more distinct
pattern of POD eigenvalues. Such Hamming windowing may be thought of as a
weighted average, with maximum weight being assigned to the center of the window.
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In particular, low weights at the downstream edge of the window are important to
reduce the influence of high-amplitude, late-stage structures that have newly formed
in the wavepacket, for these are not representative of the state of the wavepacket
throughout the rest of the window. Thus, Hamming windowing was applied to the
wavepacket data set before POD, in an identical manner to that used for the Fourier
transforms.
However, for POD of wavetrains, it was found that the Hamming window was not
suitable. This is because the wavetrain, as opposed to a wavepacket, is a continually
excited disturbance, and hence it is very long in the streamwise direction, unlike the
short and localized wavepacket. The Hamming window would cause the wavetrain
to diminish or taper at its upstream and downstream ends in an unphysical manner,
turning it into a smaller “wavepacket”. Hence, to better represent the physical nature
of the wavetrain, a simple rectangular window was found to be best for the wavetrain
POD.
3.5.4 Projection of wavepackets onto a specific POD mode
In Section 7.1.4, projection of wavepackets onto individual modes φj is performed as
|(ukn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2. This produces a scalar value that represents the extent to which
the POD mode φj represents that wavepacket. Among other things, it is used for
understanding how a linear wavepacket is represented by a nonlinear basis.
Nevertheless, because the wavepacket is moving in space and time, and the POD
mode is extracted at one position in space and time, it is necessary to translate the
wavepacket such that it aligns with the basis being used. Without such an alignment
step, the projection |(ukn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2 will be less than 1 even if the wavepacket is
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Figure 3.5: POD empirical eigenvalue spectrum for the broadband wavepacket u-
velocity at x = 906, comparing rectangular windowing in (a) with Hamming window-
ing in (b). The windows have dimensions ∆t = 1344 and ∆x = 302.
identical in form to φj.
We illustrate our concept with the following example. In this paragraph, the numbers
used are approximate and are for illustration purposes only. Let us say that we wish
to project the wavepacket u(t, z) data uBkn sampled at x = 800 onto the POD mode
φj obtained from u(t, z) data collected at x = 900. The wavepacket convected past
the sampling location x = 800 between the time t = 1200 and 1400, while the POD
Mode at x = 900 occupies t = 1400 to 1600. In order to align the wavepacket and the
POD mode, we translate the wavepacket by +200 time units to the temporal region
between t = (1200 + 200) and (1400 + 200) so that it coincides with the POD mode
within t = 1400 to 1600 before performing the projection |(uBkn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2.
In our calculations, the actual procedure used is as follows. Let uBkn be the column
vector obtained when we fix s = n in uBks of (3.29a). In other words, uBkn corresponds
to the n-th column of the matrix XB =
[




in (3.30). The data in uBkn was
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collected at a fixed streamwise location x = xl + (n− 1)∆x in the time window from
t = tl to t = tl + (Nt−1)∆t, with window center tc = [tl + (Nt−1)∆t]/2. Introducing
the notation uBkn(τ) to refer to the wavepacket data vector uBkn collected in a time
window of width (Nt − 1)∆t centered at τ , we form the matrix
Fn =
[
uBkn(τ = TL) u
B
kn(τ = TL + ∆t) . . . u
B
kn(τ = TU −∆t) uBkn(τ = TU)
]
(3.35)
TL is the earliest window center time, and TU is the latest window center time, with
fixed (TL+TU)/2 = [tl+(Nt−1)∆t]/2 and (TU−TL) ≥ (Nt−1)∆t. Successive columns
of matrix Fn refer to the wavepacket viewed through windows that are displaced from
each other by ∆t.
Next, we project the columns of Fn onto the POD modes as
QTFn = Gn (3.36)
where the columns of matrix Q = [φ1 . . .φN ] are the POD modes φj that are the




Bφ = λφ, as in (3.32). In order to find the
maximum value of the wavepacket projection onto a POD mode φj, we need to find
the maximum element in row j of the matrix Gn. To do likewise for all the POD
modes, we form the vector pn
pn =

max[Gn,1,1 Gn,1,2 Gn,1,3 . . . Gn,1,C ]
max[Gn,2,1 Gn,2,2 Gn,2,3 . . . Gn,2,C ]
...
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where Gn,a,b is the element of matrix Gn in row a and column b, and C is the number
of columns in Fn.
Finally, we form the matrix P by calculating the vector pn at successive n, and these
vectors pn form the columns of P,
P =
[
p1 p2 p3 . . . pM
]
. (3.38)
Each row j of P is the maximum projection of the u(t, z) wavepacket uBkn onto the
POD mode φj, namely (uBkn,φj). The x-location at which the u(t, z) wavepacket is
sampled is determined by the column index n of the matrix P as x = xl + (n− 1)∆x.
For instance, the line plots in Figure 7.14a of Section 7.1.4 for the projections onto
POD Mode 1, Mode 3, Mode 5 and Mode 7 correspond to the squared values of the
first, third, fifth and seventh rows of matrix P respectively.
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Chapter 4
1D/2D spectral analysis of
wavepackets: Effect of frequency
bandwidth on transition
In this chapter, we investigate the effect of the frequency bandwidth of wavepackets on
their laminar-turbulent transition. Section 4.1 explains how we selected the frequency,
bandwidth and amplitude of the initial wavepacket. Three different bandwidths ∆ω
with identical spectral peak ωmax are chosen for this study. They correspond to
the broad, medium and narrow bandwidth wavepackets. Thereafter, Section 4.2 dis-
cusses the spatio-temporal evolution of the wavepackets, and the different transition
processes for different bandwidths. The same transition phenomena are considered
from the alternative perspective of the spectral domain in Section 4.3, whereby the
frequency-spanwise wavenumber spectrum of the wavepackets are discussed in rela-
tion to the dominant features of the wavepackets noted in Section 4.2. Our DNS
results are also compared with experiments in Section 4.4, and with linear stability
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theory in Section 4.5. Lastly, we conclude the chapter by summarizing its findings in
Section 4.6.
4.1 Selecting the frequency, bandwidth and ampli-
tude of the initial wavepacket
4.1.1 Choice of frequency and bandwidth
Using the method for frequency and bandwidth control described in Section 2.2.2, the
effects of bandwidth are investigated in this chapter. We select our initial disturbance
pulse shape such that it has a well-defined peak frequency, and in broadband form
it is comparable to the excitation signal to the speaker in the experiments of Cohen
et al. (1991), which was a single period of a 24 Hz sinusoid. All the initial source
disturbances in this chapter have the same frequency with maximum spectral density
ωmax = 0.0528 (or equivalently, fmax = ωmaxU∞/(2piδ0) = 0.0528(6.65)/[2pi(2.3182×
10−3)] = 24 Hz), corresponding to the lower branch of the neutral stability curve at
the disturbance source location Reδ = 1035, as shown in Figure 4.1. This is the same
point chosen for the wavepacket experiments of Cohen et al. (1991), and it will be
seen that our broad bandwidth case matches well with the experimental results. For
early stages of transition, it is in agreement with linear stability theory as well.
The bandwidth is indirectly chosen by varying the duration of the excitation. Our
broad bandwidth case originates from a disturbance exactly one period/cycle in du-
ration, while the medium bandwidth case has four cycles, and the narrow bandwidth
case is continually excited for the entire duration of the simulation.
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Figure 4.1: This figure shows the neutral stability curve for our boundary layer flow,
and the location of our initial disturbance along the neutral curve lower branch, cor-
responding to a displacement thickness Reynolds number of Reδ = 1035 and angular
frequency of maximum spectral density ωmax = 0.0528.
4.1.2 Choice of amplitude
As an approximate measure of the size of the initial wavepacket, the energy of the
input signal to the disturbance source is computed. This energy is not expressed
in absolute terms, but relative to the broadband wavepacket’s initial disturbance,
which forms our base case. The energy of the other wavepackets are normalized with
respect to this base case. This is done by adjusting the initial amplitude of the input
disturbance with the goal of achieving equal energy as the base case in this chapter,
or in the case of the next chapter’s high energy wavepackets, four times the energy
of the base case.
For a sinusoidal wave, its average power transmitted can be expressed as P ∝ A2.
If A represents amplitude and Td the disturbance source excitation duration, while
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subscript “a” denotes the broadband single cycle pulse, and subscript “b” denotes the
medium bandwidth four cycle pulse, we can match the total energy, E of the input






















where the driving frequency of the four cycle pulse ωb is derived as explained in
Section 2.2.2, and Aa = 0.0082. In other words, we select the amplitude of the
medium bandwidth four cycle pulse such that the signal input to the source has the
same total energy as the broad bandwidth single cycle pulse.
For the case of narrow bandwidth continually-excited wavetrains denoted by subscript
“c”, they cannot be matched with the base case in terms of total energy (for in that
case their amplitude would have to be nearly zero, to compensate for the very long
excitation time). Thus, they are matched in terms of average power, with amplitude
Ac = Aa = 0.0082. This gives the wavetrain a reasonably-sized amplitude so that the
nonlinear stages of transition could be exhibited within the simulation domain.
Nevertheless, we are aware that this is not an exact characterization of the energy
of the initial wavepacket. Due to the nonlinearity of the disturbance generation
process, there is no simple relationship between the input signal at the source and
the resulting wavepacket. Factors that contribute to this nonlinearity include the
grid size, numerical solution method and boundary layer receptivity. These make it
difficult to rigorously normalize the initial energy of the wavepackets simulated, but
we believe that the aforementioned method is sufficient for our analysis purposes.
For ease of reference, the key parameters from Table 2.2 are reproduced in Table 4.1,

















Broad 1 0.0630 0.0594 0.0528
Medium 4 0.0533 0.0117 0.0528
Narrow Continual 0.0529 0.0039 0.0528
Table 4.1: Characteristics of the input disturbance used to generate the broad,
medium and narrow bandwidth wavepackets. As explained in Section 2.2.2, a constant
peak spectral density ωmax = 0.0528 was maintained even though each wavepacket
has a different bandwidth. This was achieved by altering the disturbance source
frequency ω0 to compensate for the effects of finite-duration signals.
input disturbances used to generate the wavepackets with the frequency, bandwidth
and amplitude mentioned above.
4.2 Spatial/Temporal evolution
4.2.1 Description of transition process
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show in contour form the streamwise velocity of the three
flow disturbances recorded with respect to time as they convect past various stream-
wise locations at a height/distance from the wall of y∗/δ ≈ 0.6 (This is the dimen-
sional wall-normal height y∗ normalized by the local displacement thickness δ.) For
the broadband initial pulse, contour plots at streamwise locations x = 604 and 690
along the first row of Figure 4.3 show the wavepacket in its linear stage of devel-
opment, as will be confirmed by subsequent comparison with linear stability theory
in Section 4.8. As the wavepacket propagates downstream, it grows in size both in
the streamwise and spanwise directions. The initial single streamwise sinusoidal peak
develops into multiple peaks of varying amplitude. Nonlinear effects can be seen at
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1 cycle pulse input































4 cycle pulse input









12 cycle pulse input
Figure 4.2: Plots of the input disturbances described in Table 4.1. Variable source
driving frequency ω0 is used to achieve a constant ωmax at different ∆ω. This figure
is a duplication of Figure 2.10.
x = 863, where the wavepacket now has a spanwise modulation in its central region.
At x = 1122 in the first row of Figure 4.4, the broadband wavepacket reveals the
beginning of a pair of streamwise streaks in the central region, which increase greatly
in strength from 17.5% to 76.4% of the freestream velocity by x = 1251. This central
region exhibits clear signs of breakdown at x = 1294. However, note that even at
x = 1251 and 1294, the peripheral regions of the wavepacket retain a linear, small-
amplitude character, as can be seen in the crescent-shaped ripples at the sides of the
wavepacket in these figures.
The initial development of the medium and narrow bandwidth disturbances in Fig-
ure 4.3 are not significantly different from the broadband initial pulse, besides the
fact that they are spread over a larger spatial and temporal domain. The difference
between all three cases is greatest at the later stages in Figure 4.4, where all display
different breakdown patterns. The broadband case transitions via the formation of
a set of staggered Λ-vortices (see Figure 4.4, first row) with a dominant Λ vortex at
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its front clearly visible at x = 1122. In the medium bandwidth case, which takes the
longest time and distance to transition, staggered Λ-vortices can be clearly seen at
x = 1251 and 1294 (Figure 4.4, Row 2). Breakdown via the formation of staggered
Λ-vortices is characteristic of the subharmonic N-type transition (Boiko et al., 2012).
For the narrowband case (Row 3 of Figure 4.3 and 4.4), staggered Λ-vortices could be
observed at the front of the wavetrain at x = 1035 and 1122. The main core however
comprises two rows of aligned Λ-vortices. The aligned Λ vortices are reminiscent
of Klebanoff modes (Klebanoff et al., 1962) and are features of K-type transition.
Turbulence begins inside the two streamwise streaks at x = 1122 and spreads outward

















































































































































max u=0.016255, min u=−0.016965









max u=0.095131, min u=−0.09768








Figure 4.3: Contours of u-velocity data collected at y∗/δ = 0.6 and (left to right) x = 604, 690, 863 and 1035. The
first row is for the broadband input pulse, the second row is the medium bandwidth input pulse and the third row
is the narrowband, continually-excited wavetrain. Both the contour lines and their colors have been standardized
so comparison can be made between all the images in this figure and in Figure 4.4. The contour lines are colored






























max u=1.0858, min u=−0.2653









max u=0.76379, min u=−0.25159









max u=0.71287, min u=−0.18753
































max u=0.036644, min u=−0.07047









max u=0.13908, min u=−0.1103
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max u=0.85974, min u=−0.20662









max u=0.8842, min u=−0.30355









max u=0.87514, min u=−0.27833








Figure 4.4: Contours of u-velocity data collected at y∗/δ = 0.6 and (left to right) x = 1122, 1208, 1251 and 1294.
The first row is for the broadband input pulse, the second row is the medium bandwidth input pulse and the
third row is the narrowband, continually-excited wavetrain. The contours and colors in these figures have been
standardized so comparison can be made between all the images in this figure and in Figure 4.3. The contour lines




























































































































































Figure 4.5: Fast Fourier Transforms of the u-velocity data collected at y∗/δ = 0.6 and (left to right) x = 604,
690, 863 and 1035. The first row is for the broadband input pulse, the second row is the medium bandwidth
input pulse and the third row is the narrowband, continually-excited wavetrain. The contours and colors show the
relative values of spectral density. Note that the colors are linearly scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue)




























































































































































Figure 4.6: Fast Fourier Transforms of the u-velocity data collected at y∗/δ = 0.6 and (left to right) x = 1122,
1208, 1251 and 1294. The first row is for the broadband input pulse, the second row is the medium bandwidth
input pulse and the third row is the narrowband, continually-excited wavetrain. The contours and colors show the
relative values of spectral density. Note that the colors are linearly scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue)





4.3.1 One-dimensional frequency spectra
Firstly, one-dimensional spectra of the streamwise u and wall-normal v velocity along
the centerline (z = 0) are analyzed at different streamwise x-locations, using the
methodology described in Section 3.1 in the special case of one dimension, mapping
u(t) to S(ω). It is found that as the wave packet propagates downstream, the mag-
nitude of the spectral density first decreases in accordance with linear theory, before
starting to increase again. The decrease is because most of the waves in the ini-
tial spectrum are damped according to linear theory, and only a relatively narrow
band of waves are amplified as the wavepacket propagates downstream. Later on,
the increase in magnitude of spectral density is accompanied by the formation of pro-
gressively higher frequency harmonics, whose relative magnitudes appear to conform
to a geometric progression. When displayed in a semi-logarithmic plot, such as in
Figure 4.7, the geometric progression appears as a straight line envelope that passes
through the spectral peaks of the harmonics. All the wave packets analyzed exhibit
these qualities, but the phenomenon could be observed most clearly for the medium
bandwidth wavepacket. Such behavior was reported in Kachanov (1987), Borodulin
and Kachanov (1995) and Bake et al. (2000), and its spectral signature was linked to
a class of velocity spikes with soliton characteristics (Kachanov et al., 1993).
The highest peak has frequency approximately equal to the source excitation fre-
quency, and each subsequent peak is located at a multiple of the fundamental fre-
quency. The common ratio (given by r in the geometric progression a, ar, ar2, ar3 . . . )
is found to increase as the wavepacket evolves downstream. This phenomena was also
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discussed by Bake et al. (2000) as a quantitative measure of the stage of transition.
In fact, it is found that the common ratio itself increases according to a geometric
progression during the intermediate stages of transition.
It should be noted that the geometric progression is the best fit straight line envelope
that is made from the coordinates of the spectral peaks (local maxima), which do
not correspond exactly to multiples of the fundamental frequency. The peaks are
instead found to be located slightly lower than a multiple of the fundamental, with
greater detuning at harmonics of greater frequency. However, it is possible that this
small difference is merely an artifact of processing or aliasing error, as cautioned in
the methodology section. Close to breakdown, the clear pattern of harmonic peaks is





























































x = 863, r = 0.00017




x = 863, r = 0.00151






x = 1035, r = 0.00179





x = 1035, r = 0.00799





x = 1122, r = 0.00103





x = 1122, r = 0.01461
Figure 4.7: Development of harmonics as the medium bandwidth wavepacket develops downstream. The solid
lines are the result of a discrete Fourier transform of u velocity data (first row) and v velocity data (second row)
collected along the centerline at x = 604, 863, 1035 and 1122 (left to right). The dashed straight line is the
geometric progression that connects the harmonic spectral peaks with the fundamental peak at ω ≈ 0.053. The
common ratio of the geometric progression is given above each graph as r.
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4.3.2 Two-dimensional frequency-wavenumber spectra
Using a two-dimensional simplification of the methodology described in Section 3.1 to
map u-velocity data u(t, z) to the spectrum S(ω, β), the u-velocity data displayed in
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 are used to calculate the spectral density shown as contour
plots in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 respectively. The portion of the spectral density
plot with negative spanwise wavenumbers β is not shown, since for real input data the
spectral density will be symmetric about the zero wavenumber line (Newland, 1993).
This is because the spectral density S is proportional to |uˆ|2 (see equation (3.3) in
Section 3.1), and by the symmetry properties of the Fourier transform magnitude,
|uˆ(β)| = |uˆ(−β)|.
In Figure 4.5, the development of an oblique mode (a 3D mode with nonzero span-
wise wavenumber β) can be clearly observed along the first row of plots corresponding
to the broadband initial pulse. The oblique mode peak emanates from the original
wavepacket and moves from the 2D β = 0 mode frequency ω0 to approach the sub-
harmonic frequency. This subharmonic frequency ω0/2 is not constant, because the
2D peak frequency ω0 is decreasing according to linear theory (see Section 4.5) and
ω0/2 will decrease accordingly. For example, the 2D mode peak frequency begins
at about ω0 = 0.069 at x = 604, moving steadily lower to ω0 = 0.065, 0.061 and
0.056 at x = 690, 863 and 1035 respectively. Concurrently, the oblique mode shifts
from (ω, β) ≈ (0.06, 0.152) at x = 604 to (ω, β) = (0.059, 0.138), (0.052, 0.125) and
(0.037, 0.125) at x = 690, 863 and 1035 respectively. The decreasing frequency of this
oblique mode is consistent with its origins in nonlinear difference interactions between
the components of the original wavepacket, as explained by Craik (2001). However,
the oblique mode still always stays greater than half the frequency of the fundamental
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mode, and this is observed in both experiments (Medeiros and Gaster, 1999b) and
simulations (Yeo et al., 2010). In these studies, the quasi-subharmonic is also observed
to begin as an oblique mode of the fundamental frequency, which slowly decreases in
frequency as it develops downstream. This subharmonic detuned mode 1
2
ω0 + ∆ω is
not accompanied by its conjugate pair at 1
2
ω0−∆ω, and thus does not conform with
the secondary instability theory of Herbert (1984). Although its behavior may be
very broadly justified in terms of existing theories, a detailed substantive explanation
is lacking at this time. Nevertheless, recent work of Würz et al. (2012) shows that
positively detuned modes (ω > ω0/2) may experience greater amplification factors
than tuned (ω = ω0/2) and negatively detuned resonances (ω < ω0/2), at least in
an adverse pressure gradient boundary layer. Yeo et al. (2010) on the other hand
suggested that the progressive development of the spectrum may be underpinned by
the phase-locked, critical-layer mechanism proposed by Wu et al. (2007). (Further
on in Section 7.1.3 of this thesis, we will apply the mathematical technique of proper
orthogonal decomposition to split this quasi-subharmonic mode into its constituents,
hoping to reveal a possible reason for this peculiarity.)
When the dominant oblique modes have grown to sufficient amplitude, they can



















k1 − k2 = (0, β) ≈ (0, 0.25). (4.2c)
This (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0.25) mode is observed at x = 1122 along the first row of Fig-
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ure 4.6. It has a spanwise wavelength of 2pi/0.25 ≈ 25, which roughly matches the
spacing between the two high-velocity streamwise streaks at the core of the broad-
band wavepacket in Figure 4.4 first row, x = 1122. As the wavepacket is carried
downstream, modes of even higher spanwise wavenumbers are formed by nonlinear
interactions, and breakdown occurs at approximately x = 1251-1294. The spectral
signature of breakdown to turbulence is characterized by a concentration of energy
towards the (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0) mode, thereby showing the onset or presence of significant
mean flow distortion. This transition process has been reported by Yeo et al. (2010)
in some detail. However, significant changes in the transition process can occur if
the frequency bandwidth of the input pulse is modified, and this aspect has not been
investigated in such depth previously, especially from a computational standpoint.
Hence, this thesis contributes new DNS results showing the different spectral evolu-
tion patterns of medium and narrow bandwidth wavepackets in the second and third
rows of Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, which stand in contrast with the known results for
the broadband wavepacket.
In the narrow-bandwidth, continually-excited wavetrain along the third row of Fig-
ure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, there is no point at which the subharmonic mode (1
2
ω0)
becomes the highest energy-bearing component in the wavepacket. In fact, its pres-
ence is not seen in any of the contour plots except for a possible trace appearance at
x = 1035 with angular frequency in a band from 0.02 to 0.04 and spanwise wavenum-
ber around 0.125. As explained in Section 1.2.3, according to the paper of Craik
(2001), this is because the frequency bandwidth of the input wavepacket is not wide
enough to accommodate a difference interaction that can give rise to subharmonic
wave modes. Instead, transition now follows a different route via Klebanoff modes.
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This is consistent with the finding of the experiments of Medeiros (2006) with a con-
tinuous wavetrain. In that work, the wavepackets remained largely laminar within
the experimental domain, so that the eventual route to breakdown could not be
ascertained. The present extended simulations to incipient breakdown thus offer fur-
ther evidence that subharmonic modes could not develop within narrow (frequency)
bandwidth disturbances, which is consistent with Craik’s analysis.
For the narrow bandwidth case, difference interactions according to Craik (2001)
could promote near-zero frequency modes by virtue of the narrow frequency band,
and the first significant near-zero frequency mode forms around x = 863, at (ω, β) ≈
(0, 0.048). This mode has spanwise wavelength 2pi/0.048 ≈ 131, which is close to
the wavetrain width of 157 non-dimensional units seen in the corresponding x = 863
velocity contours in the third row of Figure 4.3. By x = 1122, the number of low-
frequency modes has proliferated into a β-cascade of higher harmonics that is clearest
in Figure 4.6 third row, x = 1122, as low-frequency modes with spanwise wavenumber
β ≈ 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. This suggests that near-zero frequency modes are interacting
with each other to produce new modes such as β = 0.1 + 0.1 = 0.2 or 0.1 + 0.2 = 0.3,
and the (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0) mode corresponds to a ‘local’ mean flow distortion which
receives the most energy through difference self-interactions like β = 0.1 − 0.1 = 0
or 0.2 − 0.2 = 0. Besides the (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0) mode, a particularly prominent low
frequency mode at x = 1208 is (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0.1). Returning to the associated velocity
contour plot for x = 1122 in the third row of Figure 4.4, we find that the spanwise
z separation between the two streamwise streaks is about 65 non-dimensional units,
corresponding to a spanwise wavenumber of β = 2pi/65 = 0.096. Therefore, the
(ω, β) ≈ (0, 0.1) mode most likely corresponds to the pair of long streaks that may
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be termed the Klebanoff mode (Klebanoff et al., 1962). Breakdown rapidly ensues at
x ≈ 1208. Hence, transition to turbulence occurs earlier than in the broadband case,
which occurs at x ≈ 1251.
The medium bandwidth wavepacket spectrum, which is displayed along the second
row of Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, exhibited the slowest growth and transition. The
gradual development of the wavepacket may be attributed to the lower amplitude
and power of the initial disturbance with energy spread over a larger spatio-temporal
domain compared to the broad bandwidth wavepacket. The initial development from
x = 604 until x = 1122 appears to be a slowed-down version of the continually-excited
wavetrain. But something interesting occurs at x = 1208. Unlike the narrowband
wavetrain case, the other low-frequency modes do not develop to accompany the
first low-frequency mode at (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0.035). Instead, a cluster of three oblique
modes begins to appear in the spectra of the wavepacket at x ≈ 1208 and one of them,
(ω, β) ≈ (0.026, 0.186) grows to become the dominant or highest-energy component by
x = 1251. It may be significant to observe that this oblique mode has almost exactly
half the 2D mode frequency, ω0 of 0.053, indicating that it is a more well-defined
triad resonance compared to the broadband wavepacket, whose dominant oblique
mode remains “stuck” above ω0/2. Also unlike the broadband case, this subharmonic
mode did not gradually come down out of the fundamental band around ω0, but
seemed to form in situ directly at the subharmonic frequency ω0/2. The emergence
of this subharmonic component ushers in strong staggered Λ-vortices at x = 1251 (see
second row of Figure 4.4) and breakdown to incipient turbulence shortly thereafter
at x = 1294. In other words, an input pulse of intermediate frequency bandwidth
has produced a hybrid transition scenario comprising features from both the N-type
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and K-type transition regimes. However, the subharmonic eventually dominates and
is primarily responsible for the breakdown to turbulence. This is broadly in line with
theory that predicts N-type transition to be more likely to occur due to its higher
growth rate riding on the fundamental 2D TS waves with amplitudes of order 1% of
the free-stream velocity or greater (Brandt and Henningson, 2002).
4.4 Comparison with experiments
Table 4.2 compares the 2D spectral data derived in the present study with the pub-
lished experimental results of Cohen et al. (1991); Medeiros and Gaster (1999b) for
broadband wavepackets. The present results given in the table have been scaled in
accordance with the local displacement thickness length scale δ used in those experi-
ments, in contrast to the other parts of our thesis that use the displacement thickness
at the source, δ0 as the reference length. If we denote quantities non-dimensionalized
by the local displacement thickness by the subscript δ, the appropriate conversion
would be of the form ωδ = ω(δ/δ0) = ω
√
x/x0. The agreement of the present results
is fairly good quantitatively, with regards to the dominant fundamental 2D and sub-
harmonic disturbance wave modes. Good agreement is also obtained on the leading
Klebanoff mode that may be observed in Cohen et al. (1991) results.
It should be further highlighted that the present DNS for the broadband wavepacket
had been set up from the beginning (Yeo et al., 2010) to closely match the experiments
of Cohen et al. (1991). Cohen et al. (1991) have shown that the subharmonic and
Klebanoff modes have spanwise wavenumbers β that are close to those predicted by
theory.
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Sampling location 2.60 m
(x = 1122)
2.60 m 1.30 m
Sampling location Reδ 1853 ∼ 1800 ∼ 2100
Fundamental mode (0.100, 0) (0.093, 0) (0.096,0)
Subharmonic mode (0.061, 0.225) (0.053, 0.271) (0.065,0.185)
Low-frequency mode 1 (0, 0.134) (0, 0.131) -
Low-frequency mode 2 (0, 0.463) (0, 0.619) -
Table 4.2: Comparison of the (ωδ, βδ) location of the various modes in the 2D spectrum
of the present work broadband wavepacket with those in figure 8(a) of Cohen et al.
(1991) and the 0◦ case of figure 4 in Medeiros and Gaster (1999b). In this table,
the frequency-wavenumber pairs (ωδ, βδ) have been non-dimensionalized based on the
local displacement thickness δ in order to match the procedure used in Cohen et al.
(1991) and Medeiros and Gaster (1999b).
4.5 Comparison with linear stability theory
4.5.1 Line plots
To shed more light on the mechanisms at work during wavepacket development, the
amplitudes of several (ω, β) modes were extracted from the DNS simulation at various
streamwise locations. The amplitude is calculated as
√
S(ω, β), which is the square
root of the spectral density of the mode (Cohen, 1994, p. 1138). S(ω, β) is found
according to the same procedure used in Section 4.3. This amplitude information was
plot together with the corresponding spatial amplification curves predicted by linear
stability theory (LST). Specifically, the LST curves show the total amplification of a
disturbance propagating downstream at constant frequency and spanwise wavenum-
ber, obtained via the methodology described in Section 2.3. The initial amplitude
of each LST curve is chosen for best fit with the DNS data. The first data point is
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located slightly downstream of the source to give room for the nonlinear transients
associated with the wavepacket generation process to die away.
In the selection of spectral (ω, β) modes for comparison, we make the observation
that the most active waves in the packet can be grouped into two categories - two-
dimensional and three-dimensional. Among the 3D modes, the most significant is the
subharmonic mode, because its dominance (or lack thereof) will typically determine
whether the flow transitions to turbulence via the subharmonic N-type, or takes the
K-type route. In the flow conditions of this DNS simulation, the subharmonic modes
consistently had a spanwise wavenumber, β of about 0.125. So, it is possible to
capture the key aspects of the wavepacket spatial development by focusing on the
evolution of the modes with β equals to 0 (fundamental mode) and 0.125 (oblique
quasi-subharmonic mode).
Figure 4.8 shows the LST and DNS comparison for the broadband input pulse. The
agreement with LST remains good for the two-dimensional β = 0 modes through-
out the streamwise range studied, showing consistency with a widely-observed phe-
nomenon: insignificant back-influence of oblique modes on the fundamental during the
parametric resonance stage (Kachanov, 1994). More significantly, these LST curves
can explain how the bandwidth of the broadband pulse narrows and its dominant
2D frequency shifts downward (see also the first row of Figure 4.5). Initially, the 2D
mode with ω = 0.07 has the largest amplitude, but at around x = 800 the mode with
the largest amplitude is ω = 0.06, and by x = 1100, it is ω = 0.05.
This is because the 2D modes are following their LST growth curves, in which the
(β, ω) ≈ (0, 0.07) mode becomes damped, while the lower-frequency modes are ampli-
fied. Thus, the selection of the dominant 2D mode in a broadband pulse is predicted
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(a) Broadband β = 0






(b) Broadband β = 0.125
0.04 (LST) 0.04 (DNS)
0.05 (LST) 0.05 (DNS)
0.06 (LST) 0.06 (DNS)
0.07 (LST) 0.07 (DNS)
Figure 4.8: Comparison between the streamwise development of waves in the DNS
simulation (symbols) and linear stability theory (lines), for the broadband input pulse.
The plot on the left is for two-dimensional modes of spanwise wavenumber β = 0,
while the right plot is for oblique modes with β = 0.125. The angular frequencies ω
are represented by: Line/symbol: dashed/square: ω = 0.04, solid/circle: ω = 0.05,
dash-dotted/triangle: ω = 0.06, dotted/x: ω = 0.07. For easy identification, each
symbol-line pair have the same color.
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correctly by LST (Cohen, 1994) and has been shown to follow the path of maximum
linear amplification as noted in Yeo et al. (2010).
In contrast, the oblique β = 0.125 modes from the DNS show departure from LST
fairly early, at around x = 700. The (ω, β) = (0.04, 0.125) and (0.05, 0.125) modes
grow much faster than expected by linear theory, while the (0.06, 0.125) mode shows
an amplitude plateau around x = 900-1100 where linear theory predicts decay. For
the (ω, β) = (0.07, 0.125) mode, its amplitude shows an increase after x = 1050 even
though LST predicts a decrease! Thus, the amplification of the oblique modes is
clearly a nonlinear phenomenon. Nonlinear growth of the oblique quasi-subharmonic
waves was also reported by Cohen (1994) as starting well upstream of the branch II
neutral point of the fundamental mode.
Due to the narrower bandwidth of the medium bandwidth disturbance (Figure 4.9a
and 4.9b) compared to the broadband input, only the ω = 0.05 and 0.06 modes have
significant amplitude at the beginning. The ω = 0.04 and 0.07 modes are relatively
small because they are not excited by the disturbance source. 2D β = 0 modes from
DNS show very good agreement with LST, and the β = 0.125 oblique DNS modes
also follow the LST curves more closely than in the broadband wavepacket, with the
exception of the ω = 0.07 mode that deviates from linear theory around x = 900. The
oblique modes’ growth is slower than in the broadband case, possibly because there
are fewer high-amplitude modes that can interact with each other. In the framework
of Craik (2001)’s theory, the narrow bandwidth may restrict the range of nonlinear
interactions that can occur.
Moving on to consider the continually-excited wavetrain of Figure 4.9c and 4.9d,
we find that its narrow bandwidth is apparent because the ω = 0.05 mode, which
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is closest to the disturbance source frequency, stays almost one order of magnitude
higher than all the other frequencies over a wide range of x between 500 to 900.
This ω = 0.05 mode grows according to linear theory until x ≈ 900. Nevertheless,
the modes at other frequencies, both 2D (β = 0) and 3D (β = 0.125), depart from
linear theory earlier. With the exception of ω = 0.05, these modes reach exponen-
tial (straight lines on the semi-logarithmic plots) or super exponential growth rates
around x ≈ 900-1100. The initially lower-amplitude modes grow faster, such that
by x ≈ 1200 all the modes have the same order of magnitude, corresponding to the
highly turbulent state of the flow with energy distributed across a wide spectrum of
frequencies and wavenumbers (Mathieu and Scott, 2000). Such a distinctly differ-
ent spatial amplification pattern supports the findings of sections 4.2 and 4.3, that
the wavetrain breaks down via Klebanoff modes and K-type transition with aligned
Λ-vortices, instead of N-type transition with staggered Λ-vortices.
4.5.2 Contour plots
The previous Section 4.5.1 had line plots that show detailed quantitative informa-
tion but can only display fairly small number of modes (around four per plot). In
actuality, the wavepacket contains a far greater number of modes spread out in a
near-continuous distribution. Hence, a different way of summarizing and condensing
the key information is used here, using contour plots to obtain overall data about
the behavior of many modes in wavepacket. These are contours of mode amplitude,√
S(ω, β) as a function of angular frequency, ω and displacement thickness Reynolds




U∞xδ0/ν. For an example, see
Figure 4.10a and 4.10c. The figures show the spatial evolution of 2D modes with zero
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(a) Mediumband β = 0





(b) Mediumband β = 0.125
0.04 (LST) 0.04 (DNS)
0.05 (LST) 0.05 (DNS)
0.06 (LST) 0.06 (DNS)
0.07 (LST) 0.07 (DNS)















(c) Narrowband β = 0







(d) Narrowband β = 0.125
0.04 (LST) 0.04 (DNS)
0.05 (LST) 0.05 (DNS)
0.06 (LST) 0.06 (DNS)
0.07 (LST) 0.07 (DNS)
Figure 4.9: Comparison between the streamwise development of waves in the DNS
simulation (symbols) and linear stability theory (lines), for the medium bandwidth
input pulse (first row) and narrowband continually-excited wavetrain (third row).
Spanwise wavenumber β = 0 is on the left, and β = 0.125 on the right. The lines and
symbols denote various frequencies ω, and have the same meaning as in Figure 4.8.
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spanwise wavenumber (β = 0) and oblique modes with the spanwise wavenumber
of the subharmonic (β = 0.125). All these diagrams show a general pattern. Far
upstream, the flow is dominated by a 2D mode with the angular frequency of the
disturbance source. This is the primary mode that is intended to be introduced into
the flow. Nevertheless, because we are considering a wavepacket, this primary mode
is accompanied by an ensemble of other modes.
For comparison with linear stability theory (LST), the large number of wavepacket
modes once again necessitates a way of condensing and summarizing important data.
We do so by calculating LST spatial amplification curves such as shown in Figure 4.8
and Figure 4.9 at many closely spaced values of frequency and stack them together to
form a surface. In other words, we treat each LST curve as a 1D vector, and assemble
multiple LST curves together as successive columns/rows of a 2D matrix. We can
then produce a surface or contour plot of this 2D matrix, the first of which is shown
in Figure 4.10b and 4.10d. For comparison with the DNS simulations, the reference
amplitude is the amplitude of the mode in the simulation at the first sampling point,
located at Reδ = 1360. After matching the amplitudes of the modes in the DNS
and LST plots at the first point, the modes are allowed to evolve freely moving
downstream. As with Sec. 4.5, this first sampling point is located some distance
downstream of the source (which is at Reδ = 1035) to give time for the damping of
nonlinear transients inadvertently generated at the source.
Figure 4.10 compares the development of frequency spectra for the broadband DNS
and LST wavepackets at two spanwise wavenumbers: β = 0 for the fundamental 2D
waves and β = 0.125 for the dominant subharmonic set of modes. This figure uses
contour lines to link points of equal amplitude, and they may also be interpreted
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Figure 4.10: The spatial evolution of 2D and 3D modes in the broadband wavepacket.
The black contour lines are on a base-10 logarithmic scale, such that successive con-
tour levels are {10−5, 10−4, 10−3, ...}, with the contour line for 10−2 thicker than the
rest. Additional detail is provided through a background shaded according to the
colorbar shown. The horizontal axis is the displacement thickness Reynolds number,




U∞xδ0/ν. The fundamental mode and its
harmonic are marked by F1 and F2 respectively in (a), and the subharmonic mode
is labeled as S in (c). The behavior of the 2D mode in the top row is well-predicted
by LST, including the shift of the dominant frequency to lower values as the waves
move downstream. The production of the subharmonic mode in the bottom row is a
nonlinear phenomenon that is not predicted by LST. N-type transition occurs.
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to show gradients (growth rates) and gradient changes (change of growth rates).
The background of these contour plots are shaded according to a standard colorbar
to provide additional detail about variations between contour levels. Comparing
the results of linear theory with solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations, it is
found that nonlinear activity is present almost from the very beginning, not at the
fundamental or subharmonic frequencies, but in the higher-frequency portion of the
spectrum, in the form of a second harmonic F2 = 2ω0 of the fundamental mode
F1 = ω0. While LST predicts that F2 should be damped (see Figure 4.10b), there
is a clear band of modes growing at F2 in Figure 4.10a. This parallels the results of
Figure 4.7 of velocity spikes with soliton properties (Kachanov et al., 1993), where
higher harmonics of the fundamental frequency are found to attenuate according to
a geometric progression, whose common ratio increases as the wavepacket develops
downstream. Furthermore, we now see that as the dominant fundamental frequency
F1 of the wavepacket shifts from about ω = 0.069 at Reδ ≈ 1360 (x = 604) to
ω = 0.055 at Reδ ≈ 1800 (x = 1059), the second harmonic frequency F2 also decreases
correspondingly.
The fundamental and highest-energy band F1 itself shows a good match between the
DNS and LST wavepackets up to Reδ ≈ 1850 or x ≈ 1118 for the 2D waves. Both
DNS and LST show the shift in the dominant frequency of the wavepacket to ap-
proach ω = 0.053, which is the frequency of the lower branch of the neutral stability
curve at the source, Figure 4.1. Subsequently, the wide bandwidth of the wavepacket
leads to transition via the subharmonic, N-type route. The nonlinear difference inter-
actions within the fundamental band F1 seed a 3D β = 0.125 subharmonic mode at
about half the fundamental frequency, marked with “S” in Figure 4.10c that is sub-
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sequently amplified through a subharmonic-fundamental triad wave resonance. LST
does not predict the formation and rapid growth of the subharmonic, thus confirming
its nonlinear origin.
The energy of the 2D waves increases rapidly (and nonlinearly) beyond Reδ ≈ 1850
(x = 1118). Figure 4.10a shows that the rapid energy growth of 2D DNS modes
develops at near-zero frequency. On the other hand, Figure 4.10c and 4.10d show
that 3D DNS waves with β = 0.125 grew faster than their LST counterparts earlier
on, from Reδ ≈ 1580 (x ≈ 816), which may be seen by following the lower branch of
the 10−3 contour line in the DNS and LST plots. The strongest oblique modes, which
occur at ω ≈ 0.028, show signs of nonlinear saturation from Reδ ≈ 1850 (x ≈ 1118),
coinciding with sudden rapid growth of 2D (β = 0) DNS waves at low frequency noted
above. At the strongly nonlinear stage, the 2D fundamental modes no longer play a
purely passive, catalytic role in the transition process, but show active participation
in which they both influence, and are influenced by the oblique 3D modes.
Finally, a rapid cascade of nonlinear interactions causes modes over a wide range of
high frequencies to suddenly proliferate, and such a broadening of the spectrum is
an indication of incipient turbulence. The jagged edges of the turbulent “boundary”,
as exemplified by the thick contour line for 10−2, is also a noteworthy reflection of
the chaotic nature of turbulence, where the amplitudes of all the modes fluctuate.
Even in the nearly-turbulent wavepacket, some modes occasionally and temporarily
fall back to low amplitudes, before rising again.
Contrastingly, if the wavepacket bandwidth is narrow, intermediate stages of transi-
tion are not dominated by a subharmonic mode, but by very low-frequency Klebanoff
modes or streaks causing K-type transition as in the narrow bandwidth wavetrain of
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Figure 4.11: Spatial evolution for the narrowband wavetrain. The black contour
lines are on a base-10 logarithmic scale, such that successive contour levels are
{10−5, 10−4, 10−3, ...}, with the contour line for 10−2 thicker than the rest. Transition
proceeds through the K-type route, and this is evident from the spectral broadening
occurring almost in tandem for the fundamental and oblique modes. The signature
streaky structures or low-frequency modes, labeled K in (a), (c) and (e), are also
apparent as an almost zero-frequency band starting around Reδ = 1700 (x = 944).
The subharmonic mode never dominates the flow.
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Figure 4.11. The narrowband case shows the development of waves with β = 0 (2D,
fundamental waves), β = 0.04 and β = 0.125 (the dominant oblique modes). The
narrowly focused energy of the frequency spectra at the center frequency ω ≈ 0.053
is evident for both the DNS and LST wavepackets at all the β wavenumbers. The
concentration of disturbance energy at ω ≈ 0.053 is applicable not only in the ini-
tial growth stages but actually persists to Reδ ≈ 1800 or x ≈ 1060 for the DNS
wavepacket. The frequency spectrum of the DNS waves (Figure 4.11a, 4.11c, 4.11e)
show gradual expansion to lower and higher frequencies relative to the prediction of
the LST waves. However, the larger or core DNS and LST waves (shown in bold
contours) show remarkably good agreement to Reδ ≈ 1750 (x ≈ 1000). This reveals
that the development of the narrowband DNS wavepacket has been predominantly
linear up till that point. The exceptions are the onset of strong components of low-
frequency wave modes at β ≈ 0, 0.04 and 0.125. These low-frequency waves and
Klebanoff modes are not predicted at all by LST because they originated from non-
linear interaction of waves from the fundamental frequency waveband. The Klebanoff
modes develop significant amplitude by Reδ ≈ 1850 (x ≈ 1122), and the spectral
information here can be augmented by recalling the physical velocity streaks at the
bottom left of Figure 4.4 for the x = 1122 narrowband case. The dominant subhar-
monics, with ω ≈ 0.026, are on the other hand never very prominent; which indicates
that they play a minor role in the key growth stages of the narrowband wavetrain up
to Reδ ≈ 1800 (x ≈ 1060), even though they eventually also develop to significant




Laminar-turbulent transition in a boundary layer occurs through three main routes,
namely subharmonic (N-type), Klebanoff (K-type) or oblique (O-type) (Boiko et al.,
2012). The simulations carried out so far show that the frequency bandwidth of a
wavepacket could have a major influence in determining its route to transition. It
serves as a numerical confirmation of the experiments carried out by Medeiros (2006)
and supports the frequency bandwidth argument offered by Craik (2001). If the band-
width is narrow, transition is K-type, while wide bandwidths lead to N-type transi-
tion. Analysis of wavepackets of intermediate frequency bandwidth reveals a hybrid
transition scenario with features of both K and N-type regimes, suggesting that there
is competition between the two mechanisms. One or the other type may dominate





2D spectral analysis of wavepackets:
Combined effects of amplitude,
frequency and bandwidth on
transition
The previous chapter displayed the general trends related to the effect of frequency
bandwidth on the laminar turbulent transition of wavepackets with constant peak
frequency ωmax and constant total energy or average power. In this chapter, the
scope of the study is broadened to consider how variations in the dominant frequency
ωmax and amplitude might affect the wavepacket in conjunction with its bandwidth.
While amplitude and frequency have well-recognized roles in the transition process,
the combined study of the joint effects of bandwidth, amplitude and frequency of
wavepackets carried out in this chapter is believed to be new. Because of the com-
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plexity of the system, these joint variations in multiple parameters could give rise to
effects not seen through variation of any single individual parameter.
We will begin by discussing the full factorial (fully crossed) design of our simulations
in Section 5.1, and then give an overview of the transition types of each case in Sec-
tion 5.2, highlighting the general trends in wavepacket transition that can be gleaned
from our study. Thereafter, we focus on three distinct variants — the reverse Craik
triad formation sequence in Section 5.3, concurrent N-type and K-type transition in
Section 5.4, and discontinuous shifts in dominant frequency in Section 5.5, before
closing the chapter with Section 5.6.
5.1 Factorial simulations of wavepackets with dif-
ferent parameters
Using the scheme for controlling the frequency and bandwidth of the initial wavepacket
outlined in Section 2.2, a total of 18 different wavepackets were simulated. A full
factorial-type table of direct numerical simulation (DNS) runs was used, with the full
details of the initial disturbances given in Table 5.1. The cases are named according
to the following convention. Each case is of the form _E-_F-_B where the letter
E represents energy or power, F is frequency ωmax and B is bandwidth ∆ω. The
letters L, M and H denote low, medium and high respectively, and are filled into the
blanks. So LE-MF-HB is a case with low energy, medium frequency and high (broad)
bandwidth. As another example, consider LE-HF-LB, which represents low power,
high frequency and low (narrow) bandwidth.
We select the angular frequency with maximum spectral density ωmax based on the
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locations of the various disturbances relative to the neutral curve as may be seen in
Figure 5.1. The medium frequency, MF case correspond to branch I of the neutral
stability curve at the disturbance source. The high frequency HF case is the mode
with a high spatial growth rate, αi (most linearly unstable) and the low frequency
LF is in the linearly damped region. Bandwidth is indirectly determined by the
length of the input disturbance, maintained at one complete cycle/period for the
high bandwidth case, four full cycles/periods for medium bandwidth, and continual
excitation in the wavetrain.
Testing three different bandwidths at three different frequencies requires 32 = 9 sim-
ulation runs. Thereafter, these nine cases are run again at double their respective
amplitudes (four times the energy or power), yielding a total of 9×2 = 18 simulations.
The DNS simulations investigated 18 combinations of wavepacket frequency, ampli-
tude and bandwidth to elucidate the complex interplay among these factors that
determines the transition path of the wavepacket. Most of the wavepackets break
down to incipient turbulence within the domain, and this enabled us to have a fuller
picture of the laminar-turbulent transition process. Besides good qualitative agree-
ment with the experimental results of Medeiros (2006) and theoretical predictions
of Craik (2001), the basic setup of this work was designed to closely mimic the ex-
perimental apparatus of Cohen et al. (1991), and good quantitative agreement was
achieved, as previously reported (Yeo et al., 2010). We then built on this founda-
tion by making changes to the amplitude, frequency and bandwidth of the initial
disturbance to perform our subsequent investigations.
The investigations leverage on data collection from simulations to create graphics
that clearly track the spatial development of the continuum of modes found in the
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Figure 5.1: This figure shows the frequencies investigated in our simulations, relative
to the neutral stability curve. The HF point is linearly unstable, the MF point is on
branch I of the neutral curve, and the LF case is linearly stable. The neutral curve
branch II is not investigated in this study. All these points are at the displacement
thickness Reynolds number, Reδ of 1035, which corresponds to the disturbance source
location.
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0.0141 0.0259 0.0309 0.0292 LE-LF-HB
(test41sine)
0.0054 0.0262 0.0058 LE-LF-MB
(test42sine)
0.0168 0.0259 0.0019 LE-LF-LB
(test43sine)
0.0082 0.0528 0.0630 0.0594 LE-MF-HB
(test5sine3d3gr)
0.0038 0.0533 0.0117 LE-MF-MB
(test11sine3d3gr)
0.0082 0.0528 0.0039 LE-MF-LB
(test9sine3d3gr)
0.0047 0.0776 0.0927 0.0874 LE-HF-HB
(test38sine)
0.0028 0.0783 0.0172 LE-HF-MB
(test39sine)
0.0056 0.0777 0.0057 LE-HF-LB
(test40sine)
0.0282 0.0259 0.0309 0.0292 HE-LF-HB
(test41sine2)
0.0108 0.0262 0.0058 HE-LF-MB
(test42sine2)
0.0336 0.0259 0.0019 HE-LF-LB
(test43sine2)
0.0138 0.0528 0.0630 0.0594 HE-MF-HB
(test5sine2)
0.0082 0.0533 0.0117 HE-MF-MB
(test11sine2)
0.0164 0.0528 0.0039 HE-MF-LB
(test9sine2)
0.0094 0.0776 0.0927 0.0874 HE-HF-HB
(test38sine2)
0.0056 0.0783 0.0172 HE-HF-MB
(test39sine2)
0.0112 0.0777 0.0057 HE-HF-LB
(test40sine2)
Table 5.1: Parameters of the initial disturbance used to generate the wavepacket in
each case. For all 18 wavepackets, the velocity contours and spectral densities are
shown in detail in Appendix A.
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wavepacket. Linear stability theory (LST) was also applied to predict the downstream
evolution of the wavepacket and the results are compared with the DNS as was done
in Section 4.5.2.
Several interesting observations surfaced during the course of these simulations. We
attempt to explain some of these new findings by broadening our considerations be-
yond the traditional low-order terms in nonlinear analysis to consider the wider system
of higher-order modes, such as the higher harmonics of the primary spectrum. Doing
so enables a more complete picture of wavepacket evolution to come into focus.
5.2 Summary of transition scenarios
Table 5.2 provides a summary of the transition behavior for the wavepackets investi-
gated in this factorial study. In most cases, breakdown to incipient turbulence occurs
within the simulation domain. Nevertheless, there are cases in which breakdown
does not occur within the domain, and these cases are denoted with the # symbol
to indicate the anticipated route of transition based on the available data. There are
also some wavetrains with N-type transition in front and K-type in their main body,
marked as NTKR.
Important trends that may be extracted from Table 5.2 are:
1. Input disturbances that are wide in terms of frequency bandwidth encourage
N-type transition. This may be seen from the right column of Table 5.2, where
all wide bandwidth wavepackets undergo N-type transition.
2. For the narrow bandwidth disturbances in the left column of Table 5.2, K-type
transition predominates, but not entirely. If the frequency and energy of the
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Table 5.2: Summary of the transition type for each case. K denotes K-type transition
with streaky structures and aligned Λ-vortices, while N denotes subharmonic N-type
transition with staggered Λ-vortices. The superscript T indicates the transition type is
for the transient front of the wavetrain only, while superscript R means that the main
body of the wavetrain breaks down in the indicated manner. The # symbol indicates
no breakdown to turbulence within the domain. For detailed velocity contours and
spectral densities of each case, please refer to Appendix A.
LOW ENERGY 3dB Bandwidth (∆ω)
Angular Frequency (ω) Narrow Intermediate Wide
Low N N# N
Medium K N N
High NTKR N# N#
HIGH ENERGY 3dB Bandwidth (∆ω)
Angular Frequency (ω) Narrow Intermediate Wide
Low K N N
Medium K K N
High NTKR N N
wavepackets are low, N-type transition can occur, even if the bandwidth is nar-
row. Higher-frequency or higher-energy initial disturbances lead to an increased
number of K-type transition events. This finding that K-type transition occurs
for higher frequencies, and N-type transition for lower frequencies, has also been
reported by Bhaumik and Sengupta (2014).
3. Intermediate bandwidth disturbances in the middle column of Table 5.2 lead
mostly to N-type transition, illustrating the strong tendency for wavepackets to
participate in this transition regime. Only under conditions of high energy and
medium frequency (neutral stability at the source) may K-type transition occur
in moderate bandwidth wavepackets. Wavepacket frequency compositions that
are dominated by linearly damped low frequency modes, or linearly unstable
high frequency modes experience N-type transition even at high energy/ampli-
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tude levels.
4. Wavepackets arising from low energy initial disturbances tend to experience
N-type transition, while high energy levels encourage K-type transition. The
exception to this trend were the wide bandwidth wavepackets, which seemed to
persist in N-type transition at both low and high energy levels.
In this chapter, a few cases with special or unique transition behavior will be high-
lighted, and details about all 18 wavepackets are relegated to Appendix A. The special
cases to be elaborated upon are:
Reverse triad formation sequence
The typical wavepacket begins with modes in a fundamental 2D wave band
around ω0, and gradually develops a subharmonic mode ω0/2 that begins a pro-
cess of resonance with the fundamental mode in a Craik-type resonant triad.
Our simulations have revealed a novel mechanism for the development of a
resonant triad from a wavepacket whose initial frequency is ω0/2, because the
ω0 mode can form as the second harmonic of ω0/2. In this reverse forma-
tion sequence, the subharmonic mode develops before the fundamental mode,
and this process will be illustrated with the LE-LF-MB (low energy, low fre-
quency, medium bandwidth) and LE-LF-LB (low energy, low frequency, narrow
bandwidth) cases in Section 5.3. This variant of the triad formation process is
believed to be new and has not been discussed in the literature before.
Concurrent N-type and K-type transition
In some of the long wavepackets (wavetrains) that we study, different transition
behavior is observed for the wavefront and main body of the wavetrain. When
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we find such local modulation (Healey, 1995) or edge effects to be present, we
clarify the picture by performing additional Fourier analysis on each part of
the wavetrain separately, such as is done for case HE-HF-LB (high energy, high
frequency, narrow bandwidth) in Section 5.4.
Continuous and discontinuous peak frequency shift
One significant common result from the linear stability theory (LST) and DNS
computations is the existence of a “preferred” wavepacket frequency. Wavepack-
ets that are initially dominated by modes of higher frequencies display a ten-
dency to shift their dominant frequency towards the preferred frequency, which
corresponds to the 2D (β = 0) frequency of the lower branch of the neutral sta-
bility curve at the disturbance source. This preference is only “overridden” by in-
creasing the amplitude of the dominant frequency, or decreasing the wavepacket
bandwidth. Sometimes, the frequency peak shift occurs in a discontinuous man-
ner, related to large differences in linear growth and decay rates between modes.
We explore these findings in Section 5.5 for the LE-HF-MB (low energy, high
frequency, medium bandwidth) and HE-HF-MB (high energy, high frequency,
medium bandwidth) wavepackets.
5.3 Reverse triad formation sequence
Here, we study the low-frequency wavepackets, cases LE-LF-MB (low energy, low
frequency, medium bandwidth) and LE-LF-LB (low energy, low frequency, narrow
bandwidth). These wavepackets are started by an initial disturbance with half the
frequency of the medium frequency cases. In other words, they are at the frequency
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of the subharmonic in the MF wavepackets. The velocity contours are shown in
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Figure 5.2: Contours of LE-LF (low energy low frequency) u-velocity data collected at y∗/δ = 0.6 and (left to
right) x = 604, 690, 776 and 863. The first row is the medium bandwidth input pulse and the second row is
the narrowband, continually-excited wavetrain. Both the contour lines and their colors have been standardized so
comparison can be made between all the images in this figure and in Figure 5.3. The contour lines are colored with
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Figure 5.3: Contours of LE-LF (low energy low frequency) u-velocity data collected at y∗/δ = 0.6 and x locations
indicated above each plot. The first row is the medium bandwidth input pulse and the second row is the narrowband,
continually-excited wavetrain. The contours and colors in these figures have been standardized so comparison can














































































































Figure 5.4: Spectral density of the LE-LF (low energy low frequency) u-velocity data in Figure 5.2, collected at
y∗/δ = 0.6 and (left to right) x = 604, 690, 776 and 863. The first row is the medium bandwidth input pulse and
the second row is the narrowband, continually-excited wavetrain. The contours and colors show the relative values
of spectral density. Note that the colors are linearly scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) encountered at














































































































Figure 5.5: Spectral density of the LE-LF (low energy low frequency) u-velocity data in Figure 5.3, collected at
y∗/δ = 0.6 and x locations indicated above each plot. The first row is the medium bandwidth input pulse and the
second row is the narrowband, continually-excited wavetrain. The contours and colors show the relative values of
spectral density. Note that the colors are linearly scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) encountered at
each location and hence the contours cannot be compared between locations.
Colorbar: min max
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According to the linear stability diagram of Figure 5.1, the low frequency that forms
the main component of the LE-LF-LB wavepacket should be linearly damped at the
source. However, the narrow bandwidth low-frequency wavepacket shows fascinating
behavior. The dominant frequency of the wavepacket at ωmax = 0.026 is apparent
as the strongest-energy component of the spectrum at x = 604 in the second row
of Figure 5.4. Higher harmonics of the dominant mode have also formed, at ω =
2(0.026) = 0.052 and 3(0.026) = 0.078. These harmonics may be seen more clearly
by finding the one-dimensional spectrum of the wavepacket along the centerline at
x = 604 shown in Figure 5.6, where the attenuation of successively higher harmonics
approximately according to a geometric progression is highlighted, much as we had
seen previously in Section 4.3.1 and Figure 4.7. Such a sequence of harmonics points to
the same phenomena of nonlinear interactions producing multiples of the fundamental
frequency described by Kachanov (1987), Borodulin and Kachanov (1995) and Bake
et al. (2000). The difference from Figure 4.7 is in the interval between the harmonics;
in Figure 4.7, each harmonic peak is separated from adjacent peaks by 0.053, whereas
in Figure 5.6, the peaks are 0.053/2 ≈ 0.026 apart, showing that the fundamental
mode of each harmonic series is different.
As the wavetrain propagates downstream, we find that the dominant oblique mode
stays at the same frequency of 0.026, but shifts to lower spanwise wavenumber, pro-
gressing from (ω, β) ≈ (0.026, 0.18) at x = 690 to (0.026, 0.14) at x = 863. By
x = 863, we find that the second harmonic of the initial frequency 2ωmax = 2(0.026) =
0.052 has become the strongest mode in the flow. This mode, along with the orig-
inal mode at initial frequency ωmax = 0.026, continues to strengthen and narrow in
β-bandwidth such that by x = 1122 (second row of Figure 5.5) we have modes in the
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Craik triad resonance configuration — a 2D mode at (ω, β) ≈ (0.052, 0) and a 3D
mode pair at (ω, β) ≈ (0.026,±0.13) (bearing in mind that we have not shown the
negative β portion of the spectrum due to its symmetry about β = 0). Thereafter, the
spectrum of x = 1294 shows a system of five-wave resonance, with the low-frequency
mode (0, 0.26) forming through nonlinear difference interactions between the subhar-
monics as (ω, β) = (0.027, 0.13) − (0.027,−0.13) = (0, 0.26). This new mode has a
spanwise wavelength of λz = 2pi/β = 2pi/0.26 = 24, which is very close to the stag-
gered Λ-vortex spanwise separation in the corresponding x = 1294 velocity plot in
the second row of Figure 5.3, pointing to the overall N-type transition of the wave-
train. In fact, this is the same system of modes observed for the medium frequency
broadband wavepacket (LE-MF-HB) of section 4.3.2 in the previous chapter!
The above findings lead us to deduce that the LE-LF-LB wave resonant triad had
formed in the reverse sequence from the LE-MF-HB case. In the medium frequency
case, the fundamental mode at ω0 was dominant in the initial wavepacket, and non-
linear difference interactions between component modes described by Craik (2001)
seed the subharmonic mode at ω0/2. In the low frequency cases that are the focus
of this section, the mode with subharmonic frequency is excited first at frequency
ω0/2 = 0.026, and appears to seed the fundamental mode ω0 = 0.052 as the second
harmonic of the subharmonic. Equivalently, it may be said that the initial disturbance
frequency of ωs = 0.026 may be considered as the “fundamental” that leads to higher
harmonics forming at multiples of ωs. The second harmonic is 2ωs = 2(0.026) = 0.052,
and it coincides with the lower branch of the neutral stability curve at the source and
thus experiences the longest linear amplification region.
In the context of existing knowledge, it is known that the subharmonic mode amplifi-
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Figure 5.6: One-dimensional spectral density of LE-LF-LB u-velocity data collected
along the centerline z = 0 at x = 604, y∗/δ = 0.6. The dashed straight line is the
best-fit (in a least-squares sense) geometric progression that connects the harmonic
spectral peaks. The common ratio of the geometric progression is r = 0.059.
cation can be catalyzed by a 2D fundamental wave. The discovery of our current study
is that even if the catalyst is initially absent from the wavepacket, the subharmonic
can generate its own catalytic 2D wave. Once this catalytic 2D wave is produced, it
is strengthened by linear amplification mechanisms and can play its required role in
the resonance process.
Once the wave triad has formed, regardless of their sequence of origin (subharmonic
earlier and fundamental later; or fundamental earlier and subharmonic later), the
same mechanism of resonant amplification takes over to cause rapid growth of modes
leading to staggered Λ-vortices and N-type transition to turbulence.
For the LE-LF-LB case, we had observed the low frequency of the initial wavepacket
exciting its higher harmonics. The fundamental and second harmonic modes together
formed a resonant Craik wave triad that led to N-type transition. Referring to the
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first row of Figure 5.4, we find that the medium bandwidth LE-LF-MB wavepacket
undergoes a similar transition process as its narrowband counterpart. x = 604 shows
the dominant mode of the wavepacket at (ω, β) = (0.029, 0.16), slightly higher than
the initial disturbance frequency ωmax = 0.026. The frequency bandwidth of the
mode is substantially wider than the narrowband wavetrain in the second row of
Figure 5.4, but the same general pattern can be observed. Higher harmonics are
excited at multiples of the initial frequency, and a form of triad resonance between
a 2D and 3D mode seems to occur. But unlike the narrowband case (LE-LF-LB), it
never attains an exact configuration with the subharmonic mode at half the frequency
of the fundamental. Instead, as the wavepacket evolves downstream the dominant
oblique mode migrates to higher ω and lower β, while the strongest 2D mode moves
to lower ω. Between x = 604 and x = 1294, the oblique 3D mode shifts from
(ω, β) = (0.029, 0.16) to (0.038, 0.10) and the 2D mode goes from (ω, β) = (0.058, 0)
to (0.054, 0). This has the effect of bringing the 2D and 3D modes closer to each
other in Fourier space.
Perhaps more importantly, this upward shift of the subharmonic mode shows that
the amplification of the positively detuned subharmonic modes can be significantly
stronger than the tuned resonances — strong enough to overcome the head start
given to the tuned subharmonic mode via source excitation. This frequency detuning
seems to fit into the framework of Borodulin et al. (2002c) and Würz et al. (2012), who
describe asymmetry between the amplification of positively and negatively detuned
quasi-subharmonic modes, with larger amplification of the positively detuned modes.
However, the published results are for an adverse pressure gradient boundary layer,
and our results appear to be a first of their kind for a Blasius boundary layer. It may
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be that our wavepacket is experiencing an effect similar to a local adverse pressure
gradient.
Transition does not occur within the simulation domain, likely because of the low ini-
tial amplitude of the source disturbance. However, the wavepacket is clearly growing
both in size and amplitude, as scrutiny of the first row of Figure 5.2 and 5.3 will prove.
In these figures, the maximum and minimum values of the streamwise perturbation
velocity u encountered at that location are shown. This maximum magnitude of the
wavepacket velocity increases from 0.18% of the freestream velocity at x = 604 to
1.12% at x = 1294.
Throughout this long period of development, the wavepacket is filled with a rich
mixture of interacting modes that reward careful study. One of the most notable of
these is the dual series of harmonic peaks obtained from the discrete Fourier transform
of wall-normal v-velocity data shown in Figure 5.7 (z = 0, x = 1294). Here, we have
not one but two sets of harmonic peaks. The lower frequency fundamental peak is
at ω = 0.038, while the higher frequency fundamental is at ω = 0.054, and they are
accompanied by their second and third harmonics.
In this one-dimensional spectrum, it is difficult to obtain more information about
these modes. Nevertheless, we find that the ω = 0.054 mode is primarily β = 0 and
the ω = 0.038 mode is dominant at β = 0.13. This can be seen by extracting the 2D
spectrum along two lines at β = 0 and β = 0.13 that are plot in Figure 5.8. In the
β = 0 spectrum, the ω = 0.054 peak is greater higher than the ω = 0.038 peak, and
vice versa for the β = 0.13 spectrum. Now, it is apparent that the lower frequency
harmonic series is associated primarily with the 3D oblique mode, and the higher
frequency series is associated with the 2D mode.
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Figure 5.7: One-dimensional spectral density of LE-LF-MB wall-normal v-velocity
data collected along the centerline z = 0 at x = 1294, y∗/δ = 0.6. The dashed and
dotted straight lines are the best-fit (in a least-squares sense) geometric progressions
that connects the harmonic spectral peaks. The common ratio of the geometric
progression given by the dashed line is r1 = 2.38× 10−4 and for the dotted line it is
r2 = 8.47× 10−4.
These findings also constitute our first taste of the value of higher-dimensional Fourier
transforms to resolve ambiguity between modes that overlap in lower-dimensional
Fourier space. In subsequent chapters, we will revisit this theme in exploring three-
dimensional Fourier transforms to augment the more commonly-used 2D spectrum.
5.4 Concurrent N-type and K-type transition
One notable observation is that some wavetrains (narrow bandwidth disturbances)
show different transition behavior in their front and rear portions. This is similar to
work by Sengupta et al. (2006a) on spatiotemporally growing wave fronts in spatially
stable boundary layers, although it should be noted that Sengupta et al. (2006a)
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β = 0, r1 = 1.50× 10−4








β = 0.13, r2 = 4.41× 10−4
Figure 5.8: Two-dimensional spectral density of LE-LF-MB wall-normal v-velocity
data collected in a spanwise line (parallel to the z-axis) at x = 1294, y∗/δ = 0.6. Line
plots extracted from this 2D spectrum at spanwise wavenumber β = 0 and β = 0.13
are plot on the left and right respectively. It can be seen that the harmonic series
with fundamental ω = 0.038 is dominant for oblique 3D modes β = 0.13, whereas the
series with fundamental ω = 0.054 is strongest among 2D modes β = 0.
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studies two-dimensional disturbances, while our DNS wavetrain is three-dimensional.
Even though the boundary layer in our case is not spatially stable, there is still a
significant difference in the growth rate of the wave front compared to the rest of
the wavetrain. Sengupta et al. (2006a) concludes that the frontrunner is created by
interactions between multiple stable modes. In our case, we believe that the wavefront
is created by interaction between components of the fundamental band. Due to edge
effects, the front portion of the wavetrain is streamwise modulated (Healey, 1995),
leading to a large local frequency bandwidth seeding a subharmonic mode. This
makes the wavefront behave like a broad or medium bandwidth wavepacket with
N-type transition (Cohen et al., 1991; Medeiros and Gaster, 1999a,b; Yeo et al.,
2010). It is the main body of the wavetrain that has truly narrow bandwidth with
corresponding K-type transition (Medeiros, 2004). An example of such a phenomenon
is case HE-HF-LB (high energy, high frequency, narrow bandwidth).
To confirm the above explanation, discrete Fourier transforms of the wavefront and
main body of the HE-HF-LB wavetrain were performed separately, as illustrated by
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 respectively. At x = 690 in Figure 5.9(a.ii), it can be
seen that the wavefront consists of a strong broadband 2D fundamental mode at
ω = 0.08 and a weaker quasi-subharmonic mode at (ω, β) = (0.024, 0.15), while the
main wavetrain in Figure 5.10(a.ii) has a narrowband 2D mode at the same ω = 0.08
and a co-dominant low-frequency oblique mode at (ω, β) = (0, 0.1). Inspection of the
velocity contours in Figure 5.10(a.i) reveal that the wavetrain’s spanwise structure
consists of one large velocity perturbation in the center flanked by two perturbations
of opposite sign at the side (such as one negative central region flanked by two positive
side lobes), meaning that it is roughly covering 1.5 cycles of a spanwise periodic dis-
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turbance. With the wavetrain spanwise width of about 100, this implies a wavelength
λz = 100/1.5 ≈ 67 and spanwise wavenumber 2pi/67 = 0.09, which is very close to
the oblique mode in the spectrum at (ω, β) = (0, 0.1) given in Figure 5.10(a.ii).
By x = 776 in Figure 5.9(b.i), the wavefront has developed a horseshoe vortex type of
structure, with a resonating system of modes and N-type transition in Figure 5.9(b.ii).
On the other hand, no triad resonance is seen in the spectrum at x = 776 for the
main body of the wavetrain in Figure 5.10(b.ii), and transition is K-type, with streaks
or Klebanoff modes becoming visible at x = 863 in Figure 5.10(c.i). These streaks
have a spacing in the z-direction of around 15 non-dimensional units, corresponding
to spanwise wavenumber 2pi/15 = 0.42, identifying it with the β ≈ 0.4 low-frequency
mode in the spectrum of Figure 5.10(c.ii).
Comparing the separate spectra for the wavefront and main body of the wavetrain
with the spectrum of the entire wavetrain in Figure 5.11, we find that the full spectrum
bears much closer resemblance to the spectrum of the main body of the wavetrain.
Since the spectral density is a measure of the energy contained in the modes (via
the Plancherel theorem), it shows that for the sample lengths we use (such as in
Appendix A, especially Figure A.21), the energy contained in the main body of the
wavetrain undergoing K-type transition is much greater than the energy in the mod-
ulated wavefront experiencing N-type transition. An observer with access to the full
spectrum alone would rightly conclude K-type transition for the wavetrain. (As a
supplementary remark, we wish to mention that the broad and medium bandwidth
wavepackets are too small for any edge effects to be distinguished or isolated from
the core of the wavepacket, so a global characterization of the entire wavepacket is
sufficient, and separate analysis of the edge effects seems unnecessary or may not be
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(a.i) x = 690 u-velocity
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(b.i) x = 776 u-velocity
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(c.ii) x = 863 spectral density
0.05
0.1
Figure 5.9: Velocity contours u(t, z) (left column) and their corresponding spectral
density (right column) for the front part of the HE-HF-LB wavetrain only. This
wavefront experiences N-type transition. The equivalent velocity contours and spectra
for the rest of the wavetrain are shown in Figure 5.10.
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(c.i) x = 863 u-velocity
0
0.2






(c.ii) x = 863 spectral density
0.1
0.2
Figure 5.10: Velocity contours u(t, z) (left column) and their corresponding spectral
density (right column) for the main body of the HE-HF-LB wavetrain. It experiences
K-type transition. The equivalent velocity contours and spectra for the wavefront are
shown in Figure 5.9.
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(b.i) x = 776 u-velocity
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Figure 5.11: Velocity contours u(t, z) (left column) and their corresponding spectral
density (right column) for the full HE-HF-LB wavetrain (wavefront and main body
together). This figure should be compared with the results for the localized wavefront
and main wavetrain body in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 respectively.
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feasible.)
5.5 Continuous and discontinuous peak frequency
shift
Many of the wavepackets investigated show a shift in their frequency with maximum
spectral density, ωmax as the wavepacket is convected downstream. ωmax is found to
tend towards ω = 0.0528, which is the frequency of the lower branch of the neutral
stability curve at the disturbance source. In most cases, the shift in frequency is
continuous, gradual, and predicted by linear stability theory (LST).
A more dramatic case is perhaps the LE-HF-MB (low energy, high frequency, medium
bandwidth) wavepacket, summarized by Figure 5.12, where the change in dominant
2D frequency F1 in Figure 5.12a involves a discontinuous jump from ω ≈ 0.07 to
ω ≈ 0.05 at Reδ ≈ 1800. Such behavior is also well-predicted by LST in Figure 5.12b,
and can be attributed to the fact that the ω ≈ 0.05 mode which starts at branch
I of the neutral curve can continue to grow for the longest spatial distance, even as
nearby modes such as ω ≈ 0.07 start to go past their growth peaks and travel into
slower growth or linearly damped Reynolds number regimes. The second harmonic
of the fundamental, F2 is not predicted by LST, hence it is absent from Figure 5.12b.
But DNS in Figure 5.12a shows it to be present, and it tracks the fundamental F1
shift in frequency.
In addition, there is also some evidence of the dominant subharmonic frequency chang-
ing to track the corresponding change in dominant fundamental frequency. Such an
observation can be made by looking at the DNS modes with β = 0.125 in Figure 5.12c
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(a) DNS β = 0



















(c) DNS β = 0.125











Figure 5.12: Development of case LE-HF-MB. The black contour lines are on a base-10
logarithmic scale, such that successive contour levels are {10−5, 10−4, 10−3, ...}, with
the contour line for 10−2 thicker than the rest. Additional detail is provided through
a background shaded according to the colorbar shown. The initial fundamental and
its harmonic are labeled F1 and F2 in (a). A discontinuous drop in the dominant 2D
frequency is observable at Reδ of around 1800. This brings the wavepacket frequency
close to the preferred frequency ω ≈ 0.05. After the dominant 2D frequency shifts to
ω ≈ 0.05, the subharmonic ω ≈ 0.025, marked S1 in (c) begins to grow strongly and
leads the wavepacket into N-type transition. By the end of the domain, the amplitude
of the modes has increased by at least an order of magnitude, but the flow has not
yet clearly transitioned to turbulence.
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where the subharmonic band labeled S1 shifts to lower frequencies as Reδ increases. A
second harmonic of the subharmonic mode also seems to be present, and it is marked
as S2.
Nevertheless, if the initial amplitude of the disturbance is increased, this will over-
whelm the tendency for the flow to drift towards the preferred frequency, and the
fundamental wave in the resonant triad responsible for breakdown to turbulence is
at a higher frequency, corresponding to the initial wavepacket frequency. Such an
inference can be derived from comparing the LE-HF-MB (low energy, high frequency,
medium bandwidth) case in Figure 5.12 with its higher-initial-energy counterpart,
HE-HF-MB in Figure 5.13. Another way of looking at this would be to say that the
higher-frequency mode grows more slowly than the preferred mode, and would need
a significant head start (in the form of higher initial amplitude) in order to reach
turbulence earlier.
Taking a step back and looking at the larger scheme of things, it may now be seen that
we have investigated several distinct effects. The effect of bandwidth was illustrated
and discussed through the same type of figure in the previous chapter, Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.11 for the broadband (LE-MF-HB) and narrowband (LE-MF-LB) wavepack-
ets respectively. The broadband (HB) case undergoes N-type transition, while the
narrowband (LB) case experiences K-type transition. Next, different energy levels
were just studied through Figure 5.12 (LE-HF-MB) and Figure 5.13 (HE-HF-MB).
To complete the trio, we may also compare Figure 5.12 (LE-HF-MB) with Figure 5.14
(LE-LF-MB) to see the effects of frequency. The low-frequency (LF) case is in some
sense a reversal of the high frequency (HF) case — the HF wavepacket tends towards
lower frequencies, while the LF wavepacket tends towards higher frequencies, such
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(a) DNS β = 0


















(c) DNS β = 0.125











Figure 5.13: The case HE-HF-MB. The black contour lines are on a base-10 loga-
rithmic scale, such that successive contour levels are {10−5, 10−4, 10−3, ...}, with the
contour line for 10−2 thicker than the rest. The higher initial energy and amplitude of
the mode sets it apart from LE-HF-MB in Figure 5.12. It now no longer follows the
LST predictions of drift to lower frequencies. Instead, the 2D fundamental remains
close to its initial frequency, low-frequency modes form initially, but then the sub-
harmonic forms at approximately half the fundamental frequency, leading to rapid
N-type transition to turbulence.
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(a) DNS β = 0




















(c) DNS β = 0.125











Figure 5.14: The case LE-LF-MB. The black contour lines are on a base-10 logarithmic
scale, such that successive contour levels are {10−5, 10−4, 10−3, ...}, with the contour
line for 10−2 thicker than the rest. The initial wavepacket frequency is low, and leads
to the rapid formation of harmonics S2, S3 at multiples of the fundamental frequency




that both HF and LF cases end up approaching the medium (preferred) frequency.
The LF wavepacket generates higher harmonics at multiples of the initial frequency,
developing a reverse Craik triad as already explained in Section 5.3.
5.6 Chapter summary
Not all wavepackets encountered in nature are the same. Hence, our work represents
in a sense a more in-depth investigation of wavepacket transition, attempting to
examine the potential influence of several parameters on the process. Direct numerical
simulations (DNS) were used to probe the laminar turbulent transition of wavepackets
evolving in a Blasius boundary layer under a total of 18 different combinations of
wavepacket frequency, amplitude and bandwidth, with full details in Table 5.1 and
Appendix A. The angular frequency bandwidth, ∆ω of the initial disturbance has
been found to provide a convenient way to characterize an ensemble of modes that
comprise the wavepacket, in addition to the more well-established frequency, ω and
amplitude, A parameters. This is primarily because real-world disturbances are not
pure modes of discrete frequency and wavenumber, but occupy continuous regions in
spectral space.
From our factorial study, we can summarize the key transition trends of wavepackets
as follows:
1. Broad bandwidth wavepackets predominantly transit to turbulence via the N-
route. This tendency remains strong even when the frequency width is reduced.
2. Narrow bandwidth wavepackets tend to exhibit predominantly K-type modal
behavior in the early stages of growth. If the initial energy/amplitude of the dis-
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turbance is large, they will follow through with K-type transition. If the initial
energy/amplitude is small, then Klebanoff modes may eventually be overtaken
by subharmonic modes and cause N-type transition.
3. K-type transition is the most likely for wavepackets that are initiated with high
energy/amplitude and/or with the peak frequency at the lower branch of the
neutral stability curve
Within this general classification scheme of N-type and K-type transition, many vari-
ants in the details of the transition process are found to occur. This chapter ex-
pounded upon three of them.
Firstly, a novel transition path variant for wavepackets of low frequency and low
energy was found. Typical Craik-style resonant triads begin with the fundamental
mode, and the subharmonic mode develops later. But if the initial wavepacket peak
frequency ωmax is half of the preferred frequency, the resonant triad could form in
“reverse”, with the 2ωmax second harmonic of the initial frequency resonating with
the original frequency ωmax of the input mode. In a sense, the subharmonic mode
ω0/2 = ωmax had formed first, and it seeded the fundamental mode ω0 = 2ωmax to
begin triad resonance. This interesting triad formation sequence inversion does not
seem to have been noted before.
Furthermore, in the LE-LF-MB (low energy, low frequency, medium bandwidth)
wavepacket, the peak frequency of the oblique mode was found to shift from the
tuned subharmonic value of ω0/2 to a positive detuning ω0/2 + ∆ω. Even though
the tuned subharmonic mode was dominant in the initial wavepacket, the positively-
detuned frequencies experienced greater amplification factors than the tuned mode
and eventually overtook the tuned mode to become the strongest oblique mode in the
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wavepacket. Thus far, such predominant growth of positively detuned modes have
been found in adverse pressure gradient boundary layers, but not in a Blasius bound-
ary layer (Würz et al., 2012). Notably, the previously published studies focus on 3D
TS waves, and hence this phenomena may be related to the properties of wavepackets
that distinguish them from 3D TS waves.
Secondly, in some wavetrains, the long streamwise length was sufficient to induce
different transition mechanisms in the front and main body of the wavetrains. In such
instances, the wavefront is directly exposed to the quiescent, unperturbed boundary
layer and thus experiences locally broad bandwidth conditions leading to N-type
transition. The main core of the wavetrain is more spatially homogeneous and so has
true narrow bandwidth conditions causing K-type transition. Such edge effects are
distinguished by performing spectral analysis on each part of the wavetrain separately.
Thirdly, there is a certain preferred frequency of the wavepacket, corresponding to
the lower branch point on the neutral stability curve at the disturbance source. If
the wavepacket is excited at other frequencies, it exhibits a tendency to shift towards
the preferred frequency. In most cases, this shift occurs in a gradual, continuous
manner, although a discontinuous jump in frequency is also possible. Either way,
these frequency trends are found to be in overall agreement with results from linear
stability theory.
Last but not least, we caught a glimpse of how modes that overlap in a one-dimensional
frequency spectrum S(ω) can be resolved more distinctly in a two-dimensional frequency-
wavenumber spectrum S(ω, β), provided that the modes occupy different β. We will
further develop this train of thought in the coming chapters, where three-dimensional
spectra are used to gain additional insight beyond the two-dimensional spectrum.
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3D spectral analysis of wavepackets
In this chapter, we focus our investigation on the LE-MF-HB, LE-MF-MB and LE-
MF-LB wavepackets, which will be simply referred to as the broad, medium and
narrow bandwidth wavepackets, as in Chapter 4. These cases are discussed consecu-
tively in Section 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. Adopting the methodology described
in Chapter 3, three-dimensional spectral analysis of these wavepackets will be per-
formed. It should be highlighted that the 3D spectral analysis is performed on the
same wavepackets studied in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Thus the wavepacket tran-
sition scenarios remain the same, as summarized in Table 5.2. The purpose of the
3D spectral analysis is to give a fuller picture of the transition process by providing
additional details that cannot be seen in 2D spectra. The findings of this chapter are
summarized in Section 6.4.
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6.1 3D spectral analysis of the broad bandwidth
wavepacket
6.1.1 Contour slices of 3D spectra
Previous studies have produced mostly 2D spectra; of spanwise wavenumber β versus
frequency ω spectra, or the spanwise β versus streamwise α wavenumber spectra of
similar wavepackets (Cohen et al., 1991; Medeiros and Gaster, 1999b; Yeo et al.,
2010). As shown in Figure 6.1 for the broad bandwidth wavepacket, observing a 3D





S(ω, β, α)dα. (6.1)
Therefore, from the 2D ω-β spectra in Figure 6.1a, we are unable to determine the α-
wavenumber of the fundamental, quasi-subharmonic and low-frequency modes, which
for this x-location are at (ω, β) ≈ (0.058, 0), (0.045, 0.12) and (0, 0.035), and marked
as F, S and K1 respectively. It then appears that the dominant quasi-subharmonic
and fundamental modes are stronger than the low-frequency mode. Although it is
possible to separately plot the α-β 2D spectra and hence estimate the α value of a
dominant mode, it will not produce the same level of accuracy or confidence as a 3D
Fourier transform for determining the (ω, β, α) values of a dominant mode. In 3D
(Figure 6.1b), we are able to distinguish that the spectral energy of the low-frequency
mode is concentrated at low-α values, while the other modes have their energy spread
across a wider range of α. As a result, the K1 mode has a higher spectral density than
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the F and S modes at any point in the 3D (ω, β, α) spectral space; while in 2D spectral
space, the S mode (ω, β) = (0.045, 0.12) appears to be the most energetic mode in
Figure 6.1a. The above highlights a potential ambiguity in the identification of the
dominant or most energetic mode from 2D spectra, which arises from the fact that
the identified mode is the spectral sum of many modes in the collapsed dimension.
Figure 6.1 also serves another purpose, that is to compare the nonlinear and linear
spectra results. This was done by modifying the equation solved in the DNS to become
a linear stability code that takes into account non-parallel effects of boundary layer
growth. (See Section 2.1.1, equation (2.1) for details of its implementation.) The
linear 2D and 3D spectra are shown in Figure 6.1c and Figure 6.1d respectively,
and the near absence of oblique modes in the linear spectrum imply that they are
nonlinear phenomena.
Next, we embark on a systematic analysis of the wavepacket evolution, by shifting
the center of our data window to different x-locations along the flat plate, beginning
upstream and progressing downstream. To start with, the initial 3D spectrum pro-
duced close to the disturbance source is shown in cross-sectional slices in Figure 6.2.
Two important points can be drawn from these spectra. Firstly, the highly dominant
low-frequency mode already alluded to earlier is clearly visible at this early stage at
x = 604 in Figure 6.2a and 6.2b (marked K1 in these figures). Secondly, the spectral
slices in Figure 6.2b show the presence of an oblique mode with β ≈ 0.125 (marked
S), with frequency and streamwise wavenumber close to half the fundamental mode.
This can be considered as the initial seed of the subharmonic mode that will grow
and strengthen downstream.
Figure 6.3 traces the development of modes in selected α-planes of the 3D spectra.
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(c) 2D linear u-spectra sampled at x =
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(d) Contour slices of 3D linear spectra.
Figure 6.1: Comparison between 2D (left column) and 3D u-spectra (right col-
umn), and between full (top row) and linear (bottom row) spectra for the broad-
band wavepacket. The fundamental, quasi-subharmonic and low-frequency modes
are marked as F, S and K1 respectively. 3D spectra are obtained using a window
centered on x = 906 with ∆x = 300, ∆t = 1344, and are presented as slices parallel
to the ω-β plane, at α = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3.
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(b) ω = 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06
Figure 6.2: A detailed view of the initial spectrum for the broad bandwidth
wavepacket at x = 604, data Hamming windowed ∆x = 259, ∆t = 1344. Con-
tour slices are in the (ω, β) plane for (a) and (β, α) plane for (b), at the positions
indicated. The fundamental, quasi-subharmonic and low-frequency modes are marked
as F, S and K1 respectively.
These contour plots show that the fundamental mode at ω0 = 0.056 is strongest at
α = 0.3 and grows steadily downstream. The behavior of the oblique modes clustered
around β = 0.125 is much more complicated. At x = 755, an oblique mode with
frequency ω = 0.026 is seen at α = 0.1. This is half the frequency of the fundamental
(up to the limits of our spectral resolution), and hence can be regarded as the tuned
subharmonic mode ω0/2. Further on, at x = 906, another oblique mode at a positive
frequency detuning is seen at α = 0.1, ω0/2 + ∆ω ≈ 0.028 + 0.1 = 0.038. Then at
x = 992, it is accompanied by its conjugate pair α = 0.1, ω0/2 −∆ω ≈ 0.018. This
type of behavior is consistent with the detuned resonances investigated by Borodulin
et al. (2002c). In our case, the positively detuned mode is stronger than its negatively
detuned counterpart. It is this asymmetry in the amplitude of the detuned mode
pairs that likely gives rise to the appearance of an oblique quasi-subharmonic mode
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Figure 6.3: Slices of the broadband 3D spectra in ω-β planes, with data Hamming
windowed ∆x = 300, ∆t = 1344. Slices in the same row share the same colormap
legend. The top row has slices of the spectra at x = 755, while the second, third and
bottom rows are from the spectra at x = 906, 992 and 1057 respectively. Left, middle
and right column slices are at α = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. Axes are β horizontal
and ω vertical. If present, the fundamental, subharmonic, low-frequency K1 and K2
modes are marked by a pentagon, circle, triangle and square respectively. The mode
of highest spectral density in each slice is marked “x” and its value Smax is shown.
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starting at higher frequency > ω0/2 and slowly drifting to lower frequency in 2D ω-β
spectra. An example of a quasi-subharmonic mode starting at > ω0/2 can be seen in
Figure 6.1a. The 2D spectra could actually be showing detuned mode pairs occurring
at many different streamwise wavenumbers α, all collapsed or overlaid onto one plot.
The natural follow-up question to ask would be: why does the positively detuned
subharmonic reach larger amplitudes than its negatively detuned counterpart? One
possible explanation is that the positive frequency detunings experience higher growth
rates, as seen in the LE-LF-MB wavepacket of Section 5.3, where the positively de-
tuned mode overtook the exact subharmonic mode that was excited by the source
(Borodulin et al., 2002c; Würz et al., 2012). While this phenomenon is probably
playing a role here, we believe it is not the only factor contributing to our observa-
tions. The prevalence of positively detuned subharmonics is consistent with a scenario
in which they were seeded by the initial disturbance source. If the bandwidth of the
initial wavepacket at frequency ω0 is very broad, as in the present case, it would first
spill over into the positively detuned subharmonic band that is only a short distance
ω0 − (ω0/2 + ∆ω) away, and the negatively detuned band would remain unseeded
because it is farther away at a distance of ω0 − (ω0/2 − ∆ω) from the fundamen-
tal. As shown in Figure 6.2, the subharmonic mode was already seeded in the initial
wavepacket spectrum, and this seed has a positive frequency detuning. So, the posi-
tively detuned subharmonic can reach high amplitudes more quickly because it has a
head start over the negatively detuned mode. This leads us to think that the higher-
than-expected frequency of the initial subharmonic mode of Cohen et al. (1991);
Medeiros and Gaster (1999b); Yeo et al. (2010) could be because that was the mode
that was seeded with larger spectral density in the flow by the initial disturbance,
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(a) x = 755, S = 10−6.9 (b) x = 906, S = 10−6.7 (c) x = 992, S = 10−6.5
Figure 6.4: 3D u-spectral density evolution for a broad bandwidth wavepacket.
The central x location of the data is indicated, along with the isosurface val-
ues. The wavepacket data is Hamming windowed in the x and t dimensions with
∆x = 300,∆t = 1344. Figure 6.3 was produced from slices of these 3D spectra.
giving it a head start over other modes. Combined with the greater amplification
of positive frequency detunings, we have two factors (initial seeding and asymmetric
amplification rates) working together to allow the positively detuned subharmonic to
maintain higher amplitudes than its negatively detuned counterpart.
6.1.2 Isosurfaces of 3D spectra
Figure 6.4 provides an overview of the 3D spectral development of the broadband
wavepacket. They represent the same 3D spectrum shown in Figure 6.3, but now
visualized with isosurfaces instead of contour slices. The energy of the wavepacket
is largely contained in two main structures. The first is the fundamental band at
ω ≈ 0.056 that was produced by the source, and the second consists of relatively
low ω and low α modes at x = 755, Figure 6.4a that were likely formed through
difference interactions (in accordance with Craik (2001)) between nearby components
of the fundamental band (ω+, α)−(ω−, α) = (2, 0) ≈ (0, 0), where  is a very small
quantity. Subharmonic modes with frequency ω ≈ 0.02-0.04 become noticeable in the
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spectrum at x = 906 in Figure 6.4b, and the fundamental modes with ω ≈ 0.056 have
strengthened at this time as well. By x = 992, streaky low-frequency modes (ω ≈ 0)
with larger β centered at about 0.25 began to surface (the K2 mode marked by a
square in Figure 6.3). The K2 low-frequency mode has a spanwise wavenumber β of
0.25 which is exactly twice that of the dominant subharmonic wave pair (β = ±0.125),
suggesting that they had been formed via difference interaction between the pair of
subharmonic waves, (ω, β3D, α)− (ω,−β3D, α) = (0, 2β3D, 0), as already described in
Section 4.3.2.
Figure 6.5(a) shows that as the wavepacket evolves further downstream to x = 1057,
there is a fairly sudden and distinctive broadening of the β spectrum at low-frequency
extending throughout the range covered by the simulation from β = 0 to 0.9. This is
the β-cascade observed by Breuer et al. (1997). This spectral expansion also involved
the higher α modes of Figure 6.5(a). The frequency spectrum also grows, but more
slowly than the wavenumbers, with the S = 10−6.7 isosurface in Figure 6.5(a) filling
up to ω = 0.04. Increasing the isosurface value to S = 10−3.5 (see Figure 6.5(b))
reveals the underlying core modes, which comprises streak-like, low-frequency modes
at β ≈ 0.125, 0.25 and 0.37, and a (ω, β, α) ≈ (0, 0, 0) mode, representing a “local”
distortion of the Blasius laminar base flow profile in the vicinity of the wavepacket.
The β values of the low-frequency modes are consistent with a cascade of nonlinear
interactions, because the β = 0.25 mode can be generated from the β = 0.125 mode
as 0.125 + 0.125 = 0.25. Similarly, the β = 0.37 mode could be generated from the
other two low-frequency modes because 0.125 + 0.25 = 0.375.
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(a) x = 1057, S = 10−6.7 (b) x = 1057, S = 10−3.5
Figure 6.5: Spectral density of streamwise velocity as the broadband wavepacket
approaches breakdown to turbulence, centered on x = 1057, ∆x = 300 ∆t = 1344.
Two different spectral density isosurfaces are shown. Note that these isosurfaces are

























(c) Narrowband t = 2381
Figure 6.6: Plot of the shape factor H = (δ/θ) at various x-locations along the cen-
terline z = 0 at the time specified: (a) Broadband t = 2678, (b) Medium bandwidth
t = 2864, (c) Narrowband t = 2381. The Blasius boundary layer value is given by
the dashed line, and the fully turbulent value is a dash-dotted line. These diagrams
show that the wavepackets have transitioned to be close to turbulent by the end of
the domain.
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6.1.3 Shape factor of the boundary layer and tracking of in-
dividual modes
Further downstream, x > 1057 (not shown here), the u-spectrum becomes domi-
nated by the mean flow distortion (ω, β, α) ≈ (0, 0, 0); distinctive low-frequency and
subharmonic modes are no longer discernible in the u-spectrum. The dimensionless
integral ratio known as the shape factor, which is defined as the ratio H = (δ/θ) of
the displacement thickness, δ to the momentum thickness θ, is “a good indicator of
the state of a ZPG (zero pressure gradient) boundary layer ” according to (Chauhan
et al., 2009). A Blasius boundary layer should have H ≈ 2.59, while a fully turbulent
boundary layer has H ≈ 1.4 (Schlatter and Örlü, 2012). Figure 6.6a shows the state
of the boundary layer at time t = 2678 as the broadband wavepacket breaks down
into incipient turbulence at x ≈ 1400. The value of H computed along the center
z = 0 is about 2.6 over much of the boundary layer up to x ≈ 1250 (indicating a
Blasius-like profile) beyond which, it plunges rapidly down to an average value of
about 1.5 over the wavepacket itself, showing the incipient turbulent state of the flow
within the wavepacket.
Notably, the shape factor graph shows a long “tail” at the rear (relaminarizing) end of
the wavepacket, which is part of the large scale structure of the wavepacket. Similar
results are also seen in experiments on wavepackets, such as Figure 1 of Medeiros
(2006) and Figure 6c of Cohen et al. (1991) where the wavepacket has a prominent
“tail” in which the perturbation velocity slowly and gradually returns to zero behind
the wavepacket. Indeed, dissipative reversion is a very slow process that is often
asymptotic (Narasimha and Sreenivasan, 1979), unlike a transition from laminar to
turbulent flow, which is often much faster or catastrophic. This relaminarization
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process can be linked to a decrease in turbulence energy and a dissipation of coherent
structures at the back of the wavepacket, for “... there is evidence that what happens
goes beyond a mere decrease in turbulence energy; in fact some mechanism seems to
be at work to decorrelate the velocity components that generate the crucial Reynolds
stresses... these external influences imposed on the flow must be interfering with
its organization - with the coherent structures and the bursting cycle that sustain
turbulence,” (page 300 of Narasimha and Sreenivasan (1979)).
Further insight into the mechanism underlying the wavepacket’s growth can be derived
from tracking the spectral density of the dominant modes as they move downstream.
From the spectra observed earlier, two modes of particular interest are selected for
further investigation. These are the fundamental and subharmonic modes, centered at
(ω, β) = (0.056, 0) and (0.026, 0.125) respectively. Their spatial evolution is shown in
Figure 6.7 at streamwise wavenumbers α of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. This figure also shows the
convergence of results, with data from a DNS on a higher-resolution 1586×101×391
grid compared with the baseline 1186× 85× 195 grid using the grid refinement pro-
cedure explained in Section 2.1.3. The agreement is good for the fundamental mode.
While the subharmonic mode shows more variation, the overall trend is the same at
both grid resolutions, bearing in mind that flow transition is a chaotic amplifying
process, so that its details are sensitive to initial conditions.
It is apparent in this figure that the subharmonic starts at only a slightly lower spectral
density than the leading fundamental mode at α = 0.1 and 0.2, providing further
support that the dominant subharmonic was already well seeded within the initial
spectrum. Thus, the subharmonic has a dominant role in the broadband wavepacket’s
N-type transition process.
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Figure 6.7: Spatial evolution of the broadband wavepacket fundamental mode
(ω, β) = (0.056, 0) (solid line) and subharmonic mode (0.028, 0.125) (dashed line)
at different values of streamwise wavenumber α. The results obtained using the
standard-resolution DNS grid are shown in black and blue (darker colors) and are
compared with data from a higher-resolution DNS shown in purple and green (lighter
colors).
6.2 3D spectral analysis of the mediumband wavepacket
The medium bandwidth (LE-MF-MB) initial spectrum is relatively cleaner compared
to the broadband wavepacket, as can be seen from Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. The
dominant frequency in the initial spectrum is the fundamental 2D frequency at ω =
0.053 at α ≈ 0.3. There is no significant oblique or subharmonic mode in the spectrum
all the way until x = 1165. In fact, Figure 6.10 shows that the spectral density of
the leading subharmonic modes is at least one order of magnitude lower than the 2D
fundamental mode in the initial spectrum.
From Figure 6.10, we see that the subharmonic and low-frequency modes begin at
very similar small amplitudes and grow almost in tandem with each other. Similarly,
the contour slices of the 3D spectra at x = 1165 in Figure 6.9 show the low-frequency
modes at α = 0.1 and the subharmonic mode present simultaneously at α = 0.2.
Such a coexistence of modes points to a mixed transition process displaying features
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(a) x = 755, S = 10−7 (b) x = 1035, S = 10−6
(c) x = 1165, S = 10−5.7 (d) x = 1208, S = 10−5 (rotated)
Figure 6.8: 3D u-spectral density evolution for a medium bandwidth wavepacket.
The central x location of the data is indicated, along with the isosurface values. Note
that the isosurface for x = 1208 is viewed from a different angle from the others for
clarity. The data window has ∆x = 300,∆t = 1000.
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Figure 6.9: Slices of the medium bandwidth 3D spectra of Figure 6.8 in ω-β planes.
Slices in the same row share the same colormap legend. The top row has slices of
the spectra at x = 755, while the second, third and bottom row are from the spectra
at x = 1035, 1165 and 1208 respectively. Left, middle and right column slices are at
α = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. Axes are β horizontal and ω vertical. The symbols
have the same meaning as those in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.10: Spatial evolution of the medium bandwidth wavepacket fundamental
mode, with (ω, β) = (0.056, 0) (black solid line), the detuned subharmonic mode
(0.02, 0.11) (dashed line) and the low-frequency mode (0, 0.13) (red solid line) at
different values of streamwise wavenumber α.
of both K-type and N-type transition, although the final transition still took the
N-type route generating staggered Λ-vortices as seen in the second (middle) row of
Figure 4.4.
Owing to the very small initial amplitude of the subharmonics in the medium-band
wavepacket and the delayed onset of the subharmonic growth stage, the breakdown of
the wavepacket to incipient turbulence occurs later and further downstream than the
broadband counterpart, as evident from the shape factor, H plot in Figure 6.6b. This
figure shows that the medium-bandwidth wavepacket reaches incipient turbulence
around t = 2864, which is later than the broadband wavepacket at t = 2678 in
Figure 6.6a. Conversely, the broadband wavepacket’s transition process is expedited
because the dominant subharmonic mode was already present with significant energy
in its initial spectrum.
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(a) x = 755, S = 10−6.2 (b) x = 1035, S = 10−5 (c) x = 1122, S = 10
−3 (ro-
tated)
Figure 6.11: 3D u-spectral density evolution for a narrow bandwidth wavetrain. The
central x location of the data is indicated, along with the isosurface values. Note
that the isosurface for x = 1122 is viewed from a different angle from the others
for clarity. The wavetrain is Hamming windowed in the x and t dimensions with
∆x = 300,∆t = 1000.
6.3 3D spectral analysis of the narrowband wave-
train
The spectral development of the wavetrain (LE-MF-LB) is shown in 3D isosurface
form in Figure 6.11 and in ω-β plane slices of the 3D spectra in Figure 6.12. It
can be seen that the extended pulsing duration causes the relative bandwidth of the
fundamental 2D modes to decrease considerably compared to the broad bandwidth
wavepacket. Figure 6.11a and the top row of Figure 6.12 show that the bulk of
the energy of the narrow-band wavepacket at the location x = 755 (some distance
downstream of the source) is collected around the fundamental frequency ω ≈ 0.056.
The second row of Figure 6.12 corresponding to x = 1035 shows that the develop-
ment of the narrowband wavepacket is dominated by the formation of a principal
low-frequency mode with (ω, β, α) ≈ (0, 0.16, 0.1). Another low-frequency mode at
(0, 0.22, 0.1) may also be discerned. Subharmonics with the favored spatial wavenum-
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Figure 6.12: Slices of the narrowband 3D u-spectra of Figure 6.11 in ω-β planes.
Slices in the same row share the same colormap legend. The top row has slices of
the spectra at x = 755, while the middle and bottom row are from the spectra at
x = 1035 and 1122 respectively. Left, middle and right column slices are at α = 0.1,
0.15 and 0.3 respectively. Axes are β horizontal and ω vertical. The symbols have
the same meaning as those in Figure 6.3.
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ber (β, α) ≈ (0.125, 0.15) may be seen at x = 1035, but these are weaker than the
dominant low-frequency modes, and are highly spread out, reducing their distinctive-
ness. The production of the low-frequency modes (with near zero frequency) may
be driven by interaction of waves within the fundamental frequency band around
ω ≈ 0.056. The small relative amplitude of the subharmonic wave modes compared
to the leading low-frequency modes by x = 1122 in the bottom row of Figure 6.12
corroborates quite well the hypothesis of Craik (2001); that subharmonic waves are
unable to form if the bandwidth of the fundamental is too narrow, such that its
frequency range is smaller than the subharmonic frequencies. We note that in prac-
tice a narrowband frequency source (of finite duration) will likely contain very small
components of other frequencies away from the center frequency; whose quadratic in-
teractions could then lead to the formation of weak subharmonic modes such as those
observed here. Strong low-frequency modes (with near zero frequencies) on the other
hand are associated with interactions among the large waves that cluster around the
center frequency at ω = 0.056.
The relative evolution of the dominant fundamental, subharmonic and low-frequency
modes may be better appreciated in Figure 6.13, which tracks the spectral den-
sity of selected members of these modes as the narrowband wavepacket propagates
downstream from x = 733 to 932. It shows that the early subharmonic and low-
frequency modes at various α = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 are one to three orders of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding 2D waves at x ≈ 733. The dominant modes are fairly
well established at this point, which is sufficiently far downstream from the source
(x = 349.4) for both linear and nonlinear mechanisms to have played a role in wave
selection.
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From x ≈ 800 onwards, the subharmonic starts to grow quickly. The intrinsic
predisposition for rapid subharmonic wave growth, already observed for broad and
medium band wavepackets, is thus very much in evidence here even in a narrowband
wavepacket. The low-frequency modes start growing rapidly a little later than the
subharmonic - around x ≈ 1000 at α = 0.2 and 0.3. Nevertheless, the low-frequency
modes grow even faster than the subharmonic and it becomes the most energetic
mode in the flow by x = 1200. The prevalence of the low-frequency modes at late
stages of transition is also due to the saturation of the growth of the fundamental and
subharmonics (Borodulin et al., 2002a). The spectral density of these low-frequency
modes continues to trend upwards even after the energy contained in the fundamental
and subharmonic modes start to plateau, reflecting the staying power of the streaks
as a coherent structure that persists into the breakdown stage. Hence, the eventual
development of the narrowband wavepacket is ultimately governed by suppression of
the subharmonic modes due to the narrow bandwidth of the fundamental, and strong
nonlinear interactions among the low-frequency modes. The latter leads to large
and rapid buildup of disturbance energy around (ω, β, α) ≈ (0, 0, 0), which normally
precedes breakdown to incipient turbulence. Hence, the route to transition of the nar-
rowband wavetrain (excluding the wavefront) is K-type, unlike the N-type transition
observed for the broad and medium band wavepackets. The above also is consistent
with the experiments conducted by Medeiros (2006), where three-dimensional sub-


























Figure 6.13: Spatial evolution of the narrowband wavetrain fundamental mode, with
(ω, β) = (0.053, 0) (black solid line), subharmonic mode (0.0265, 0.127) (dashed line)
and low-frequency mode (0, 0.22) (red solid line).
6.4 Chapter summary
The three-dimensional fast Fourier transform (3D FFT), if systematically applied, is
still a very useful tool of analysis even for a wavepacket of finite spatial and temporal
extent. The 3D FFT give clearer and sharper insight into the details of the evolving
disturbance spectrum than two-dimensional discrete Fourier analyses, which have
been used to date. By expanding the data in a new spectral dimension, we gain
correlated properties or details of the disturbance in that spectral dimension. In
general, the disturbances in broad and medium bandwidth wavepackets possess a
significant spread of their energy in their α-spectrum. The subharmonic mode displays
the widest and most complicated α distribution, while the fundamental mode is more
concentrated around α = 0.3 and the low-frequency modes or streaks have α ≈ 0.
Nonlinear growth in these wavepackets, which transition via the subharmonic route,
is mirrored in the development of their α-spectrum (as an α-cascade) and β-cascade
(comprising streaky, Klebanoff modes) that occurs shortly before their breakdown
to incipient turbulence. The breakdown to an incipient turbulent spot is invariably
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associated with the rapid build-up of energy in large-scale disturbance structures with




This chapter concerns the study of coherent structures and how they are generated.
The broadband wavepacket (LE-MF-HB in Table 5.1) is considered first in Section 7.1.
Its coherent structures are obtained by inverse 3D fast Fourier transforms (FFT) in
subsection 7.1.1 and a comparison is performed with dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD) results. Thereafter, the components extracted by proper orthogonal decom-
position (POD) are visualized in subsection 7.1.2, and a special hybrid POD-FFT
technique is applied in subsection 7.1.3 to yield valuable insight into the multiple
transition mechanisms operating in parallel within the wavepacket. Projection of
linear wavepackets onto a nonlinear POD basis is the topic of subsection 7.1.4 with
the goal of identifying which POD modes are predominantly linear in nature. Sec-
tion 7.2 proceeds to study the narrowband wavetrain (LE-MF-LB), before the chapter
summary of Section 7.3.
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7.1 Coherent structures of the broadband wavepacket
7.1.1 Inverse Fourier transforms
To aid in the physical understanding of the modes in the 3D spectrum, key modes
of the broadband wavepacket (LE-MF-HB in Table 5.1) at x = 906 are visualized
in Figure 7.1 in terms of their u-velocity contours. The important modal compo-
nents shown include the fundamental 2D mode at (ω, β, α) ≈ (0.056, 0, 0.3), the
subharmonic mode at (ω, β, α) ≈ (0.028, 0.12, 0.14) and two low-frequency modes
at (ω, β, α) ≈ (0, 0.04, 0) and (0, 0.25, 0). These have been recovered by inverse 3D
Fourier transforms of Hamming windowed subsets of the 3D spectrum with the pro-
cedure elucidated in Section 3.2. It should be noted that the terms “2D” and “zero
frequency/wavenumber” are regarded in an approximate sense. Due to the limited
spatial footprint of the wavepacket, any mode it contains will have to be confined to
a finite region of space. Hence, within a wavepacket, it is impossible to obtain a truly
2D mode of infinite wavelength.
Considering the fundamental mode in Figure 7.1a, we find that it consists of a series
of planar quasi-2D waves propagating in the streamwise direction, with each wave
crest and trough approximately aligned with the spanwise z-axis. The subharmonic
mode in Figure 7.1b is an interesting case, with its checkerboard-like, square appear-
ance due to almost equal streamwise and spanwise wavelengths. The low-frequency
mode in Figure 7.1c is of very long streamwise wavelength, on the order of the size
of the entire wavepacket, but with smaller spanwise wavelength. This gives it an ap-
pearance reminiscent of the Klebanoff modes or longitudinal vortices widely reported
in transitional boundary layers (Klebanoff et al., 1962; Andersson et al., 1999). The
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(d) Mean flow distortion
Figure 7.1: Normalized perturbation velocity contours (u/|u|max) of the broadband
wavepacket key component modes obtained from inverse 3D discrete Fourier trans-
forms of the full spectrum from Hamming windowed u-velocity data centered at
x = 906. The subsets corresponding to the fundamental, subharmonic, low-frequency
streak and mean flow distortion modes cover the ranges (ω, β, α) = (0.047-0.075,
0.018-0.054, 0.250-0.354), (0.014-0.051, 0.018-0.145, 0.042-0.146), (0.005-0.014, 0.199-
0.308, 0.021-0.104) and (0.005-0.014, 0.018-0.072, 0.021-0.104) respectively. Solid
contour lines denote positive velocity, and dashed lines show negative velocity, with
uniformly spaced contour levels ±{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, . . . }, excluding u = 0.
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Figure 7.2: Modes extracted with dynamic mode decomposition by Sayadi et al.
(2014) for N-type transition, visualized as contours of the wall-normal velocity at
y/x0 = 0.01 in their domain from x/x0 = 4.0 to x/x0 = 4.3: (a) 2-D TS wave, (b)
subharmonic wave. (Figure reproduced from Sayadi et al. (2014) with permission
granted by Cambridge University Press.)
fourth mode shown in Figure 7.1d is the mean flow distortion. The term “mean flow
distortion” is used here to refer to modes of very low frequency and wavenumber
compared to the disturbance source. Due to the transient nature of a wavepacket, a
mean flow in a classic, long time-averaged sense does not exist. Thus, the concept of
a mean flow distortion is approached in a relative and local sense, as a process that
occurs over a longer duration and larger length scale than the rest of the wavepacket
dynamics. Typically, this refers to processes on the order of the total disturbance ex-
citation duration, and the overall wavepacket length. It may be associated with the
overall transition of the mean profile of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent
at the front of the wavepacket (x = 920-1000), and back to laminar again at the rear
of the wavepacket (x = 800-920). The wave node, with zero perturbation velocity, is
located at about x = 920, close to the center of the wavepacket at x = 906. Another
interesting attribute of this mode is that it occupies a wider spatial footprint than
the fundamental and subharmonic modes. This may be due to the fact that close
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to the wall, large-scale structures propagate faster through the boundary layer than
smaller structures (Krogstad et al., 1998; Del Álamo and Jiménez, 2009). Hence the
low frequency/wavenumber modes spread out more rapidly than the main body of
the wavepacket.
The results we have obtained from forward and inverse 3D Fourier transforms may be
compared with modes extracted through a recent technique known as dynamic mode
decomposition (DMD). The DMD modes extracted by Sayadi et al. (2014) from a
boundary layer undergoing early-stage N-type transition are shown in Figure 7.2.
These modes in Sayadi et al. (2014) are initiated by an upstream spanwise distur-
bance strip, hence they fill the entire downstream streamwise-spanwise extent of the
boundary layer and do not exhibit the spatial localization of wavepackets. Nonethe-
less, it can be seen that there is good qualitative agreement between the shapes of the
modes. The DMD fundamental mode of Figure 7.2a displays the same vertical striped
pattern of alternating positive and negative velocity bands as Figure 7.1a, while the
subharmonic mode from DMD in Figure 7.2b is in agreement with the checkerboard
pattern of the subharmonic generated by inverse Fourier transform in Figure 7.1b.
7.1.2 Proper orthogonal decomposition
The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) (Kerschen et al., 2005) of the same Ham-
ming windowed data set is shown in Figure 7.3, obtained according to the method-
ology described in Section 3.5. Only the odd-numbered modes are shown, numbered
according to the magnitude of their eigenvalues, with mode 1 being the largest. The
even-numbered modes are not shown because the POD modes occur in pairs with
almost identical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Such pairing of modes arise because
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(a) POD Mode 1 velocity u(x, z)








(b) POD Mode 3 velocity u(x, z)








(c) POD Mode 5 velocity u(x, z)








(d) POD Mode 7 velocity u(x, z)
Figure 7.3: Normalized perturbation velocity contours (u/|u|max) of the broadband
wavepacket modes obtained from POD in the x-z plane centered at x = 906. Solid
contour lines denote positive velocity, and dashed lines show negative velocity, with
uniformly spaced contour levels ±{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, . . . }. The u = 0 contour is not drawn.
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the space-time symmetry of a traveling wave leads to a degenerate POD eigenproblem,
such as in a parallel flow (Rempfer and Fasel, 1994a). Since our Blasius boundary
layer is spatially growing, our POD eigenproblem is only near degenerate and the
pairs of eigenvalues are not exactly equal (Rempfer, 1994).
The first POD mode in Figure 7.3a is closest to the fundamental mode in Figure 7.1a,
with wave crests and troughs roughly perpendicular to the streamwise x direction.
Nevertheless, the POD Mode 1 exhibits some 3D character in the curved crescent
shape of the waves, and spanwise modulation of the center region. The third POD
mode, shown in Figure 7.3b has a distinctive arrowhead-shaped structure at its front,
bringing to mind the well-known Λ-vortex (Pierce et al., 2013). POD Mode 5 in
Figure 7.3c appears to be a mix of the fundamental and subharmonic modes, while
PODMode 7 in Figure 7.3d has parts that are elongated in the streamwise x-direction,
partially representing the boundary layer streaks or Klebanoff modes. From these
mode shapes, it can be seen that a key feature of the POD is that it took into
account the finite spatial extent of the wavepacket at the modal level, allowing POD
to give concise expression to the compact nature of the wavepacket. Contrastingly,
the Fourier transform has a basis of periodic sinusoidal functions, and can only achieve
spatial localization by the summation of many Fourier modes together.
The POD of the same Hamming windowed LE-MF-HB wavepacket is shown in t-z
planes in Figure 7.4. These t-z planes are centered at time t = 1480.5, at which
the wavepacket’s spatial center is around x = 906 (see Figure 3.2 in Section 3.3 for
details on determining the wavepacket center location). It is found that the results
are broadly similar to the POD in x-z planes just discussed for Figure 7.3.
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(a) POD Mode 1 velocity u(t, z)








(b) POD Mode 3 velocity u(t, z)








(c) POD Mode 5 velocity u(t, z)








(d) POD Mode 7 velocity u(t, z)
Figure 7.4: Normalized perturbation velocity contours (u/|u|max) of the broadband
wavepacket modes obtained from proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) in the t-z
plane centered at t = 1480.5. Solid contour lines denote positive velocity, and dashed
lines show negative velocity, with uniformly spaced contour levels ±{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, . . . }.
The u = 0 contour is not drawn.
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(b) Top ten largest eigenvalues
Figure 7.5: POD empirical eigenvalue spectrum for the broadband wavepacket at
x = 906.
7.1.3 Hybrid POD-FFT spectrum
7.1.3.1 Hybrid POD-FFT spectrum for x-z plane data
More interesting insight into these POD results may be obtained by finding the spec-
tral density of each POD mode, and we term this the hybrid POD-FFT. This hybrid
POD-FFT seeks to combine the best features of both the POD and FFT procedures.
A combination of the two approaches has been applied before by Sengupta et al.
(2010, 2011a,b), although these works did not cover wavepackets and only showed
one-dimensional FFT of POD modes, in contrast to our higher-dimensional FFT.
The POD is a global technique that extracts coherent structures from the entire
data set, in a manner that is optimal in terms of energy, with the first n POD basis
functions capturing more kinetic energy on average than the first n functions of any
other basis (Holmes et al., 2012, p. 79). The kinetic energy of the POD modes are
represented by their empirical eigenvalues λj (see Section 3.5 for details), shown in
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Figure 7.6: POD empirical eigenvalue cumulative energy for the broadband
wavepacket.
Figure 7.5 for the wavepacket POD in x-z planes. The first ten POD modes occur in
pairs of almost equal energy, which is typical behavior for a boundary layer (Rempfer,
1994; Rempfer and Fasel, 1994a).
The contribution of a particular PODmode to the total kinetic energy of the wavepacket
can be expressed as λj/
∑N
j=1 λj, where N is the total number of POD modes. There-
fore, the energy captured by the first i modes can be expressed as (Liang and Dong,
2015)





This equation is used to plot the cumulative energy shown in Figure 7.6. The first two
POD modes are almost identical, and they are found to capture 50.04% of the total
kinetic energy of the wavepacket u-velocity component. The first ten POD modes
cumulatively represent 95.37% of the total energy. Thus, the POD can be seen as
a method for filtering away “noise” (Ichihashi et al., 2010) and focusing the spectral
analysis on the most important features of the flow.
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(b) POD-FFT Mode 3 spectrum
Eigenvalue
λ5 = 0.00076







(c) POD-FFT Mode 5 spectrum
Eigenvalue
λ7 = 0.00043







(d) POD-FFT Mode 7 spectrum
Figure 7.7: Hybrid POD-FFT results, showing the spectral density of the broadband
wavepacket POD modes u(x, z) in Figure 7.3. The dominant oblique mode in each
spectrum is marked with “×”.
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Finding the spectral density of the POD modes in Figure 7.3 will result in Figure 7.7.
Note that in this and subsequent figures, the contours of spectral density may not
be accompanied by a legend showing their absolute magnitude. Instead, the em-
phasis is on the relative distribution of energy among modes in the spectrum, and
the eigenvalues of the POD are written in the spectral density plot. The spectral
density magnitude contour bar is only given for modes where the eigenvalue is not
available, such as for composite modes. The eigenvalue is a better indicator because
it represents the average kinetic energy of a POD mode across the entire window (all
flow snapshots), rather than the spectral density magnitude which shows the energy
of a mode at the window center location (one snapshot) only, that may not be fully
representative of the overall energy of the mode in all the snapshots.
Figure 7.7a shows the spectral density of the first POD mode. Scrutiny of this figure
shows that it consists of two local maxima: one at (β, α) = (0, 0.17) and another
at (β, α) = (0.125, 0.145). The first local maximum (β, α) = (0, 0.17) may be asso-
ciated with the crescent-shaped ripples in the wavepacket. This is because it occu-
pies a band of almost constant streamwise wavenumber α, and a range of spanwise
wavenumber β = 0 to about β = 0.09. Since the wave propagation direction is
given by k/|k|, where k is the wavenumber vector, it follows that the propagation
angle of the waves in this mode relative to the streamwise x-axis varies from 0◦ to
arctan(β/α) = arctan(0.09/0.17) = 28◦. Referring back to Figure 7.3a, we indeed
find that the propagation angle of the waves in POD Mode 1 vary smoothly in an
arc from 0◦ at the centerline z = 0 to around ±30◦ at the sides of the wavepacket
crescent.
The second local maximum in the Mode 1 spectrum at (β, α) = (0.125, 0.145) has
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a spanwise wavenumber β that produces a wave of spanwise wavelength 2pi/β =
2pi/0.125 ≈ 50, which seems close to the width of the spanwise modulation of the
Mode 1 in Figure 7.3a. To some extent, the spectrum of this mode also follows the
Squire transformation line α =
√
0.1912 − β2 drawn dashed in Figure 7.7a for Squire
wavenumber α˜ = 0.191. At this juncture, we should recall that the Squire transfor-
mation means that every 3D wave eigenvalue problem for parallel flow can be reduced
to an equivalent 2D (β = 0) eigenvalue problem (Squire, 1933). This transformation
is achieved by a rotation of the coordinate reference frame into the wave propagation
direction and application of velocity scaling. The equivalent 2D wavenumber α˜ is re-
lated to the 3D wavenumbers (β, α) by α˜ =
√
α2 + β2. Hence, the 3D wave (β, α) =
(0.125, 0.145) is equivalent to a 2D wave (β˜, α˜) = (0,
√
0.1252 + 0.1452) = (0, 0.191).
The dashed line α =
√
0.1912 − β2 therefore represents the entire family of 3D waves
that are equivalent to the 2D α˜ = 0.191 wave.
Proceeding now to the POD-FFT Mode 3 in Figure 7.7b, we find that it contains a
single strong mode at (β, α) = (0.128, 0.122). This means that it almost lies along
the line α = β, and the wave has propagation angle arctan(β/α) ≈ 45◦. Returning
to the associated velocity contours in Figure 7.3b, we see the presence of a large
Λ-vortex. The two sides/legs of this “V” shape are angled at almost precisely ±45◦
to the streamwise direction of the flow, supporting a conclusion that this (β, α) =
(0.122, 0.128) mode is a Λ-vortex.
The hybrid POD-FFT Mode 5 of Figure 7.7c has the dominant mode (β, α) =
(0.122, 0.087). This α = 0.087 value is almost half that of POD Mode 1’s 2D com-
ponent at α = 0.191, meaning that it is forming an approximate Craik triad res-
onance with it. Contrastingly, POD-FFT Mode 7 in Figure 7.7d has two oblique
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modes at β = 0.12 with positive and negative α-detunings from the resonant triad,
at α = 0.095 + 0.028 = 0.123 and α = 0.095− 0.032 = 0.063, which is consistent with
the detuned mode pair of Herbert (1988)’s secondary instability theory.
7.1.3.2 Hybrid POD-FFT spectrum for t-z plane data
Finding the spectral density of the POD modes in t-z planes shown in Figure 7.4
results in Figure 7.8. Figure 7.8a shows that the most energetic POD mode occu-
pies a single band of spectral energy around the dominant initial frequency of the
wavepacket, ω0 = 0.056. It has two local maxima at β ≈ 0 and β ≈ 0.125, and so has
both 2D and 3D character.
The spectrum of the POD modes 3, 5 and 7 in Figures 7.8b, 7.8c and 7.8d all have
peak spectral density along the β ≈ 0.125 line. The key difference is in the frequency
of these peaks, for Mode 3 in Figure 7.8b, the peak at ω0/2+∆ω = 0.056/2+0.014 ≈
0.042 seems to be a positively detuned subharmonic mode, with detuning ∆ω =
+0.014 relative to the subharmonic frequency of ω0/2 = 0.028 (half the fundamental
frequency). It should be highlighted that this detuned mode is not in the sense of the
secondary instability of Herbert (1988), because it is not accompanied by a complex
conjugate pair at a negative frequency detuning, which is required by the theory. This
detuned mode, in fact, is likely a Λ-vortex, as was explained in Section 7.1.3.1, and
is also evident in the “V” shaped contour of Figure 7.4c.
Mode 5 in Figure 7.8c is the closest to an exact subharmonic in a Craik triad (Craik,
1971), occupying ω = 0.030. While this is still slightly higher than ω0/2 = 0.028, we
note that the Mode 5 spectrum has a 2D β = 0 mode at ω = 0.065, and the dominant
peak of Mode 5 might be resonating with either this 2D mode or the fundamental
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Eigenvalue
λ1 = 0.015435









(a) POD-FFT Mode 1 spectrum
Eigenvalue
λ3 = 0.007098









(b) POD-FFT Mode 3 spectrum
Eigenvalue
λ5 = 0.004213









(c) POD-FFT Mode 5 spectrum
Eigenvalue
λ7 = 0.00244









(d) POD-FFT Mode 7 spectrum
Figure 7.8: Hybrid POD-FFT results, showing the spectral density of the broadband
wavepacket POD modes u(t, z) in Figure 7.4. The dominant oblique mode in each
spectrum is marked with “×”.
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(a) POD Modes 3-8 velocity















Figure 7.9: Combination of broadband wavpacket POD modes 3 until 8, and its
spectral density at x = 906. The dominant oblique mode is marked “×”.
mode ω0 = 0.056. Mode 7 in Figure 7.8 seems to have to have a pair of subharmonic
modes at positive and negative frequency detunings from ω0/2, with the positively
detuned peak stronger than its negatively detuned counterpart. We also recall that in
Section 7.1.3.1, we found that Mode 7 has a positive and negative detuning in its α-
wavenumber. Since the complex conjugate components in the secondary disturbance
theory of Herbert (1988) predict frequency and wavenumber detuning to be conjoint
with each other, there is strong evidence that Mode 7 is indeed the combination
resonance of Herbert (1988). Nevertheless, it is also a fairly weak mechanism in the
broadband wavepacket as a whole, containing about a third of the energy of Mode 3.
Considering now the phase speed of the modes, c = ω/α, we combine the results of
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 to obtain the phase speed of Mode 1’s 2D component: ω/α ≈
0.056/0.17 = 0.329 and the phase speeds of the dominant 3D oblique component of
Mode 3: ω/α ≈ 0.042/0.121 = 0.347, Mode 5: ω/α ≈ 0.030/0.087 = 0.345 and
Mode 7: ω/α ≈ 0.021/0.063 = 0.333. We find that all these phase speeds are within
3% of the Blasius base flow velocity at this location in the boundary layer, that is
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U = 0.340 at x = 906, y∗/δ = 0.6, showing that the modes are in the vicinity of the
U = c critical layer. Waves that are synchronized or phase-locked in such a manner
tend to experience strong nonlinear interactions (Wu et al., 2007).
Taken together, the POD Modes 3, 5 and 7 show that the wavepacket’s subharmonic
mode, which appears to stay above half the fundamental frequency in the experiments
of Cohen et al. (1991) and Medeiros and Gaster (1999a,b), can be separated via POD
into at least three distinct modes that occupy ω0/2 + ∆ω, ω0/2 and ω0/2−∆ω. The
energy hierarchy of the modes is clear: the positively detuned mode is strongest,
followed by the tuned mode and lastly the negatively detuned mode. Furthermore,
the POD suggests that the wavepacket is experiencing multiple wave resonance and
growth mechanisms concurrently, with linear amplification, the Craik resonance triad
and Herbert’s secondary instability all contributing to the growth of the wavepacket,
although it would appear that Herbert’s parametric mechanism is not the dominant
physical process, because Mode 7 & 8 contribute just 7.51% of the total kinetic energy
of the wavepacket.
Earlier, we had proposed in Section 6.1.1 that the positively detuned mode might be
seeded at higher amplitude in the initial broadband spectrum, giving it a head over
the other quasi-subharmonic modes. Another plausible explanation is that positive
frequency detunings could experience amplification factors even greater than tuned
resonances, as found with the LE-LF-MB wavepacket of Section 5.3. We would like
to stress that these two explanations are not contradictory, and in reality both factors
(higher initial amplitude and higher amplification factor) could be contributing to the
strength of the positively detuned subharmonic.
Recall that POD modes are given by eigenfunctions φj that form a basis for the
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data set, such that the wavepacket may be expressed as a linear combination of POD
modes uN(x) =
∑N
j=1 ajφj(x) (equation (3.23) in Section 3.5). When the three pairs
of POD modes (3 & 4, 5 & 6, 7 & 8) are combined by the superposition of their
velocities (a3φ3 + a4φ4 + · · · + a8φ8), we obtain the velocity contours and spectrum
of Figure 7.9. Now, the velocity contours in the central region of Figure 7.9a look
like the checkerboard pattern of the inverse FFT subharmonic in Figure 7.1b (albeit
with more conspicuous spatial localization in the POD mode), and the spectrum
of the combination mode is a single oblique patch asymmetrically skewed towards
the positive frequency detuning, giving it a peak frequency of 0.038 that is greater
than ω0/2, further supporting our proposal that what was previously considered as
a “single” subharmonic mode at a poorly-understood positive frequency detuning
may be better comprehended as a group of quasi-subharmonic modes. Indeed, when
the fundamental mode pair 1-2 is added to the subhamonic modes 3-8, we obtain a
spectrum that is very similar to that of the full wavepacket, as in Figure 7.10.
Our findings are summarized by the flowchart of Figure 7.11. POD modes (arranged
according to their energy hierarchy) seem to reflect the progressive importance, in
decreasing order, of positively detuned, tuned and negatively detuned subharmonic
modes. Generally speaking, the broadband wavepacket laminar turbulent transition
process seems to arise from the concurrent action of the tuned resonance mechanism
of Craik (1971), the asymmetric detuned resonances of Würz et al. (2012) and the
symmetric detuned resonances of Herbert (1988). But the lack of symmetry in the
detuned conjugate pair due to the weakness of the negatively detuned mode suggests
that Herbert’s mechanism may play a less significant role than previously thought.
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Figure 7.10: Spectral density of the combination of broadband wavepacket POD
modes 1 until 8, compared with the full wavepacket spectral density at x = 906. The













Figure 7.11: Flowchart showing hierarchy of modes obtained by POD. The modes are
numbered in decreasing order of energy, so POD Mode 1 contains the most kinetic
energy.
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Figure 7.12: Spectral density of the full broadband wavepacket at x = 906, in
the linear and nonlinear simulations. The dominant oblique mode in the nonlinear
spectrum is marked “×”.
7.1.4 Investigating the linear/nonlinear mechanism of the
POD modes
It is of interest to determine if the POD modes are primarily a consequence of linear
or nonlinear mechanisms. To investigate this matter, we first use Figure 7.12 to
compare the spectral density contours of the broadband wavepacket in the linear and
nonlinear simulations at x = 906. In both these simulations, the same initial source
disturbance was used, but one simulation solves the nonlinear perturbation of the
Navier-Stokes equations, and another solves the linear perturbation, as explained in
equation (2.1) of Section 2.1.1. Note that the linear simulation includes the effects
of the non-parallel, spatially growing Blasius boundary layer. Furthermore, while the
linear wavepacket does not experience nonlinear phenomena, the nonlinear simulation
includes linear effects.
Figure 7.12a shows that the linear spectrum consists of only a single local maximum
at (ω, β) ≈ (0.06, 0), corresponding to the 2D fundamental mode. On the other hand,
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the nonlinear spectrum in Figure 7.12b has two local maxima, at the fundamental
(ω, β) ≈ (0.06, 0) and oblique mode (ω, β) ≈ (0.05, 0.125). This already gives a good
indication that the 3D POD Modes 3-8 are largely nonlinear in nature.
For a more quantitative comparison, we project the wavepacket velocity data ukn
onto the POD modes 1, 3, 5 and 7 (φ1, φ3, φ5 and φ7) from the nonlinear wavepacket
at x = 906 using the inner product (ukn,φj) (refer to Section 3.5.4 for details). The
projection is normalized as |(ukn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2, and the result is shown in Figure 7.13
for the main subharmonic stage of transition. In this figure, the projection of the linear
wavepacket is shown in dashed lines, and the projection of the nonlinear wavepacket
is shown in solid lines. Both wavepackets are being projected onto the same nonlinear
basis (which can represent both linear and nonlinear phenomena) shown in Figure 7.4
and Figure 7.8. It may be helpful to keep in mind that |(ukn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2 is a scalar,
and therefore a single point on a graph in Figure 7.13 represents the projection of the
entire wavepacket at a particular x-location onto the POD mode φj. A larger quantity
|(ukn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2 indicates that a given POD mode makes up a larger proportion of
the overall wavepacket contents.
POD Mode 1 is the only mode that shows similarity between the projections of the
nonlinear and linear wavepacket. Given that the first POD mode pair contain about
half of the total u-component kinetic energy of the wavepacket, it may be deduced that
the wavepacket state is largely a consequence of linear mechanisms between x ≈ 800
to 900, although the agreement diminishes at downstream x-locations, which may be
seen in the solid and dashed lines (representing the nonlinear and linear wavepackets
respectively) that diverge from each other in Figure 7.13a.
However, the projections of nonlinear and linear wavepackets onto POD modes 3, 5
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(d) Projection onto POD Mode 7
Figure 7.13: Normalized projection |(ukn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2 of the nonlinear (solid line) and
linear (dashed line) broadband wavepackets at various x-locations onto the same POD
basis shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.14: Normalized projection |(ukn,φj)|2/‖φj‖2 of the nonlinear and linear
broadband wavepackets at various x-locations onto the same POD basis shown in
Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.8. This figure displays the same data as in Figure 7.13, but
the curves are grouped differently and the vertical axis is logarithmic in this figure.
and 7 show more significant differences from each other, and point to a nonlinear
mechanism at work behind them. This is clear from Figure 7.13b, 7.13c and 7.13d,
where linear and nonlinear wavepacket projections begin nearly coincident with each
other around x ≈ 800 (also implying that the early wavepacket evolution is primarily
linear even in the nonlinear simulation), but nonlinear growth leads to POD modes 3,
5 and 7 experiencing a large increase around x ≈ 900-1000, while the linear growth is
very weak in comparison. Therefore, the nonlinear mechanisms responsible for POD
Modes 3, 5 and 7 never come into play in the linear wavepacket, but they become
active at x ≈ 900 onwards in the nonlinear simulation, heralding entry into the main
subharmonic stage of transition.
The curves of Figure 7.13 may also be grouped together as shown in Figure 7.14.
Figure 7.14a shows that the relative importance of the oblique modes 3, 5 and 7
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increase as the wavepacket convects downstream — consistent with the spectrum
of the broadband wavepacket in the first row of Figure 4.5, where the subharmonic
mode overtakes the fundamental as the strongest mode in the flow between x = 863
and 1035. Conversely, the linear wavepacket of Figure 7.14b only has a significant
projection onto Mode 1, while Mode 3, 5 and 7 remain very small components of the
linear wavepacket.
In terms of growth rates, the projection of the linear wavepacket onto Mode 1 in
Figure 7.14b has a positive slope that gradually becomes flat as the wavepacket prop-
agates downstream. This decreasing amplification factor is to be expected as the
mode travels through and begins to leave the linearly unstable region of the bound-
ary layer. The linear projections onto POD Modes 3, 5 and 7 exhibit more complex
fluctuations in growth rate because each POD mode consists of a mix of several
Fourier modes, and the overall growth pattern arises from the resultant behavior of
all these components.
In the nonlinear wavepacket of Figure 7.14a, the projection onto Mode 1 grows sim-
ilarly to the linear wavepacket, showing that this mode is unaffected by interaction
with other 3D modes and plays a catalytic role. The Mode 3 and 7 components
of the nonlinear wavepacket can be seen to form approximate straight lines on the
semi-logarithmic graph, demonstrating that they undergo steady exponential growth
throughout the x-range shown. On the other hand, the line for Mode 5 has two
sections, with a sharp increase in slope around x ≈ 980 signaling a shift to a higher
exponential growth rate thereafter. This suggests that Mode 5 may overtake Mode
3 as the strongest mode further downstream before wavepacket breakdown, which is
supported by the findings of Yeo et al. (2010) where the dominant wave system has
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(b) Top ten largest eigenvalues
Figure 7.15: POD empirical eigenvalue spectrum for the narrowband wavetrain at
x = 906.
Craik-like tuned resonance before breakdown, akin to Mode 5.
7.2 Coherent structures of the narrowband wave-
train
The empirical eigenvalues of the POD of the rectangular windowed narrowband wave-
train u(t, z) around x = 906 are shown in Figure 7.15. Unlike the broadband
wavepacket’s eigenvalues (Figure 7.5) which exhibit five pairs of modes, the wave-
train’s eigenvalues only display three distinct modes, comprising one pair (Mode 1
& 2) and a single unpaired mode (Mode 3). Referring to the wavetrain spectrum in
Figure 7.16a, it is apparent why this is the case. The full Fourier spectrum of the
wavetrain is fairly simple, with a fundamental band centered on ω = 0.053, and a
single streak mode at (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0.045). The POD successfully identifies and seg-
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ments the full spectrum into these two components, as shown in Figure 7.16b and
7.16c. From this case, we glimpse the ability of the POD, by a purely mathematical
algorithm, to mimic human visual processing (Lu and Vidal, 2006) and automatically
organize phenomena in a manner that is intuitively satisfying (Rempfer and Fasel,
1994a).
Velocity contours of the dominant POD modes are given in Figure 7.17. It can be
seen that POD Mode 1 (Figure 7.17a) is a quasi-2D, crescent-shaped mode, resem-
bling linear TS waves propagating in the streamwise direction (see Gaster and Grant
(1975)). POD Mode 3 (Figure 7.17b) is predominantly a large spanwise modulation
of nonlinear origin about 140 units wide in the spanwise z-direction, corresponding
to the (ω, β) ≈ (0, 2pi/140) ≈ (0, 0.045) mode. The POD-FFT Mode 3 spectrum in
Figure 7.16c also has a smaller component at (ω, β) ≈ (0, 0.115) with spanwise wave-
length 2pi/0.115 ≈ 55, which is approximately the distance between the twin positive
velocity peaks at (t, z) ≈ (2000,±28) in Figure 7.17b that are about 56 units apart.
7.3 Chapter summary
To gain a better appreciation of the physical contents of the 3D spectrum, we combine
the forward discrete Fourier transform with an inverse transform of a subset of the
spectrum, in a methodology that was explained in Chapter 3. The results of the in-
verse transform are commonly known as coherent structures. The fundamental mode
extracted by inverse Fourier transform looks like a 2D Tollmien-Schlichting wave con-
fined to the small spatial footprint of the wavepacket, with crests and troughs that
are roughly perpendicular to the freestream direction. A checkerboard pattern of dis-
turbance characterizes the subharmonic mode, with approximately equal streamwise
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(b) POD-FFT Mode 1 spectrum
Eigenvalue
λ3 = 0.65793









(c) POD-FFT Mode 3 spectrum
Figure 7.16: Hybrid POD-FFT results, showing the spectral density of the full
narrowband wavetrain and its key POD modes.
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(a) POD Mode 1 velocity u(t, z)








(b) POD Mode 3 velocity u(t, z)
Figure 7.17: Normalized perturbation velocity contours (u/|u|max) of the narrowband
wavetrain modes obtained from POD of data in the t-z plane at x = 906. Solid contour
lines denote positive velocity, and dashed lines show negative velocity, with uniformly
spaced contour levels ±{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, . . . }. The u = 0 contour is not drawn.
and spanwise wavenumbers, while the Klebanoff mode is reminiscent of the streaks
frequently reported in transitional boundary layers. On larger scales, the wavepacket
induces a local distortion of the mean flow on the order of the size of the entire
wavepacket, which is suggested to be associated with the shift of boundary layer
mean profile from laminar to partially turbulent and back to laminar again.
Apart from the forward and inverse Fourier transforms, we also applied the proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) technique to extract the coherent structures of a
wavepacket. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first time a POD of a wavepacket
has been performed. The largest pair of POD modes (Modes 1-2) in both the
broadband wavepacket and narrowband wavetrain exhibit close similarities to the
fundamental mode from the fast Fourier transform (FFT), but with a shallow cres-
cent shape and spanwise variation. The second largest pair of POD modes in the
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broadband wavepacket (Modes 3-4) have an arrowhead shape often associated with
a cross-section of a Λ-vortex. On the other hand, POD Mode 3 in the narrowband
wavetrain is a streak-like spanwise modulation of the entire wavetrain. Comparing
the overall performance of POD and FFT, it is found that the POD modes do not
show the artifacts that arise from the periodicity and spectral leakage of the Fourier
modes. Moreover, POD helps to factor in the global spatial and temporal aspects
of a wavepacket that may not be taken into account by a FFT. On the other hand,
the Fourier modes exhibit superior decoupling between the 2D and 3D components,
and yield simple structures and information more easily understood from a physical
or theoretical/classical perspective.
One weakness of the POD method is that the resultant POD modes are numeri-
cal eigenfunctions not easily understood within the framework of classical stability
theories, such as those of Craik (1971), Herbert (1984), Herbert (1988) and others.
We are able to alleviate this difficulty by performing a FFT of POD modes to ob-
tain their frequency-wavenumber spectrum. Using this hybrid POD-FFT, we are
able to identify the dominant growing structures within the wavepacket and their
corresponding spectral underpinning. We find that POD quite remarkably extracts
and distinguishes between the fundamental and dominant subharmonic modes in a
wavepacket, even though it is blind to the underlying process and wavepacket physics.
This fundamental-subharmonic resonant triad is widely known and accepted (Craik,
1971; Kachanov, 1994). However, the POD further separates the subharmonic content
of the wavepacket into three fairly distinct parts: the positively detuned, tuned and
negatively detuned subharmonic modes, in decreasing order of energy. This distinc-
tion is less widely recognized, but it provides a possible explanation for the slightly
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positively detuned subharmonic mode often observed in the spectral results of pre-
vious experiments and simulations (Medeiros and Gaster, 1999b; Yeo et al., 2010),
interpreting it as a positively-skewed amalgamation of multiple subharmonic modes
at different detuned frequencies. Additionally, we suggest that the positively detuned
subharmonic has the highest energy because of its preferential amplification at a rate
even greater than the tuned resonance, and also because the broadband initial distur-
bance that generates the wavepacket imparts more energy into the mode by virtue of
its closer proximity to the fundamental frequency. In physical space, this positively
detuned mode has the shape of a Λ-vortex coherent structure.
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Conclusion and future directions
8.1 Conclusion
There are three key contributions from this thesis. Firstly, the direct numerical simu-
lations (DNS) have provided fresh physical insight into wavepacket stability and their
laminar turbulent transition process in a Blasius boundary layer. Wavepackets are an
important area of study because many naturally-occurring disturbances are spatio-
temporally localized and inhomogeneous, giving rise to broad bandwidth disturbances
similar to those found in a wavepacket. Combined effects of frequency, bandwidth
and amplitude of the initial disturbance have been probed through factorial simula-
tions of 18 different wavepackets, leading a better understanding of the various factors
that could influence the transition process and route. In particular, the results are
a numerical confirmation of the experiments of Medeiros (2006) and analytical the-
ory of Craik (2001), showing that wavepackets of narrow frequency bandwidth are
more likely to undergo K-type transition, while broad bandwidth packets favor N-
type transition, because their bandwidth is sufficiently wide to admit a nonlinear
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difference interaction between component modes that gives rise to a subharmonic
mode in a “typical” triad resonance. We also find that a “reverse” Craik triad forma-
tion process is possible, in which a low-frequency mode is excited by the source and
begins resonating with its second harmonic to induce N-type transition. Moreover,
the results point towards a need for a more nuanced understanding of the transition
process, especially with intermediate frequency-bandwidth wavepackets that exhibit
a mix of features from both K-type and N-type transition. While designing the sim-
ulations, we highlight an important finding that does not seem to have been pointed
out before — that the driving frequency of the source is not equal to the frequency
of maximum spectral density in the wavepacket. Such a discrepancy arises because
we are dealing with finite-length disturbances, whose truncation or modulation at
their ends inadvertently introduce other frequencies into the spectrum that should be
taken into account.
Secondly, this thesis explores the paradigm of using higher-dimensional spectral repre-
sentations of the flow to resolve modes that ambiguously overlap in lower-dimensional
space. Early investigations use two-dimensional frequency-wavenumber spectra to dis-
tinguish between overlapping modes in a one-dimensional frequency spectrum (pro-
vided that these modes occupy different wavenumbers). Thereafter, this concept was
extended to obtain the three-dimensional spatio-temporal spectrum of the flow, which
“in its entirety is still a relatively uncommon result” (McKeon et al., 2013, p. 13).
When the forward discrete Fourier transform is paired with an inverse transform, it
can extract and visualize coherent structures that closely resemble those extracted by
other techniques, such as the dynamic mode decomposition of Sayadi et al. (2014).
This concept was then refined with the use of spectral windowing techniques, to isolate
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and study the wavepacket at a specific stage of its development. By using a sliding
window, many snapshots of the wavepacket at different stages of its development
could be taken, enabling overall understanding of its transition process to be built
up. It is found that this technique is distinct from, yet competitive with the other
coherent structure identification approaches in the literature. The Fourier transform
has key advantages because many classical analytical theories of transition utilize
the concept of interacting Fourier modes (such as the Craik resonant triad (Craik,
1971) and the secondary instability of Herbert (1988)), hence our tools provide a
natural computational extension of these analytical approaches to higher-dimensional
solution spaces. A 3D forward-inverse transform pair is also fairly simple and easy
to implement in practical applications, with solutions accelerated by the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) yielding results quickly and with low computational cost.
Thirdly, an attempt is made to synergize the strengths of both the proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) and FFT techniques. The strength of the POD lies in its proven
optimality in constructing a set of basis functions that capture more flow energy than
any other basis (Holmes et al., 2012). Its weakness lies in the difficulty of linking the
numerical eigenfunctions back to classical theories. The Fourier transform is used as a
bridge across this gap by calculating the spectral density of the POD modes. Despite
being a mathematical procedure that is blind to the underlying flow physics, the POD
succeeds in identifying well-known theoretical fundamental and subharmonic modes
in the wavepacket. Furthermore, the hybrid POD-FFT splits the growing subhar-
monic contents of the wavepacket into multiple components, namely the positively
detuned, tuned and negatively detuned subharmonic modes, in decreasing order of
energy. All these modes have phase speeds that closely match the Blasius base flow
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speed, showing that they are phase-locked or occur in the critical layer, where strong
nonlinear interactions take place (Wu et al., 2007). Each mode may be associated with
a different transition mechanism operating concurrently within the wavepacket. The
positively detuned mode experiences higher amplification rates than the tuned and
negatively detuned modes, similar to the findings of Würz et al. (2012). The tuned
resonances are in accordance with the established triad resonance theory of Craik
(1971), while the negatively detuned mode fulfills the complex conjugate pair crite-
rion of the Herbert (1988) secondary instability. These modes may explain how the
subharmonic mode often observed at a puzzling, slightly positive frequency detuning
in experiments may be better understood as an amalgamation of quasi-subharmonic
modes at different detunings, with stronger positively detuned modes in a Λ-vortex
coherent structure giving rise to an overall skew in the subharmonic towards frequen-
cies greater than half the fundamental mode.
8.2 Recommendations for future work
Six suggestions for future research are provided as follows.
1. Extend the POD-FFT into the highly nonlinear pre-breakdown stage
In this thesis, we have focused on extracting the POD modes for a wavepacket at the
main subharmonic stage of transition. As the wavepacket propagates far downstream
approaching breakdown to turbulence, a new set of POD basis functions will probably
be needed to represent the incipient turbulent wavepacket. Future work could perform
analysis with multiple sets of POD basis functions extracted at various stages of
wavepacket transition. The wavepacket could be projected onto each set and the
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different approximations of the same wavepacket compared with each other.
Such an approach will yield useful information about the range of validity of each set
of POD modes, and identify key structural shifts in the wavepacket where a different
set of transition mechanisms gains pre-eminence.
2. Study wavepackets in an adverse pressure gradient boundary layer
It will be of interest to study the qualitative and quantitative changes in wavepacket
transition behavior if the simulations of this thesis are carried out in an adverse
pressure gradient (APG) boundary layer instead of a Blasius boundary layer. In
particular, the cited results of Würz et al. (2012) regarding the preferential amplifi-
cation of positively detuned modes were obtained under APG conditions, so it may
be possible to achieve better matching with Würz et al. (2012) if we use an APG.
Transition to turbulence is also usually accelerated in an APG compared to a zero
pressure gradient boundary layer. Hence, APG wavepacket simulations may not
require a DNS domain as long as that used in this thesis, which would save compu-
tational resources and time. Otherwise, the same computational resources could be
deployed for a higher-resolution numerical grid which would improve the accuracy of
the results.
3. Develop a more rigorous method of identifying local maxima or minima
The global maximum and minimum points are straightforward to find, but the same
may not be said of local maxima and minima of a function in high-dimensional space.
The current approach to finding the local maxima in the flow is by plotting isosurfaces
of the spectrum at increasingly high values. The volume enclosed by these isosurfaces
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will shrink as their value increases, and the regions of the spectrum with the highest
spectral density can be identified. This technique has difficulty in pinpointing the
exact location of the maximum point, and cannot be used to find a local minimum.
Alternatively, contour slices of the volumetric structure are made, and the local max-
ima and minima in each contour plane can be found. This method can obtain both
local maxima and minima, but still has difficulty finding their exact location in 3D
space, due to the inherently 2D nature of the contour plot. To scan a large volume,
a laborious and error-prone analysis of many 2D slices needs to be done.
A more rigorous proposal is to interpolate (perhaps with Lagrange multipliers) to
obtain a continuous function f(x, y, z) representing the 3D data set. Finding the
points where the derivative of this function is zero would enable the local minimum/-
maximum or inflection points to be found. This approach would be better than
immediately finding the numerical derivative of the 3D data matrix, because of the
discretization errors in that matrix. Finding the continuous function f(x, y, z) first,
and then taking the analytical derivative should yield higher accuracy.
4. Use balanced POD with non-orthogonal modes to capture transient
growth
Bypass transition is the term used to describe transition that does not follow the tra-
ditional route of TS waves and eigenmode growth, and bypasses or skips some steps
in the transition to turbulence (Zhong and Wang, 2012). It typically occurs at high
initial disturbance levels. One aspect of bypass transition is transient growth, which
does not fit into the framework of classical linear theory. The boundary layer flow
cannot be fully characterized by the eigenvalues of the linearized problem, because the
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eigenfunctions are non-orthogonal (Trefethen et al., 1993). Even if all the eigenvalues
of the flow are stable, transient growth can still occur and cause nonlinear phenomena
leading to transition below the critical Reynolds number. A path forward is to exploit
the deep interdisciplinary connection between the H∞ norm of robust control theory
and the pseudospectra of fluid systems (Bewley, 2001). Such an approach motivates
an extension of POD known as balanced POD (Holmes et al., 2012). POD produces
orthogonal modes, but balanced POD produces non-orthogonal modes. Instead, bal-
anced POD generates two sets of modes that are bi-orthogonal to each other, termed
the balancing and adjoint modes.
For example, even if the long-time behavior of a wavepacket mode is damped and its
overall energy is low, it is still possible for this mode to experience a sharp transient
spike that leads to turbulence. Since the average energy of the mode is low, it may
be missed by standard POD, and balanced POD is needed to take into account its
important transient characteristics.
5. Perform a four-dimensional POD of the wavepacket
The three-dimensional (3D) proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) used in this the-
sis operates on data that varies in time and the streamwise and spanwise directions, at
a fixed wall-normal height of y∗/δ = 0.6. Computational resource limitations (espe-
cially memory size restrictions) prevented consideration of this wall-normal direction,
for a 4D high-resolution matrix of velocity in all dimensions u(x, y, z, t) would require
terabytes of storage, as opposed to the gigabytes needed for 3D matrices.
Taking a long-term view, if such computations (or experiments!) become feasible in
the future, it may be beneficial to investigate the coherent structures and wavepacket
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behavior in this full 4D space. Important additional insight stands to be gained from
such a study. For instance, it is known that the wall-normal positions of the amplitude
maxima of each frequency mode may be different (Würz et al., 2012). However, we
wish to emphasize that the wall-normal direction is special because of the presence of
the wall. While POD is able to construct a basis that respects this no-slip boundary
condition (Rempfer, 1994), the same cannot be said of a discrete Fourier transform.
Because of this, a 4D Fourier spectrum may not be as meaningful as a 4D POD.
6. Study spatio-temporal wave fronts (STWF)
A careful survey of our DNS results for the 18 wavepackets shows that some of the
narrowband wavetrains (especially HE-HF-LB discussed in Section 5.4) exhibit dis-
tinctly different transition behavior in their front portion, that seems consistent with
the description of a spatio-temporal wave front (STWF) in Bhaumik and Sengupta
(2014). However, the degree of observability of the STWF is variable, because in
some wavetrains (such as LE-MF-LB), the front of the wavetrain appears more sim-
ilar to the main body of the wavetrain. This is probably because the wavetrains in
our DNS simulations are spatially unstable and exhibit growth in the downstream
direction, making it hard to observe the possible presence of a STWF that may be
eclipsed by the rapidly growing main body of the wavetrain. This is supported by the
findings of Sengupta et al. (2006a,b), who found that standard spatial analysis could
well describe the observed transition of unstable modes, without recourse to special
STWF considerations. So it would seem that the STWF is a weak instability that
only emerges clearly when stronger instabilities are not present.
As for the wavepackets studied in this thesis, the type of source excitation used in
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Sengupta et al. has an important difference from ours. While Sengupta et al. had a
continually excited disturbance to pump energy into the boundary layer, our source
was only switched on once for a short duration. Such a difference in disturbance
source characteristics makes direct comparison with the STWF of Sengupta et al.
difficult. In particular, we are unable to observe the self-regeneration property of
the STWF whereby new STWFs are created by the original STWF (Bhaumik and
Sengupta, 2014). It is unsure what would happen to the STWF in Bhaumik and
Sengupta (2014) if the source was turned off. More targeted studies in this area need
to be done to understand any potential relation between the STWF and an unstable
wavepacket of the present study. This may represent a promising subject of future
research.
8.3 Publications
Portions of this work have been published, as an American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA) paper #2013-2615, and in the proceedings of two Interna-
tional Union for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (IUTAM) symposia - in Elsevier’s
Procedia IUTAM and a World Scientific symposium book:
Kang, K.-L., & Yeo, K. S. (2013). The Effect of Wavepacket Frequency Bandwidth
on the Laminar-Turbulent Transition Process in a Blasius Boundary Layer. AIAA
Paper #2013-2615. doi:10.2514/6.2013-2615
Kang, K.-L., & Yeo, K. S. (2014a, 8-12 September 2014). The Combined Effects
of Wavepacket Frequency, Amplitude and Bandwidth on its Transition Process in a
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Boundary Layer. Paper presented at the IUTAM-ABCM Symposium on Laminar
Turbulent Transition, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. doi: 10.1016/j.piutam.2015.03.061
Kang, K.-L., & Yeo, K. S. (2014b, 15-18 December 2014). Forward and inverse 3D
Fourier transforms of a DNS wavepacket evolving in a Blasius boundary layer. Paper
presented at the IUTAM Symposium on Advances in Computation, Modeling and
Control of Transitional and Turbulent Flows, Goa, India. Accepted for publication
in the symposium book.
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The following sequences of images are streamwise perturbation velocity (u-velocity)
contours and their associated spectra (discrete Fourier transforms) according to the
methodology of Section 3.1. They are to support and augment the conclusions given
in Table 5.2 of Section 5.2. The names of the cases are the same as those used in
Table 5.1.
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Figure A.1: Contours of u-velocity data collected at a distance from the wall of y/δ = 0.6 and streamwise position
(left to right) x = 604, 690, 863 and 1035. The top row is for LE-MF-HB, the middle row is LE-MF-MB and the
bottom row is the LE-MF-LB. Both the contour lines and their colors have been standardized so comparison can
be made between all the images in this figure and in Fig. A.2. The contour lines are colored with a scale that varies
linearly from dark blue (u = −0.3) to red (u = 0.8).
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.2: Contours of u-velocity data collected at a distance from the wall of y/δ = 0.6 and streamwise position
(left to right) x = 1122, 1208, 1251 and 1294. The top row is for LE-MF-HB, the middle row is LE-MF-MB and
the bottom row is the LE-MF-LB. The contours and colors in these figures have been standardized so comparison

























































































































































Figure A.3: Spectral density of the u-velocity data collected at y/δ = 0.6 and (left to right) x = 604, 690, 863 and
1035. The top row is for LE-MF-HB, the middle row is LE-MF-MB and the bottom row is the LE-MF-LB. The
contours and colors show the relative values of spectral density. Note that the colors are scaled to the maxima (red)

























































































































































Figure A.4: Spectral density of the u-velocity data collected at y/δ = 0.6 and (left to right) x = 1122, 1208, 1251
and 1294. The top row is for LE-MF-HB, the middle row is LE-MF-MB and the bottom row is the LE-MF-LB. The
contours and colors show the relative values of spectral density. Note that the colors are scaled to the maxima (red)
and minima (blue) encountered at each location and hence the contours cannot be compared between locations.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.5: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases LE-LF-HB,
LE-LF-MB and LE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 863. The contour lines and colors for all the images
in this figure and Fig. A.6 have been standardized so comparison can be made between them.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.6: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases LE-LF-
HB, LE-LF-MB and LE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 1035 to 1294 (for LE-LF-HB and LE-LF-MB) or x = 1122
to 1380 (for LE-LF-LB). The contour lines and colors for all the images in this figure and Fig. A.5 have been

























































































































































Figure A.7: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.5. The top, middle and bottom rows
respectively correspond to the cases LE-LF-HB, LE-LF-MB and LE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 863.
The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location and case,

























































































































































Figure A.8: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.6. The top, middle and bottom rows
respectively correspond to the cases LE-LF-HB, LE-LF-MB and LE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 1035 to 1294
(for LE-LF-HB and LE-LF-MB) or x = 1122 to 1380 (for LE-LF-LB). The contour lines and colours have been
scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location and case, hence they cannot be directly compared
between locations or cases.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.9: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases LE-HF-
HB, LE-HF-MB and LE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 949. The contour lines and colors for all the
images in this figure and Fig. A.10 have been standardized so comparison can be made between them.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.10: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases LE-HF-
HB, LE-HF-MB and LE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 1035 to x = 1294. The contour lines and colors for all the













































































































































Figure A.11: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.9. The top, middle and bottom rows
respectively correspond to the cases LE-HF-HB, LE-HF-MB and LE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 949.
The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location and case,













































































































































Figure A.12: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.10. The top, middle and bottom
rows respectively correspond to the cases LE-HF-HB, LE-HF-MB and LE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 1035 to
x = 1294. The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location
and case, hence they cannot be directly compared between locations or cases.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.13: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-LF-
HB, HE-LF-MB and HE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 863. The contour lines and colors for all the
images in this figure and Fig. A.14 have been standardized so comparison can be made between them.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.14: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-LF-
HB, HE-LF-MB and HE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 949 to x = 1208. The contour lines and colors for all the

























































































































































Figure A.15: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.13. The top, middle and bottom rows
respectively correspond to the cases HE-LF-HB, HE-LF-MB and HE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 863.
The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location and case,

























































































































































Figure A.16: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.14. The top, middle and bottom rows
respectively correspond to the cases HE-LF-HB, HE-LF-MB and HE-LF-LB, at locations from x = 949 to x = 1208.
The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location and case,
hence they cannot be directly compared between locations or cases.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.17: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-MF-
HB, HE-MF-MB and HE-MF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 863. The contour lines and colors for all the
images in this figure and Fig. A.18 have been standardized so comparison can be made between them.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.18: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-MF-
HB, HE-MF-MB and HE-MF-LB, at locations from x = 949 to x = 1208. The contour lines and colors for all the





































































































































Figure A.19: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.17. The top, middle and bottom
rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-MF-HB, HE-MF-MB and HE-MF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to
x = 863. The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location





































































































































Figure A.20: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.18. The top, middle and bottom
rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-MF-HB, HE-MF-MB and HE-MF-LB, at locations from x = 949 to
x = 1208. The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location
and case, hence they cannot be directly compared between locations or cases.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.21: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-HF-
HB, HE-HF-MB and HE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 863. The contour lines and colors for all the
images in this figure and Fig. A.22 have been standardized so comparison can be made between them.
Colorbar: min max
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Figure A.22: Streamwise perturbation velocity u contours, sampled along a row of points parallel to the spanwise
z-axis, at a height of (y/δ) ≈ 0.6. The top, middle and bottom rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-HF-
HB, HE-HF-MB and HE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 949 to x = 1208. The contour lines and colors for all the













































































































































Figure A.23: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.21. The top, middle and bottom rows
respectively correspond to the cases HE-HF-HB, HE-HF-MB and HE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 604 to x = 863.
The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location and case,













































































































































Figure A.24: Spectral density of the corresponding velocity data in Fig. A.22. The top, middle and bottom
rows respectively correspond to the cases HE-HF-HB, HE-HF-MB and HE-HF-LB, at locations from x = 949 to
x = 1208. The contour lines and colours have been scaled to the maxima (red) and minima (blue) at each location
and case, hence they cannot be directly compared between locations or cases.
Colorbar: min max
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